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BY DECISION OE THE CENTRAf, COMMITTEE OF THE
PARTY OF LABOUR OF ALBANIA, THE PUBLICATION IN FO-
R,EIGN LANGUAGES OF THE SELECTED WOBKS OF
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA, FIRST SECRETARY OF THE
CENTRAf, COMMITTEE OE THE PARTY OF LABOUB OF AL.
BANIA, BELOVED LEADER OF THE PABTY AND THE AL-
BANIAN PEOPLE HAS BEGUN. THE FIBST VOLUME OF
THESE WORKS IN ENGLISH, FRENCH, SPANISH, AND
RUSSIAN CAME OUT SEVERAL MONTHS AGO, BEFOBE
LONG TIIE SECOND VOLUME WILL BE AYAILABLE, WHILE
THE THIRD VOT.UME IS UNDEB PREPARATION. THESE
THBEE YOLUMES BRING TOGETHER THE MOST IM-
PORTANT WORKS BY COMBADE ENVER HOXHA DURING
THE NATIONAL LIBERATION WAR AND FOI,LOWING TIIE
LIBERATION OF THE COUNTRY DO'IVN TO THE RECENT
YE.ARS.

The works of comrade Enver Hoxha are a profound re-
flection of the theoretical thinking and revolutionary activi-
ty of the Communist Party of Albania (today the party ot
Labour of Albania). Comrade Enver Hoxha himself is the
architect of the thinking of the PLA and its revolutionary
line. He founded the Party in conditions of profound illegali-
ty, at the time when Albania was groaning under the heel
and terror of the invader, when the communist movemeEt
in Albania was represented by a number of different groups
infected with political, ideological and organisational vierys
alien to Marxism-Leuinfsm, views which had taken root espe.
cially in the leaders of these groups who were in fierce
and unprincipled struggle with one another, at a time when a
working class formed as an industrial proletariat stilt did not
exist in Albania, and when the international situation was
very grave for the revolution and socialism. The founding
of the Party in these conditions, was very difficult, but it was
an urgent historical necessity, Comrade Enver Hoxha resolved
this historical necessity in a revolutionary way on November
I, 1941.

Not only is Comrade Enver Hoxha the founder of the
Party, but he is still leading it after 34 yearc. For 34 years
he has always been at the head of the Party. Therefore, the
works of Comrade Enver Hoxha reflect the entire history
of the Party of Labour of Albania. In them is expressed the
line of the Party and the successful implementation of this
liqe at every stage of its history.

In its rich revolutionary activity, the Party of Labour o{
Albania has always taken a correct stand. Despite the com-
plicated national and international conditions, it has always
remained a Marxist-Leninist party of the new type - the
vanguard of the working class. Thus, the works of comrade
Enver Hoxha represent in themselves the creative application
of the universal truth of Marxism-f,eninism, of the immortal
teachings of Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin, in the specific
conditions of Albania. They are the greatest treasure in the
fund of the experience of the revolutionary movement in Al-
banla, and at the same time an important contribution to
the creative development of Marxism-Leninism and the streng-
thening of the International communist movement.

The prime concern of comrade Enver Hoxha, since the
founding of the Party, has been the elaboration and applica-
tion of the Leninist norms in its life. In the works of comrade
Enver Hoxha it is clear from the very outs€t that the entire
inner life of the Party must be built on the basis of the
principle of democratic centralism, the development of prirr-
cipled criticism and self-criticism, rigorous respect for the
principle of collective work in the leadership of the Party,
the continuous strengthening of the vanguard role of the Par-
ty and its members, the linking of the Party members with
the masses, the continuous raising of the ideological level of
the communists, the strengthening of the unity and inner
discipline of the Party, etc.

Although the Party had only a few hundred members
in November 1941, the implementation of these teachings of
comrade Enver Hoxha right from its founding made it possible
for the Party to become very quickly, the true representative
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of the interests of the working class and the people, the sole
and incontestable leader of the working masses of the coun-
try.

In this way it was proved in practice that, even in the
conditions when the working class is in the process of formation
as a class in itself, not only is it necessary and possible for the
Party of the working class to be formed with the most revo-
lutionary elernents of the country without waiting for the in-
dustrial proletariat to be forrned, but this party must become
the leader of all the working masses in struggle for national
and social liberation.

In this direction the Albanian experience can rightly be
considered as a contribution to the enriching of the theory
and practice of Marxism-Leninism concerning the creation o1
the vanguard party of the working c1ass.

From the works of comrade Enver Hoxha it is clear that

t day it has
role, always
party of the
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on that the
people's revolution triumphed in Albania, that the dictatorship
of the proletariat was established here, and that socialist Al-
bania has been able to carry the socialist revolution constantiy
ahead, while avoiding the emergence of revisionism and the
restoration of capitalism.

Comrade Enver Hoxha has given great importance to the
question of the composition of the party and the increase of
its ranks with new members. From the beginning he has
drawn attention to the importance of admitting to the party
the most revolutionary elements of the working class first of all.
And this is understandable if we bear in mind the class cha-

racter of the Party as the party of the working class. ,In our
Party", - said comrade Enver Hoxha in his report to the
first Consultative Meeting of the Activists of the Communist
Party of Albania in April 7942,-" the majority must be work-
ers... Nobody else can lead, fight, and work as whole-
heartedly for the cause of communism as the proletarians, the
workers,.

Eut at the same time, in all the materials he devoted to
the composition of the party, comrade Enver Hoxha demands
the admission to the Party of the revolutionary elements from
other strata of society, especially from the ranks of poor
peasants and other strata of the town, who embrace the
ideology of the working class - Marxism-Leninism -, and who
are ready to fight for its implementation. Through these
elements the Party would exert its influence and ensure its
leadership among these strata which are nearest to the work-
ing class and its closest allies. Consequently, in the conditions

one of the rnain features of the pLA which finds full
expression in the works of comrade Enver Hoxha is the

has never allowed anti-Marxist views to take root in its ranks
and be transformed into an opposite line. It has never allowed
coexistence with the ideology of the enemy inside or outside
its ranks. According to decided party norms, it has expelled
al1 the hostile elements from its ranks. As a result of this,
and the consistent principled struggle for the preservation
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and constant streflgthening of its unity, the Party of tabour
of Albania has not been destroyed but has always remained
a Marxist-f,eninist Party.

In the works of comrade Enver Hoxha particular im-
poltance is devoted to the question of the Marxist-Leninist
education and revolutionary tempering of the communists
and all the working masses. Comrade Enver Hoxha criticises
any trend towards under-rating theory and absolutising prac-
tice divested of theory, towards empirism an narrow practi-
cism. However he does not treat the process of education as
an illuminist process, but as a process which is realised in
revolutionary action through the combination of theory
with revolutionary practice in the armed struggle and in
socialist construction. The works of Comrade Enver Hoxha
ia themselves constifute a powerful basis for the Marxist-f,e-

The elaboration and implementation of the strategy and
tactics of the pLA during the National Liberation \var andafter the war occupies an important place in the works of
comrade Enyer Hoxha,

of comrade Enver Hoxha, the
line for the National Libera,

vaders in conformity with the
itions and led this war to the

laborationist traitor organisations to the eyes of the masses.
With the Party at their head, the popular masses destroyed
these toots of the invaders and traitors to the nation and the
people.

The clear-cut, determined and correct stands of the party
and comrade Enver Hoxha which emerge clearly in his works,

ALBANIA TODAY

the preservation and strengthetring of the leading role of the
Party in the Front Organisation and the marked class dif-
ferentiation that took place in the revolutionary process of
the National f,iberation War, led not only to the Iiberation of
the country, but also to the overthrow of the state power of the
exploiting classes and the simultaneous establishment of the
people's state power in Albania. After the liberation of the
country the Organisation of the Front continued to play, and
today under the name of the Democratic Front of Albania,
is still playing a very important role in uniting the people
for building of socialism and the defence of the horne-
Iand,

The policy of the Party of Labour of Albania with regard
to the Front, worked out and led by comrade Enver Hoxha,
constitutes another creative development of Marxism-Leninism
on the guestion of ensuring and strengthening the political
unity of the people around the Marxist-Leninist Party of the
working class and under its leadership.

The Party's refusal to share the leadership of the war and
the state power with the bourgeoisie was the decisive measure
for the triumph of the people's revolution in Albania. On this
basis the Party destroyed the entire old state machine of the
invaders and exploiting classes of the country and erected
on its ruins the people's state power, the dictatorship of the
proletariat.

The works of comrade Enver Hoxha bring out the cha-
racteristics and tasks of the people's state power and the
measures taken by the Party for the continuous strengthen-
ing of socialist democracy for the working masses parallel
with strengthening and exercising the dictatorship over the
exploiting classes and enemies of socialism, for the ideological
education and sharpening of the revolutionary vigilance of
the organs of the dictatorship, for the implementation of so-
cialist law. The teachings of comrade Enver Hoxha about the
struggle against bureaucracy, as one of the fundamental di-
rections of the struggle to preserve and continuously strengthen
the dictatorship of the proletariat and avoid its degeneration
and liquidation, ar€ of maior theoretical and practical im-
oortance to the fate of socialism. The implementation of the
teachings of comrade Enver Hoxha and his instructions about the
allround strengthening of the organs of the state to keep them
free of anv bourqeois and revisionist ill, about always ensuring
the leadership of the working class in the state power, that this
state power must always be closely linked with the masses arqd
in the service of the peoole, loyal to the end to the revo-
Iutionary Marxist-Leninist line of the Party, is the best
guarantee that the state power will always properly perform
the tasks with which society is faced on the road of socialist
construction.

Comrade Enver Hoxha's works embody the line of the
Party for the construction of socialism. Elaborated in them,
from the theoretical and practical viewpoint, is the economic
oolicy of the Partv for the construction of sociatism in Albania.
Preciselv by implementinq this line the economic base of so-
cialism has been built and now we are proceeding on the road
of the complete construction of the socialist society. The
way in which revolutionarv reforms of an antifeudal and
democratic character and reforms of socialist character have
been carried out, the road for the industrialisation of the
country and the collectivisation and intensification of agricul-
ture; the elaboration and application of the principles of
planning the economic development of the country; the appli-
cation of the principle of selfreliance in socialist construction,
the roads for the gradual rarrowiug of the differences
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between town and countryside, industry and agriculture, men-
tal work and manual work, etc, are fully reflected in these
works.

The liberation of the country and the building of so-
cialism in Albania have been achieveC through a fierce struggle
against numerous internal and external enemies of all types.

An important part in this is the struggle against the im-
perialists and revisionists who, from the time of the Nationel
f,iberation War and up till today, have never ceased their fight
against our country and the Party of f,abour of Albania. There-
fore, the history of the Party of Labour of Albania is inse-
parable from the struggle it has waged and continues to \rage
against them under the leadership of comrade Enver Hoxha.
This fierce, complicated, difficult, but at the same time glo-
rious struggle, is clearly reflected in the works of comrade
Enver Hoxha. In them it comes out clearly that the party
of Labour of Albania has not confined itself to a defensive
struggle on a national scale against the imperialists and re-
visionists, but it has come out on the international arena as
a shock brigade of socialism, as a fiery, consistent, and un-
compromising fighter against imperialism and modern re-
visionism, as an ardent defender of the international working
class and the liberation struggle of the peoples; a defender of
Marxism-Leninism and the world revolution.

The Party of Labour of Albania and comrade Enver Hoxha
have never separated the struggle against imperialism from
the struggle against opportunism and modern revisionism.
During the National Liberation War the party and comrade
Enver Hoxha never allowed the mpe-
rialists to interfere in Albania, they
were allies in the fight against the
purpose of smothering the revolution, just as they refused and
raised their voice against the attempts of the leadership of the
Yugoslav Conrmunist Party to interfere in the internal affairs
of the Party and the PB of Albania.

The Party of Labour of Albania and its leader comrade
Enver Hoxha personally have great merit in the uncovering
and exposure of the Soviet modern revisionists. It clashed
with the Soviet revisionists before the real features of Nikita
Khrushchov and his cronies were publicly unmasked, But
this struggle assumed a fierce character 15 years ago, when
comrade Enver lloxha, at the meeting of the g1 communist
and workers parties in Moscow, openly tore off their mask.
The history of these 15 years has fully confirmed the correct-
ness of the attitude of our party at that meeting. It has
proven the unscrupulous betrayal of the revisionist leader-
ship of the Soviet Union towards Marxism-f,eninism and, con-
sequently, the transformation of the Soviet Union into an im-
perialist state. The struggle which our party has waged and
continues to wage against the Soviet modern revisionists has
been hailed by all the genuine revolutionaries, by all those
who cherish the freedom and iudependence of the country,
the great cause of socialism and communism throughout the
world, In the works of comrade Enver Hoxha the strategy
an tactics of the Party of Labour of Albania in struggle against
the modern revisionists of the Soviet Union, strategy and
tactics which are characterized by the lofty spirit of Marxist-
f,eninist principle, by revolutionary determination and cou-
rage, unshakeable confidence in our own forces and the re-
volutionary forces of the world, unshakeable confidence in the
final triumph of Marxism-Leninism over rnodern revisionism,
are clearly brought out.

The struggle against modern revisionism according to the
teachings of comrade Enver Hoxha has raised the name of the
Party of Labour of Albania as a determined fighter in defence
of the purity of lVlarxism-f,eninism on the international arena.
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From the summing up of the experience of the party of
Labour of Albania and the international communist move-
ment in the struggle against modern revisionism in the works
of comrade Enver Hoxha, the concrete principled conclusions
and practical tasks to carry forward the cause of the revolu-
tion, to bar the way to the birth of revisionism and the res-
toration of capitalism in Albania, to drive forward in the
struggle against modern revisionism until it is completely
destroyed, stand out clearly. These tasks are a result of the
profound study of the Marxist-Leninist theory and the history
of the international communist movemert, of the creative
application of the fundamental principles of Marxism-Leni-
nism in conformity with the concrete conditions of our country
at the particular time.

These tasks, which form a great programme of work for
the Party, the working class, ancl our entire people, include,
in the first place, the further deepening of the political and
economic revolution and the carrying out of the ideological
and cultural revolution on the broadest front, the further
revolutionisation of the inner life of the party, the persistent
struggle for the creation of the new man with a Marxist-f,e-
ninist world outlook and revolutionary ideals and spirit;
the education of the working people to put the general interest
above individual interest and subject their immediate interests
to ive; the continuous struggle against
bur ism and intellectualism, the deepen-
ing n of the line of the masses and the
constant perfecting of the relations betweer cadres and
masses; putting proletarian politics more thoroughly in
command, the continuous strengthening of the dictatorship of
the proletariat, the strengthening of the role of the working
class and the worker's control over the entire life of the
courtry, the continuous strengthening of the leading role of
the Party, etc.

The accomplishment of these tasks, which emerge from
comrade Enver Hoxha's teachings, finds its expression in the
day to day life of the Party and the Albanian people, in the
great revolutionary initiatives and movements which have
burst out in a chain reaction in our country.

This is why the works of comrade Enver Hoxha, the
complete publication of which is now well advanced in Al-
bania, are considered by the Albanian communists and the
entire Albanian people as a great and invaluable treasury
of revolutionary education. In them they find answers to the
great problems raised by life and the development of the re-
volution in Albania; they find the guiding thread to orientate
themselves in any situation and honourably fulfil the great
tasks facing them.

The publication of the selected works of comrade
Euver Hoxha in foreign languages will provide the possibility
for Marxist-Leninist and genuine revolutionaries to become
better acquainted with the revolutionary experience of the
Party of Labour of Albania about the way to achieve inde-
pendence and the triumph of the revolution, to establish the
dictatorship of the proletariat and defend it against any €nemy,
to build socialism and march triumphantly on the difficult
but glorious road of communism, It will also provide a possibi-
lity for all the friends and well-wishers of socialist Albania,
for all those who cherish the cause of freedom, national
independence, and social progress, to become better acquainted
with the People's Bepublic of Albania, with its achievements
and perspectives, to understand correctly its home and foreign
policies and its resolute and principled stand on all the most
important international questiofls.
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AMONG THE VERY IMPORTANT PROBLET\{S THE PABTY

IIAS DEALT WITII, A SPECIAL ?IACE IS OCCUPIED BY THE

PROBLEM OE INTENSIFICATION OF ]-'HE STRUGGLE AGAINST

BUBEAUCBACY, AND THE EURTHER AND ALLROUND

STBENGTHENING OF THE SOCIALIST STATE, SOCIALIST DE-

MOCRACy.

THE PARTY AND COMBADE ENVER HOXIIA IIAVE AI-WAYS

POINTED OUT THAT AN INDISPENSABLE CJNDITION FOR

THE REALISATION OF THE TASKS FACING OUR COUNTBY

IN ITS FURTHER DEVELOPMENT ON THE ROAD OF SO.

CIALISM, IS T}IE CONTINUOUS STRENGTIIENING OF THE

DICTATORSHIP OE TIIE PBOLETARIAT. ITHE KEY PROBLEM

oF THE BEVOLUTION,,, SAID COMRADE ENVER HOXHA IN
HIS REPORT DELIVERED AT THE 6TH CONGRESS OI'THE
PLA, -IIAS BEEN AT,{D WILL EEMAIN, UNTIL THE ACHIEVE-

MENT OE THE VICTOBY OE COMMUNISM, THE PROBIEM

OF STATE POWEB, OE THE DICTATORSHIP OF THE PBO.

LETARIAT. IN WHATEVER EIELD THE CLASS STRUGGLE

BETWEEN THE TWO BOADS, SOCIALIST OB CAPITALIST

MAY BE WAGED, WHETHEB IN THE POLITICAL, ECCNOMIC,

IJEOLOGICAL, CULTURAL OB MILITARY EIELDS, IT IS, IN
.IHE FINAL ANALYS$, A STBUGGLE OVER THE OUESTION

OE \YEIETHEB THE DICTATORSHIP OE PBOLETABIAT WILL

BE PBESERVED AND STBENGTHENED OB WILI, DEGENERATE

AND BE OVEBTHBOWN, AS OCCUBRED IN THE SOVIET

UNION AND IN SOME OTHEB COUNTBIES".

This has been fully confirmeri by the negative experieuce

of the former socialist countries where the revisionist cliques

are ruling today. It has been confirmed, also, by the experience

of the irreconcilable struggle which our Party has success-

fully carried out agaiust all the enemy elements who, in va-

rious periods and various ways, have tried to undermine

the fouudations of the people's state power, to strike at the

dictatorship of the proletariat. The incessant efforts made by

enemy elements in the fields of ideology and culture, defence

and the ecouolny, have been a whole chain of actions which
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have aimed at the degeneration of our socialist state power,

at its transformation into a counterrevolutionary state power,

in the service of bureaucratic and technocratic elements, the

new bourgeois, who have always wanted to repeat, at the

expence of the Albanian people, the tragedy which overtook

the Soviet peoples and the peoples of the other countries of
Eastern Europe. Not only has our Party smashed these hostile

efforts whenever they have been made, but it has drawn,

and continues to draw, conclusions about the factors which

allowed these antisocialist symptoms to appear and, at the

same time, has worked out a series of measures to bar the way

to them.

One of the factors which allows the development of

antisocialist actions in various fields of life, is bureaucracy. Our

Party has continually fought bureaucracy, and has always

warned against its danger. Even in the early post-liberation

years, when its experience in state mallagement was still in
its elementary stage and when the negative phenomena which

occurred later in the Soviet Union and the other former

socialist countries, could not be imagined, the PLA had already

drawn the attention of the communists and all the working
people to the need for an effective struggle against bureau-

cratic distortions, Suffice it to mention, among the documents

of that period, comrade Enver Hoxha's report to the 4tlr

Plenum of the CC in L945 and his report at the 2nd Congress

of the Party. Although young and lacking the necessary

experience, our Party, as a genuine Marxist-Leninist party,

with its revolutionary instinct, eyen at that time did not

allow certain phenomena to take root in our country, pheno.

mena, which, in other countries, led to the creation of pri-
vileged castes, wested with practically unlimited power and

separated from the mass of the working people through an

entire system of salaries many times higher than those of the

r:ank-and-file workers. These privileged castes became the so-

sial basis of ruodern revisionisrn, headed by Kruschow re-
visionism,

The critical analysis of the negative experience of the

Soviet Union and of some countries of people's democracy,

the generalisation of the experience of socialist construction in

Albania itself, gave our Party the possibility of drawing

acurate conclusions about the nature and causes of bureau'

cratism in L966-67 and the subsequent years, afld at the same

tirue, of taking concrete measures to fight it. Such documents

and measures are of great theoretical and practical value,

the importance of which goes beyond the borders of our

country, for they are based on the generalisation of interna-

tional practice.

The Party and comrade Enver Hoxha have continually

pointed out that the struggle against bureaucratism is not

a matter of a single campaign, that it is a fierce and difficult
class struggle which will continue as long as there are still
vestiges of the exploiting classes, and *stains, of the old

order, in our country, as long as there is the objective possibi-

lity of the degeneration of individuals, €ven from the ranks

of the people, of their transformation into "new bourgeois',

as long as the imperialist-revisionist encirclement and its
allround pressure on our country continues to exist.

Therefore, any euphoria over the success€s achieved,

especially in the struggle against bureaucratism, is harmful,

Iowers the vigilauce of the Party and the working masses,

weakens their struggle for the development of socialist demo'

cracy and the strengthening of the dictatorship of the pro-

letariat, allows bureaucratic distortions and deviations to be

repeated.

The successful fight against bureaucratism implies the

active participation of the working class and of all the work-
ing masses in this struggle under the leadership of the Party.
proper understanding of their role in the socialist state, under'

standing of the nature of this state itselft, its relationship to

the administration, etc.

Lenin pointed out that the question of the state is a

complex and intricate oue, that a whole series of ideologists
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of the exploiting classes, and especially of the bourgeoisie,
have contributed to its complication. In our day too, the
bourgeois ideologists, and particularly the revisionist ones,

are striving to sow confusion and unclarity about the class

nature of the state, about its role, both in the capitalist order
and in the socialist order, In some instance our people, too,
have unclear views concerning the meaning of the proletarian
state, proletarian democracy, etc., and it is precisely these

views which lead to underestimation of the role of the work-
ing class and other working people in exercising the statc
power. For this reason, comrade Enver Hoxha stresses the
necessity of a correct understanding, not merely formal but
the essence, of what the state of the proletarians is, what
proletarian democracy is and what, on the other hand, the
state administration is, so as to protect ourselves from petty-
bourgeois, anarchist, and iiberal deformations in these matters.

The ideologists of the bourgeoisie have fetishised the
state presenting it as an administrative apparatus of a cha-

racter, that stands above classes which is in the hands of a

stratum of functionaries who allegedly strive for the general
good. The mouthpieces of modern revisionism also strive to
ilprovetr that the class nature of the capitalist state has changed

and that phenomena which contribute to the class evolution
of the state are occurring in socialism, too. The Kruschov re-
visionists want to conceal the dictatorship they exercise in
the interests of the new bourgeois class of bureaucrats and
technocrats, with the discredited theory of "the state of the
entire people,, while in other countries, a whole string of
.theoreticianstr propagate the view that in the stage of the state
monopoly capitalism and in the "lower stage, of socialism,
the state has the same class character. According to them,
it is a state in the hands of a stratum of specialists, techno-
crats, and bureaucrats, who are transformed little by little
into a stratum in itself, independent, both from the bourgeoisie
in capitalism arrd from the working class in socialism. There-
fore, there is no clearcut demarcation line between these two
stages, and the *peaceful transition,, from the one to the othet
is natural because, according to them, the state is the same,

an administrative apparatus in the hands of a stratum which
has, in fact, a supraclass character.

These theories are an open denial of the teachings of
Marxism-I-eninism about the class nature of any state. At
the same time they are a counterrevolutionary attempt to
discredit the socialist state, to *theoretically,, justify the re-
gressive evolution that has occurred in the revisionist countries
where the state has been effectively transformed into a tool
of the bureaucratic-technocratic stratum. But this stratum by
no means has a supraclass character. It is a constituent part of
the new bourgeoisie which has usurped the state power from
the hands of the workers and which exercises the most sa-

vage dictatorship at the expense of the rvorking people, on

behalf and in the interests of this new bourgeoisie.
For the bourgeois state, particularly in the epoch of irn-

perialism, two institutions are characteristics: the bureaucratic
apparatus and the pelmanent army. There the bureaucratic
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apparatus has tecome identified with the state itself. The re-
presentative institutions whether the central parliament or the
elected periferal organs are entirely formal. Real state power
has been concentrated in the administrative organs, which,
consistently and faithfully, caffy out the orders of the big
monopoly bourgeoisie. Our people's revoluiion, like every so-

cialist revolution, smashed this old bureaucratic apparatus

and, in its place, created a new apparatus, a new administra-
tion, in the service of the working class and the entire work-
ing people. But in practice there are people who erroneously
identify the administration with our socialist state. These

erroneous ideas make it possible f or the administration to

occupy a predominant position.
The administrative apparatus in socialism can never have

that predominant role it has in the bourgeois state where,
according to Hegel's well known expression, it is the "soul of
the state,. The socialist state is a state of a new higher type.
It is, as Marx and Engels have said, "the proletariat itself
organised as a ruling class". Comrade Enver Hoxha says:
*We have put this great thought of Marx's into practice and

we must have a profound understanding of it. lYe must

understand clearly that the working class, also, organises the

means to exercise its violence against its enemies and in the
interests of the working people, which means in the interests

of the entire people,.

When we say that the socialist state is the proletariat or-
ganised as a ruling class, we mean, first of all, its organisation
fron:. the political viewpoint. The working class in power is
organised in a whole system of organisations, from the trade
unions to the state itself, organisations which have different
tasks and functions, but which together, constitute the systen
of the dictatorship, of the proleariat. Under this system, which is
led by the party of the working class, the state occupies the
rnain place. It is the political organization which has the mo-
nopoly of physical coercion against all those who violate the
laws of the dictatorship of the proletariat. In essence, the
state is precisely the embodiment of this dictatorship, Se-

condly, the working class in power is organised from the
ideological viewpoint. Its ideology, the ideology of the Party,
Marxism-Leninism, is the dominant ideoiogy, which is assi-

milated more and more each day, not only by the workers,
but by all the working people. The norms of proietarian
communist morality are transformeci into a unified system of
moral norms, which little by little, is narrowing the field
of action and eliminating the vestiges of the old morality.
Third1y, the working class is organised from the economic view-
point. The whole sociaiist economic system, based on socialist
ownership, which has the state ownership as its main form,
ersures the economic interests of the working class and of all
the working people. Finally, the working class, as a ruling
class, is organised also from the military viewpoint. Not oniy
is the army of the sociaiist state a revolutionary army, an

army of the class and in its service, but the interests of so-

cialism and the revolution are defended by the entire armed
people, and primarily hy the arrned working class.
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Thus, the socialist state is the armed workers themselves
who, in order to exercise their power, create the representative
institutions and the respective executive organs, These re-
presentative and executive organs are eiected organs. Tliey
represent the will of the working class, in ailiance with the
woriring masses, are dependent on them and completely under
their control. Besides these elected representative and execu-
tive organs, which have a political character, the state also
needs an administrative apparatus comprised of appointed
specialists, an apparatus which has a more markediy technical
character (but always in service of political functions)" This
apparatus, which carries out the i(routine* "day to day, 611uiru
of the state, is dependent on the elected representative ancl
executive orgars, which, for their part, embocly the will and
ilierests of the working class. From a certain aspect, the re-
lationship between the elected organs, in the first place the
representative ones, and the administrative apparatus, reflects
the relationship between the working class in alliance with the
cooperativist peasantry, and the intelligentsia. The intelli_
gentsia in the socialist state has an important place and role.
It is the offspring of the working class aricl the working pea-
santry, loyal to the dictatorship of the proletariat. It has
been charged with important duties of practical management
of the economy, culture and administration. But the intel_
ligentsia always carries out these duties in the course of
implementing the class policy determined by the working
class and its Party, under their leadership, and uncler the di-
rect control of the working class. Therefore, in socialism the
state administration cannot *alienate itself, transform itself
into its opposite, from an apparatus of the working class or-
ganised as a state and in its service, into an apparatus to
command the working class. Such a transformation leads to the
degeneration of the socialist order, to the clisplacement of the
working class from the leading role, to the usurpation of the
state power by the strattrra of the bureaucrats and technocrats,
just as has occurred in the countries where Lhe revisionists are
in power.

Of course, the socialist state reeds an administration, but
as Lenin instructs, a very simple administration, because the
people themselves can carr)r out the functions of the com_
plicate bourgeois administration by activising themselves in
various forms, in running the country. ,It is not a matter of
eliminating the bureaucratic apparatus imediately, every-
where and through to the end,- said Lenin. - That is utopia,
But to smash the old bureaucratic machine and to begin
immediately to build a new machine which gradually permits
the elimination of any bureaucratic apparatus, that is not
utopia... that is the direct task, the most urgent task of the
revolutionary proletariat*.

Neglect of this task, inflation of the bureaucratic apparatus,
little by little weakens the role of the working class, atrophies
the work of the representative organs, Ieads to the violation
of the norms of proletarian democracy. This danger, which
our Party of Labour is systernatically fighting, was pointed out
by the great teachers of the proletariat. Engels stressed that
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in all exploiting societies the state and state organs have had
the tendency to transform themselves froru servants of so-

ciety into masters of society. "In order to avoid the loss of
its newly won ruling position" said Engels, "the working
class must ensure itself against its own deputies and officials,.

lVhich is the road to ensure this? ,As soon as they seize
political powerr, says Lenin, ,the workers will destroy the old
bureaucratic apparatus, they will smash it to its foundations,
leaving no stone on stone. They will replace it with a new
apparatus also comprised of workers and officials and, in or-
der to prevent them from becoming bureaucrats, these measures
that Marx and Engels have studied in detail will be taken
immediately: 1) Not only the principle of election, but also
the principle that they may be removed at any moment; 2)
pay not greater than that of a worker;3) work must begin
immediately, so that everybody will caty out the functions oI
control and supervision. Everybody will become a "bureaucrat"
for a time so that nobody will become a ubureaucrat,.

The realisation of these demands is an indispensable con-
dition for the strengthening of the dictatorship of the prole-
tariat, the development of socialist democracy, the deepen-
ing of the mass line which has been, and always remains, the
general line of the Party. In this aspect an important role is
played by the strengthening of the representative organs of the
state por,yer, which are the political foundations of our State,
the struggle against any formal attitude towards or under-
rating of them, the placing of the executive organs, and par-
ticularly of the other adrninistrative links, under complete
and effective dependence on them, the improvement of the
composition of various state organs with people from the work-
ing class and the other working masses, which serves the
strengthening of the leading role of the class itself, the allroud
drawing of the working masses into the running of the country,
a thing which multipplied the strength of the state apparatus
and places the ,majority of the population in conditions
permitting everybody, without exception, to carry out ,the
state functions,". (Lenin).

This is the only way to raise really insurmountable ob-
stacles to the development of bureauuacy and to avoid as
comrade Enver Hoxha says, trying to hold it in check with reins
of straw.

I



YIGOROUS DEVETOP ETT

ENHST ECOHOMY

TTIE PEOPTE' S REPIIBLIC
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OUB .NEVOLUTION, DEVEI.OPED AS A CONTINUOUS REVOLUTION AND IN

CONFORMITY WITH SPECIEIC IIISTORICAL CONDITIONS, PASSED THROUGH THBEE

MAIN STAGES: THE ANTI-IMPEBIAIISTS, DEMOCRATIC STAGE OF THE TRIUMPH

OF NATIONAf, INDEPENDENCE AND TIIE ESTABI.ISHMENT OB THE PEOPLE'S STATE

POWER, THE STAGE OF THE EI.TMINATION OF THE OLD FEUDAL'BOURGEOIS

BELATIONS .AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NEW SOCIALIST BEI.ATIONS OF

PBODUCTION, AND THE STAGE OF THE COMPI.ETB CONSTBUCTION OF SOCIALIST

SOCIETY, WHICH IS IN PROGBESS. THESE THREE STAGES HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED

CI.OSEI.Y INTERWOVEN \ryITH ONE ANOTHEB, BUT A FUNDAMENTAL TASK HAS

BEEN PNEDOMINANT IN EACTI ONE. IN THE FIRST STAGE THE T'ULFILMENT OF

THE POLITICAT, TASK WAS PREDOMINANT, THAT IS THE LIBEBATION OF THE

COUNTBY, IN THE SECOND - THE FULFILMENT OF THE ECONOMIC TASK, THAT OI

TIIE CONSTBUCTION OF THE ECONOMIC BASE; WHEEEAS ON THE ORDER Or THE

DAY OE THE THIRD STAGE REMAIN THE TASKS OF PERTECTING THE SOCIALIST

RELATIONS, THE VIGOBOUS DEVELOPMENT OF THE PRODUCTIVE FORCES, AND

THE DEEPENING OF THE IDEOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL REVOLUTION, IN

STBUGGI.E AGAINST THE VESTIGES OF THE OLD ORDER AND AGAINST THE IM-

PERIALIST-BEVISIONIST ENCIRCLEMENT AND BLOCKADE.

1.

In order ho have a clear idea of the

road traversed by our socialist revolu-

tion, as well as of the tasks that have

been discharged and those which remain,

especially in the field of the rapid de-

velopment of the productive forces for

the complete construction of the socialist

society, it is necessary to run though in

general outline, the revolutionary trans-

formations which have been realised in
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the non-stop process of our socialist coll-

struction.
In the not distant past, or-1lj country

was very backward, almost a totally ag-

rarian, semi-feudal country, with a very

weak industry although it possessed

abundant natural riches. It was a country

with marked vestiges of feudal and semi-

feudal relations. These relations were

strong, and hindered the general socio-

economic development of the country. The

capitalist relations which had begun to

appear in the Albanian economy towards

the middle of last century, had not been

able to develop in the proportions and

forms of the other countries of the Ba1-

kan peninsula. The despotism of the de-

ceying Ottoman state power, feudalism,

and the savage national oppression, had

suppressed the productive forces and

plunged the country into the profound

mediaeval darkness. Although it had be-

gun the capitalist road of produciion'

Albania did not manage tc develop it
and even less, to carry it to completion'

This situatioir was inherited by the

state power which was established in

Albania in November 7944. T},e seizure

of political powel by the rvorking class

malked only the beginning of the so'

cialist revolution. Immediately after the

triumph of the revolution the work bc'

gan under the leadership of the PLA for

the solution of the two fundamental

tasks very closely and organicelly con-

nected with one anotber: On the one

hand, the construction of the economic

base of socialism thlough the expropria-

tion of the expropriators, the liquidatlon

of the old feudo-bourgeois eccnomic base

and, on the other hand, the creation,

of a single socialist eccnomy, the ccn-

struction of the material and technic:rl

base, with a vicrv to resoiving the con-



During more thon three dccodes ol its free
ond sovereign existence, the People's
Republic of Albonio hos ochieved o series of victories
ond sociolist revolutionory
tronsformotions which hove completely
chonged its politicol,
economic snd sociol feotures.
Within this short historicol period the war-rovoged
economy wus restored,
the economic bose of sociolism hoe

been built ond the country hos entered 0 nGw

historicol stoge -
the complete construction of sociolist society

tradiction betrareen the advanced socio-
economic order and the iusufficient level
of developmenL of the productive for-
ces.

The first task was fulfilled, in general,
as far back as 1960, and completely in
1967. As to their importance, the plo-
found revolutionaty tlansfolmations in
the field of the orvnership ovet' the means
of production, which led to the creation
of the economic base of socialism,
marked, as the Party of Labour of Albar:ia
has clearly defined, the second greatest
victory in the history of the Albanian
people, following the establishment of the
people's power.

In this essential question the socialist
revolution it Albania has its own ex-
perience of major theoretical and prac-
tical value. The PLA did not wait until
the productive folces and the technical
and scientific revolution had been de-
veloped to a higl-r level and the working
class constituted the majority of the po-
pulation, as the reformists advocated and
as the modern revisionists advocate to-
day, and then carry out the revolution
and the construction of socialism. This
is an important fact, because thc new so-

cial and economic relations, conforming
rvith the eharacter of the productive for-

ces, opened to the latter boundless ho-

rizons fcr development, ensured their
rapid and all-round progress, r'eleascd ihe

creative enelgies of the working masses

which had been supplessed for centuries
on end.

a

Vlith the construction of the economic
base a new stage of the period of tran-
sition opened - the stage of the complete

construction of the socialist society. While
the tasks of the socialist revolution in the
field of ownership over the means of
production were fulfilled successfully and

within a short iristorical period, to build
a complete socialist society it was and is

lrecessary to ensure at the same time also

the further developrnent of the ploductive

forces at high rates.

The main link in the construction of
the material and technical base of so-

cialism has been, and remains, the con-

tinuation of the socialist industrialisation,
the incessant development of technical
and scientific progress in all the branches
of the economy, the creation of a most

cffective strlrcture of social production,
thc raising of social labour producLivity,

etc,, with the aim of strengthening itr-

dependence and increasing the self-suf-

ficiency of the economy, of strengthening
the country's defence eapacity, and on this

basis, unceasingly raising the material
and cultural level of the people.

Industry plays a leading role in thc
general, coordinated, and rapid deveiop-

ment of the economy, The essence of the

policy of the PLA for the socialist in-
dustrialisation has been and lemains the

transformation of the country by sta.ges,

initially into agrarian, industrial and then

into industrial-agrarian country and gra-

dually, into an industrial country with
an advanced agriculture. The filst stage

of this strategic task has been success-

fully 6smplsted. Albania has long been

transformed from a backward agricultural
country into an agrarian-industrial coun-

try, and is firmly proceeding on the road

of its transforrnation into an industrial-

agrarian country.
In its policy of transforming Albania

into an indust.rial-agrarian country. the

PLA has aimed at ereating a complex

extracting and processing heavy and light
industry, capable of fulfilling the most

urgent needs of the economy, the people,

and the clefence of the country, on the

basis of a most efficient utilisation of the
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country's resources of labour and natural
riches. In this direction we beal in mind
the requirements of the economic laws
of extended socialist reproduction, accord-
ing to which the production of the basic
means of production is developed at faster
rates, and then the production of the
means of production for consumer goods,

ancl then the production of the means of
consumption.

With this course, the mineral extract-
ing industry has occupied the main place

in the p,-oduction of the means of pro-
duction. In the fifth five-year plan (7977-

-1975) heavy industry has assumed even

mrcre rapid development, which is cha-
racterized not only by the rapid rate of
growth of the extracting industry, by the
increase of the production of fuels, and
the rapid development of the electric
power industry, but also by the creation

of nerv branches of the processing in-
dustries. In this way, conditions ale being

created, step by step, so that in the pro-
duction of the means of production, pa-

rallel with the extracting industry, the
main place will be occupied also by tl-re

heavy plocessing industry and the ore
enriching and smelting industry. Our'

country is sticking lesolutely to this

road, But the undertaking of new and
very great tasks in the fifth five-year
plan for the setting up of the cornplete

cycle of the iron and steel industry, the
further development of non-ferrous me-

tallurgy, the transition to the deep pro-
cessing of oil, the construction of very
powerful hydropower stations on Drini
river, the development of chemical in-
dustry, etc., constitutes a qualitative step

of historic importance in the rapid de-

velopment of productive forces, for the
constnrction of the material and techni-

cal base of socialism. These projects, which
as to their proportions and technical and
technological leve1 are of world impor-
tance, are under construction now and
the day is not far off when the blast-
furnaces of the metallurgical combine
at Elbasan will be smelting iron
ore, and Albanian brands of pigiron
and steel, nickel and cobalt, tubing
and plate of various kinds, will be

produced.

The political and economic importance
of such a step in the industrialisation of
the country is very great. With the con-

struction of thesc works the economic in-
dependence of the country will become

stronger, and better conditions will be

created for greater self-sufficiency and
to cope successfully as always with the
irnperialist-r'evisionist blockade. In this
way, the economic value of minerals is

increased, the export-import balance is
improved, and above all, the material base

is created to set up in the future, new
branches of he heavy and light processinEy

industry. With the home production of
steel of various kinds ir:cluding instrument
and special steels, which the metallurgical
combine will ensure, the engineering in-
dustly will develop further on its owrl
basis of raw materials, while the deep

chemical processing of oil opens the pros-
pect of the petrochemical industry for
the production of synthetic fibres and
plastic materials,

The concentration of attention on the
erection of powerful industrial plojects,
the concentration of production in units
of a high technical level, is taking place

in this country without neglecting the
construction of factories, departments and

technological lines for the utilization of
1ocal raw materials, integrating large-scale
production, especially for the ptoduction
of mass consumer goods.

Proceeding on this road has ensur.ed

the rapid development of industry and
the increase of industrial production at
high rates. The volume of industrial pro-
duction realized during the entire year
1938, was tealized in 7973 in 4 days,

electric energy in 2 days, oil, coal and
chromium ore in 4 days, copper in 6

days, and so on. Likewise in 1973, in-
dustrial production accounted for 56,1 per

cent of social pl'oduction, as against 23,3

per cent in 1950. Industry contributed
45,2 per cent to the creation of the na-
tional income, as against 11 per cent in
1950. Industrial production accounted for
65,7 per cent of total industrial and agri-
cultural production, as against 8 per cent
in 1938 (at 1.977 prices). Meanwhile in
the structure of industrial production, the

specific weight of the means of produc-
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tiou (Group A) replesented 58,6 per cent.

Today our country produces oil and fuels

for all its needs, occupies an important
place in the world in the extlaction of

chromium ore, it fulfills its orvn needs

for regular supplies of electric power and

a quantity of it at a time when such

problems as the energy, raw materials,
foreign exchange and financial ci'ises, in-

flation, the unbridled rise of prices, etc.,

I-rave bulst upon the rvor'lcl with uncon-

tainable force.

3.

In the clevelopment of productive forces,

the econornic policy of the PLA has aimed

and continues to aim at the simultaleous
developrrent of all the branchcs of thc
sphere of matelial production, on the

basis of the principle of seif-reliance fol
the construction of an economy firmly
standing on both feet, especially ou in-

dustry and agriculture. The Party of
Laboul of Albania has always closely

linked the development of agriculture with
the construction of socialism in the

countlyside, and this has been and re-

mains a continuous revolution which in-

cludes a seties of transfolmations of an

econonric, social, ideological, cultural and

technical character. On the other hand,

the situation and development, of in-

dustry itself depends, to a large degree,

on the situation and development of agri-

culture. Thelefore, the planned and pro-
portional developnrent of these two basic

branches of social pi'oductior constitutes a

task of great importance to the plogress

of the entire ecollomy of the country.

In this question, we take into consi-

deration the fact that despite the progress

made, the peasant poptrlation in our
country represents a relatively high spe-

cific weight, that agriculture ensules .l

good part of the socialist accumulation

as rvell as the foodstuffs for the people,

the raw materials for industry, etc. From
this viewpoint, the development of pro-

ductive forces in industry has not beeu

and is not being done divorced from agri-

culture, or at the expense of agricrilture.
At the same time, agriculture is not being
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developed by slachening the rates of the
industt,ialisation of the country. Both these
views or attitudes are alien to socialism.
The first attitude, of developing industry
at the expense of agriculture, would lead
to the slowing down of socialism in
the countryside, to the lagging of the
countryside behind the town, to sircum-
scribing the productive forces in the
countryside as is the case in capitalism
and in the revisionist countries, a thing
which would weaken the militant alliance
between the working class and the pea-
santry, which is the social back-bone of
the people's power. Such a stand would
also compromise the policy of industriali-
sation, because industry; particulafly that
of foodstuffs, cannot develop without
agriculture which provides the necessary
raw materials. The second attitude, that
of the development of agriculture at the
expence of industry, is unacceptable too,
for it would hinder the development of
agriculture itself. Slackening the rates of
industrialisation would have a negative
influence on the development of agricul-
tule, because industry, being the leading
branch of the economy, which develops
the material and technical base, supplies
agricultur.e with the necessary means of
production, with machines and technical
equipment, chemical f ertilizers, insecti-
cides, etc.

The simultaneous development of in-
dr-rstry, agriculture, and other branches
of material ploduction, has ensurecl the
proportional development of the economy
as a whole, and of the social and cul-
tural sectors, in confor.mity with the pos-
sibilities cr.eated by the economy.

The rapid development of productivc
forces in the countryside is shown by the
extension of the land area, this principal
and irreplaceable means of agricultural
production; it is shor,r,n by the increase in
the level of mechanisation, the carrying
out of land improvement work, irrigat.ion,
etc. In 7973, as cornpared with the pre-
-war 1eve1, (with the year 1938), the area
of arable land had increased 3 fo1d, total
agricultural pr.oduction 3,5 fold, whilc the
population had increased 2,2 lold. Tod,ay
the irrigated area includcs about 56 per
cent of the farm land, as against 10,S

per cent in 1938. With the setting up of
the superphosphate and ammonium ni-
trate plants the use of chemical fertilizers
greatly increased.

The Albanian agriculture is advancing
on the road of intensification and the
transformation of the agricultural eco-
nomies into big, modern economies of
extended socialist production. An ever
greater increase of production is being
ensured froru increased yields of agr.icul-
tural crops. In the increase of production
in L973 as compared with 1970, 69 per
cent of the increase ill wheat and 64 pe]:

cent of the increase in vegetables, came
from the inclease in yield per hectare,
while 45 per cent of the production of
cows milk was ensured from the increase
of the productivity of cows.

4.

The vigorous development of pro-
ductive forces and the carrying out of the
technical and scientific revolution are
closely connected with the economic con-
ditions and possibilities of the country,
with socialist accumulation, with the ap-
plication of big investmerts, with the
tasks of socialist construction.

The financing of the development of
the people's economy has always been
in the centre of the attention of the party
of Labour of Albania. Particularly in the
fifth five-year plan, investments and ca-
pital construction have assumed very great
proportions. Never before has such a pro-
gramme of investments been undertaken
in Albania, as the one which is being
implemented irr these year.s of the fifth
five-year p1an. Under this five year plan,
capital investments reach the figure of
16,5 billion leks, or 70-ZS per cent more
than the investments of the fourth five-
yeaI plan, and 31, per cent more than
those of the first, second and third five-
year pians taken together,. A whole year,s
investments at the preliberation period
level was invested in 797J, every 2-3 days.
The investments of the thlee years 1971-
-1973 were by B per cent larger than the
investrnents made during the 15 years,
1946-1960.
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The carrying out of these investments
is a gteal success for our economy
testifying to its vitality and the great
possibilities ou1, socialist order creates. We
apply a relatively high norm of accurnu-
lation in the distribution of the national
income. Maintaining a high norm of
accumulation responds to the principle
of building socialism relying on our own
internal human, material, technical, and
financial forces. It gives priority to ge-

neral and perspective interests, and not
to immediate and partial interests. This
is the only correct way to maintain high
rates in the socio-economic development
of the country.

Parallel with this, the Party sees to
it that the accumulated funds are used
with an ever greater effectiveness. It
fights unnecessary, excessive investments,
and the tedency to spread them over
many projects, etc.

The application of such a policy in so-
cialist accumulation and in the use of the
funds accumulated is an imperative duty,
dictated by the rapid development of pro-
ductive forces to overcome the great tech-
nical and economic backwardness of the
past.

In socialist construction our people have
had, and continue to have, the unsparing
internationalist aid of the people's Re-
public of China. This aid directly serves
the rapid progress of our country on the
road of socialism, the development of
productive forces, the strengthening of
the independence of the economy, the in-
c-,-ease of the wellbeing of the people, the
strengthening of the defence capacity of
the horneland.

***

The vigorous development of the pro-
ductive forces has constituted the skeleton
of our five-year plans. They are linked
with the entire material and spiritual de-
velopment of our society on the road
of socialism, and therefore they consti-
fute the most active factor for the realisa-
tion of qualitative changes in the structure
of social production, for the development
at high rates of extended socialist re-
production, now and in the future.
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MaZAEER AHMATI - Wotkq in t'lte

Apparatlts al the CC oI the PLA

Whot o,re lhe foundqfions
on which
intcllectuolism wo,s born,
ond developed
ond which nufiute it

First, it was born in the conditions

of the social division of mental work

from physical work, having as a basis

the establishment of private ownership

over the means of Production, on the

soil of which antagonistic classes were

born and, together with them, the in-

telligentsia as a stratum. Following the

development of class society, it comes out

that the minority. which took in its hands

the means of production, fleed, as

Friedrich Engels says, from the direct

productive labour and which manages

such common affairs of the society as

the administration of the work, running

the State, justice, science, art etc., be-

gan not to engage in direct productive

\A/ork, to despise it, and together with

it, also those engagecl in such work,

who were barbarously oppressed and

exploited. This minority, while establish-

ing its monopoly over mental work, con-

sidering it as a matter belonging to it
alone, and despising and exploiting the

direct productive work of the majolity,

initiaily and for a long tlme covered

up the dividing line between itself as

a class and the intelligentsia as a Etfa-

tum because the majolity of the latter

came from the ranks of the class of

exploiters. The further development of

society, and particularly of capitalism,

made clear the distinction between the

bourgeoisie as a class and the stratum

of the intelligentsia- But it only made

this distinction clear by engaging the

largest contigents of the intellectuals, in

capitalist exploitation, while the essential

differences and the antagonistic contradic-

tion between mental work and direct pro-

ductive work remained one of those fea-

tures that have characterised all the so-

cial orders with antagonistic classes' It

INTELLECTUALTSM CONSTITUTES A TOTAT,ITY OF CONCEPTS AND PBACTICES

OFTHEOPPRESSORANDEXPLOITINGCLASSESABOUTWOBK,WHICHOVERRATE
M'ET,ITAL WOB-tr AND THE INTELf,IGENTSIA AND UNDEB-BATE WORK DIRECTLY

IN PRODUCTION AND THE PEOPf,E ENGAGED IN SUCH A WORK, SO THAT THE MI'

NoRITYWILLPRESERVEITsBUI.EANDPBIVII.EGESovERTHEMAJoRITY.IN.
TELLECTUAI,ISMwAsBoBNANDDEVELoPEDToGETHEBWITHTHEBIRTHAND
DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIETY WITH ANTAGONISTIC Cf,ASSES. BUT INTEI'LECTUALIST

CONCEPTS AND PRACTICES LIVE ON EOR A LONG TIME IN THE SOCIALIST SOCIETY'

TOO,TOGETHEBWITHTHECONCEPTS,PRACTICES,ANDOTHERMANIFESTA-
TIONS OF THE OLD IDEOLOGY INHENITED FBOM THE PAST.
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too, olthough intellectuolism
order

is precisely on this basis that dur.ing
the ages. the slaveownels, feudals, bour-
geois and the intellectuals who emer.ged

from these classes ol at their service,
have worked out and spread intellectualist
concepts and practices striving to con-

vince the working masses that these clas-

ses and that intelligentsia which serves

them, har,e the righi and the duty to ma-
nage, make laws, plans and projects, to
conmand, whereas the working masses

have only to execute, to produce, to fight,
submitting to oppression and exploitation
in the interests of these classes.

Second, intellectualist concepts and
practices arose and have been nurtured
also by the nature, kind, and conditions
of the wolk of the intelligentsia. The
intellectual has been and is mainly en-

gaged in mental, managerial, organising
work.

Proceeding from the natule, hind, and

conditions of the work of the intellectual,
comrade Enver Hoxha has provided in
thesis form a series of conclusions. He

points out that abstraction, the separation
of mental work flom ruanual work,
means that the ir-rtellectual is not in con"

tact with things, but with their symbolg.
This brings idealist illusions. His being
between classes makes him think that
he is not impelled by any class interest
and that everything is determined by his
judgenrents and knorvledge alone. He

thinks that hc stands above classes and

represents a morality independent of the

economic forces and class antagonisms.

This thought, divorced from manual

work, from life, makes him thirli of him-
self as the supreme force of order in the

world. This takes the intellectual out of
the sphere of reality and makes hirn
think that all contradictions should be

solved not through violence, but through
intellectual conciliation, through peace-

ful evolution. These views predispose him
to opportunism. The intellectual does not

fight with his physical strength, but with
arguments. His means of ploduction are

his personal knou,ledge, his personal con-

victions, and he cannot create a position
except with his personal qualities. Thele-

fore, he thinks that he can attain his

aim only by explessing his individuality.
He will not recognise discipline for him-
self, but for the masses. He places him-
self in the -dlite,, above the colrrmon
man. Lenin says that the stratnm of
intellectuals is characterised by indivi-
dualism, by the inability to be organised
and by instability (Enver Hoxha, Works,
vol. 15, p. 282-284).

Third, the intellectualist concepts and
practices have their basis also in t1-re size

of incomes and in the way of life of
the intelligentsia. Dealing with complica-
ted and qualified mental wolk, carrying
out managerial, organisational, and clea
tive rvorh in every field of life, and having
a higher educational, cultural, and

technico-professional level than the broad

working 11lasses, it has ensured and en-

sures larger incomes, and relatively

higher living standards than they do'

Speaking of the intellectual in the con-

ditions of capitalist society, comrade

Enver Hoxha has said 1fi31 "the intellec-

tual is not in opposition to the proletariat.

He is not a capitalist. He has no means

of work like the middle bourgeois or the

artisan. He is compelled to se1l the pro-

duct of his work; thus, capitalist ex-

ploitation dotlinates him, too. But as far

as his iiving conditions are concerned, he

is closer to the bourgeoisie than to the

proletariat, (Etver Hoxha, Works, vol. 75'

p. 283).

In the capitalist and revisionist coun-

tlies the bourgeoisie has created whole

systems of salaries and rewards and such

living conditions that various categories

of the intelligentsia lead a life different
flsrn that of the broad working masses,

increasingly separate themselves from the

rvorkers and place themselves at thc sel-

vice of the bourgeoisie in order to oppress

and exploit the wolking masses ecottotni

cally, politically, and ideologically "In
order to n-rake the inteliigentsia a support

for their traltorous policy-, pointed out

the 6th Plenum of the Central Commitee

of the PLA in 1968, ,,the revisionists

created all sorts of privileges for it and

cultivated in it the desile for wealth and

titles, gloly and personal comfort, an
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easy and dissolute life, and comfol'tab1e

riches and positions, A11 these things made

the bureaucratized and degenerated in-
telligentsia the 6lite of the nproletarian

regime,, destined to lead and direct the

working class and working masses, which
must only work and produce, whereas

the 61ite makes the law, the policy, de-

cides everything. (Beport of the Political

Bureau of the CC of the PLA *On deepening

the socialist revolution through deepen-

ing the class struggle and carrying out the

mass ling", p. 29).

Depending on its level of incomes, con-

ditions and way of life, there arise and

take shape in the intelligentsia some spe-

cific features of its consciousness, world
outlook and psychology, different from

those of the working class and the pea-

santry, the broad working masses.

I ntellectuolisf conceptr
ond ptoclices oppear
in socialial sociely, loo

In the conditions of socialist construc-

tion too, there are internal and external,

objective and subjective factors operating
for the preservation and manifestation of

such concepts, which must be recognised,

for only on this basis can a correct asses-

ment of the manifestations and danger of
intellectualism be made and the struggle
organised with the most appropriate
means and methods in the concrete te-

rrain, as is being done in our country,
to destroy intellectualism in the flames

of the class struggle, particulariy of tl.re

struggle against bureaucratism and tech-

nocratism, which is being waged now in the

light of the decisions of the plenums of the

CC of the PLA of the years 7973-7975.

Of course, here it must be made clear

that intellectualism has nothing in common

with the nature of the socialist order,
with the class nature of the people's in-
telligentsia, with the role it has been

charged to play, or with the Marxist-Leni-
nist ideology with which it is nurtured, etc.

Our Party and our people's state power,

proceeding from the fact that socialism

cannot be built and carried onward with-
out its own intelligentsia, have worked
and continue to work for the creation of

new cadres and for the education and

tempering of them and the o1d cadres

with lofty socialist ideals and conscious-

ness. And it is a fact that our intelligentsia,
created during the years of the people's

state power, is mainly comprised of sons

and daughters of workers and peasants,

thus of a class composition which con-

stitutes the prirnary condition for it to re-

rnain loyal to and faithfully selve the

cause of the working class and the broad

working masses, the cause of socialism

and communism. This factor, as well as

its education with the teachings of the

Palty and comrade Enver f,Ioxha, its edu-

cation on the anvil of revolutionary prac-

tice and the class struggle, are basic

factors which mean that everything links
our intelligentsia with the revolution, so-

cialism and communism, while everything

divides it from bourgeois and revisionist
ideology.

But, studying the negative experience

of what happened in the countries where

the revisionists came to power, the Party
has clearly explained that, even when

it is of workers and peasant origin,
the intelligentsia can degenerate, and es-

tablish with the working class and the

peasantry such relations as between the

exploiters and the exploited, if it is placed

in privileged positions and if work is not
carried out for its continuous education

and revolutionisation. Therefore the Party

has taken measures for the Marxist-Le-
irinist education of the intelligentsia in
close connection with practice, has es-

tablished work directly in production and

circulation for all categories of the in-
telligentsia, has narrowed and continues

to narrow the differences between the in-

comes of the intelligentsia ancl those of
the workers and peasants, has established

the control of the workers and masses

over all the managerial and creative ac-

tivity of the intelligentsia, and a whole
system of forms and methods of work
for rendering account, so that it is put

completely at the service of the working
class and working masses.

But in no way should attention be

diverted from the dangers of intellec-
tualism, with all its negative consequences,

which threaten our people's intelligentsia,
too. This for several reasons.

ATBANIA TODAY

First, because even in our country, des-

pite the triumph of the people's revolution
and the construction of the economic basis

of socialism, which liquidated the anta-
gonistic classes and private ownership
over the means of produciion that nur-
tured the antagonistic characte:: of the

centuries-old contradiction between work
directly in production and mental work,
there sti11 exist essential differences be-

tween the folmer and the latter. Not a1l

the working people, workels, peasants,

and intellectuals, occupy the same place

in social production, in its organisatiotr

and management, as well as in the lealisa-
tion of the incomes.

Because of the level of development of
the productive folces and the maturity
of the relations of production in our
country, work is divided into work di-
rectly in production, in which mainly
the workers and peasants are engaged,

spending their energies mostly on the

production of matelial goods, and mental

work, in which mainly the intellectuals
are engaged, spending thei:: energies most-

ly on the organisation and management of
production, in education, the health ser-

vice science, etc.

Thus, as a result of the essential dif-
felences existing between the work directly
in production, in which the workers and

pe.rsants are rnainly engaged, and mental

work, in which the intellectuals are main-

ly engaged, as a result of the differences

existing between the managerial and

non-managerial, qualified and less quali-

fied work. between the heavier and lighter

work, with greater ol smaller incomes, all
these mean that the stratum of the in-

telligentsia is preserved, and, if they are

not combatted, some concepts and atti-

tudes alien to the Marxist-Leninist ideolo'

gy, including intellectualist, technocratic,

and other concepts ancl attitudes, will l:e

developed.

Second, manifestations of intellectualisrn

are kept alive also by all the vestiges

of the o1d ideology, inherited from the

past, among them the concepts formed

about the intelligentsia as a special ,61itc,,

of officiais, quaiified plofessionals and

commanders who stand apart ft'om the

masses and above them,
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Among the peoples of Europe, our peo-

ple inherited the greatest backwardness

from the past. They did not have the
possibility to ease their hunger, suffering,
and pcverty, let alone satisfy their thirst
for education, culture and l<nowledge.
People with schooling could be counted on

one's fingers. Among the mass of i1li.
terates they were special people. This
position of theirs, as well as the intel-
lectualist concepts formed in the old intel-
lectuals, but to a certain extent also in
the young ones trained by the people's

state power in various schools at home
and abroad, in the conditions in whicl-r

our school could not immediately and
completely avoid the shortcomings of the
o1d school, has contributed to preserving
such concepts and practices.

Third, manifestations of inteilectualisrl
are kept alive and nurtured also as a

result of the external pressure of the
bourgeois and revisionist ideology. The

bourgeois and revisionist ideologists are

striving to prove, among other things,
that at the present time, in the conditions
of the vigorous development of the tech-
nical and scientific revolution when the
intelligentsia, particularly the technical
and scientific intelligentsia, is undergo-
iug quantitative growth and playing an

important role in the development of pro-
duction, the Marxist-Leninist ideas about
the decisive role of the working class
in social developrnent are al1eged1y no
longer tenable, that a1legedly it is the irr
telligentsia that has now come to the fore-
front, that it is the principal motive force
of development, and that it must manage
the State, production. society. At the same

time, the o1d and new bourgeoisie in
the capitalist and revisionist countries has

created, for special categories of the in-
teiligentsia, conditions of work, study,
comfort, recreation, etc,, which make these
categories of intellectuals far removed
from the wolkers and peasants, whom
they regard with the eye of the bourgeois,
as a purely productive labour force under
their command.

A1l these things, which are dished up
to our intellectual too, through an entire
communications network, by means of the
radio, television, books, through contacts
with the outside world, constitute a power-

ful external pressure which nurtures in-
tellectualism if we do not remain vigilant,
especially to cut off this source and the

strength of its influenee.

We must undercldnd
lhe danger
oI intelleclualisl concepfs
ond practicet politicolly
dnd idoologicolly,
and light
conctelely .,'g(,inst
moniJestctions ol them

A general characteristic of our socialist
society is the fact that it has fought con-

tinuously over years and decades to shake

off and liberate itself from the burden of
the old ideology, from every alien con-

cept, practice and manifestation, to form
and implant the Marxist-Leninist world
outlook, as a condition for continuous

advance with rnultiplied forces, for the

construction and defence of socialism.

But this does not make us forget that
in day to day life, in various people,

aiien concepts and practices stil1 appeat.
As Marxist-Leninists and revolutionaries,
we look reality in the eye with objectivi-
ty, we see the positive and negative, the
good and the bad. From the former we
are inspired to fight with all our might
against the latter, which hinder us, infect
us, make us unable to be revolutionaries.
This is how the Party teaches us to fight
against bureaucratism, technocratism, in-
tellectualism, etc. which have almost no

demarcation line between them, attacking
them frontally and separately, in the first
place politically and ideologically, but
also organisationally, in their essence, but
also in their concrete manifestations.

Intellectualist concepts exist in cadres,

in communists, and various working peo-

p1e, and appear in their practical acti-
vity in the political, ideological, economic,
military, educational, cultural fields with
the most varied intensities and forms,
therefore they must be burned out with
the fire of the class struggle.

First, in the struggle against intellec-
tualism special importance is assumed by
that group of questions which have to
do with the thorough-going understanding
in theory and the correct undeviating
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implementation in practice of the Marxist-

Leninist principle that the decisive role in

the development of society belongs to the

working class and the other working
masses, while the intelligentsia has the

auxiliary role, in the service of the work'

ing class, and the masses'

The unerring science of Marxism-Le-

ninism and the practice of our country

have incontestably proved that the work'
ing class, is the most advanced class

of society, which, directly and through

its Marxist-Leninist party, realises the van-

guard and leading role in society'

Of course, in ot'der to realise its historic

mission, the working class has to streng-

then its organised vanguard leading de-

tachment, its party, politically and organi-

sationally, defend it from bureaucratism,

technocratism, and other alien manifesta-

tions r,r'hich carry the danger oJ its de-

generation from a Marxist-Leninist party

into a bourgeois party, as occurred in

the Soviet Union and in the other re-

visionist countries.

Looking at the matter from this angle,

the consolidation of the ranks of the

Party and its leading organs with workers

and in general with people of production,

constitutes the primary conditions which,

together with the assimilation of the

ideology and the application of the Mar-

xist-Leninist principles and norms, makes

it impregnable to any danger. Our Party

has consistently upheld this principle,

therefore the overwhelming majority of

those admitted to its ranks are made up

of workers and peasants who work di-

rectly in production and who fulfil the

conditions to become communists. That is

why the class composition of the party

and its leading forums, into which mainly

workers, but also peasants, vanguard com-

munists, are really flooding is improving
with every passing year.

But it cannot be said that this process

takes place smoothly, without struggle
against alien concepts and attitudes, in-
cluding intellectualist ones, which put up
the most diverse barricades against the

workers, particularly against electing them
to the leading forums of the party, and
the mass organisations or against appoint-
ing them to managerial work of the state

and economic organs. This happens be-
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cause, the intellecfualist view of things

causes the inte1lectual, mistakenly, to
feel himself ,,superiortr. In fact, he may

know how to talk more, for examPle,

about the Party constitution, btlt not be-

cause he grasps this fundarnenLal do-

cument better than the worker and pea-

sant; he tnay know how to sPeak more

beautifully a.bout discipline, while in fact

he needs to learn a great deal and temper

himself with proletarian discipline, al-

ways remaining a pupil of the lvorkers

and peasants on this question; he may

deliver whole repolts about the spilit of

sacrifice, collectivism, the sense of res-

ponsibility, organisation, modesty, cou-

rage, defence of the line of the party, etc.,

but in practice we find these characteris-

tics embodied in the wo::kers and pea-

sants,

Comrade Enver Hoxha has pointed out

that ,We must fight any intellechralist

or bureaucratic view bn this important

ploblenr. We must not have our minds

lilled with the idea that the people who

come to leadelship must be able to speak

like orators, write like authors, and also

have all the knowledge of the most

learned professors. Life proves that when

the worker takes the lathe in hand he

becomes a turner. And likewise, by bring-
ing him to leadership, he will learn how

to lead well and become a leader. The

sworryn of sonre people that by bringing

workers into the leadership it may be

weakened and the work harmed, stelns

from a mentality which is not of the

rvorking class, from inteilectualist arro-

gance which under-rates the great ma-

nageriaT, organisational, and leading ca-

pacities of the working class.

While underlining the principal and de-

cisive role of the working class in the

socialist order, comlade Enver Hoxha has

also defined the place belonging to and

the role played by the intelligentsia and

the cadres in getera!, stressing that ,the

Party trains the cadres, whether of high
or middle level schooling, ideologicaily

and politically first of all, so that they

will understand that they are the direct

and indirect assistants of the working
class and not its leaders. This question,

which is of great principled importance,

must be thoroughly understood by every-
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body, and first of all by the communists,

because. . . if the communists do not adopt

a decisive stand on this qucstion, the

situation may become vcry dangerous, as

is happening in the revisionist countlies"
(Enver Hoxha, Reports and speecires 1969-

-7970, p. 310, Albanian edition).
The Party has constantly struggled to

have these teachings thoroughly grasped

from the theoretical viewpoint and carried

out in practice, so that the working class

mole and more cornplctely takes its proper'

placc in all the organs and organisns

of the party, the State, the economy,

etc., fr:om top to bottom. In this way,

under the leadership of thc Party, it
effectively manages the State, the policy,

the economy, culture, the arrny, the en-

tire life of the country, having the cadres

as its auxiliary and under its contlol.

In this way it carried its revolutionary

spirit, its practical spirit, its steelJike

discipline and strict control everywhere,

and bars the way to bureaucratism, in-

tellectualism, technocratism, etc., which, if
they are not combatted just as we are

combatting them today, threaten to weak-

en and distort the character of ott:: Party

and State.

But parallel with this, a very great

deal of explanatory, persuasive, edrtcative,

and organisational work remains to be

done by the party organisations to combat

many many intellectualist concepts which

begin to be elaborated, and we find them

appearing, first in the family and then

also at school, in society, indeed, even

within the party. From these concepts

stems that lu1laby sung to a boy from

the time he is born that he will beconre

an engineer, a leadet, a commander, and

not a rank-and-fi1e worker, a fighter,

or a skilled tradesman. These concepts

lead many families to wage a great strug-

gle so that the child gains a diploma

at all costs and becomes an intellectua1,

so that he does not go to anY school

or faculty, but only to those that will
iead him to the most prefelled jobs,

and in the citY, too.

The Party has waged a great struggle,

which has become more and more in-

tense in these recent years, to break the

concepts and practices of the old school,

so that our revolutionised schooi will
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train a revolutionaly and pule youlger

-c;eneration, willing to serve the working
class and the otl-rer working masses loya1-

1y, as revolutionary intellcctuals, workers,
and soldiels. However, rt would be dan-
gelous to re1ax, thinking that rrow all
the problems have been overcolre.
\\/hcrevcl thc strugglc ceases, therc thc

u'olm of intcllectualism begins to gnaw

ar,,'ay. And it erodes the new, wl'rich has

bcen f orn-red with so much struggle in
the consciousncss of the teacl-rer, the pu-
pil arrd student, b::inging out again the

o1d c:ncepts about the school, about its
fttnctior.r, and mainly about wlat it teaches

ar-rd should teacl-r. In this sense it is

irnportant that any incolrect attitude to-

u,alds study, productivc labour, ol phy-
sic-rl and rnilitary tlaining among certain
pupils, students, and their educators, as

rve11 as other alier-r n-ranifestations, should

be dealt with and fought as manifesta-

tions of intellectualism in one form or
anothel u,hich m;rkes one look Cown on

the rvorkers and peasants from some le-
tlote height, far from the position of a

levolutionaly.
Tl-re attitude of respect towards the

rvorking class and the broad wolking
masses is not a foln-ral and false attitude
u,1-rich obliges yorl to take your hands
out of your pockets and salute when
you stand before them, nor patriarchal,
so that you must humble yourself and
bow. It is a levolutionary respect and
attitude, whicl-r is explessed by loving
thern and their work, by taking part in
rvork together rvith them, n-rilitating with
[hcm and for t]rem, thus recognizing in
practice as well as in theoly, the leading
role of the r,r,orking class, the decisive
role of the masses and the auxiliary role
of t1-re cadres in socialist construction.

Placing the intelligentsia ar-rd thc cadrcs

ir general in thc role of the auxiliary of
the rvorking class and the other. working
n'rasses helps them to liberate themselves
from such chalactelistic symptoms of in-
teilectualisn-r, as conceit, the spir.it of
cornmandism, arrogance, domineering, etc,
rrrhich are prcscltred and expressed n-rostly

fy some of those intcllectuals and cadres

u,ho ale fulther lenoved frorn productiolr
au cl thc daily stluggle ;rr-rd ef for.ts of
[ltc rvor]<ing llasscs.

Of coulsc, plarns, r'eports, pl'ogrammcs

of wolk, etc., pass thlough the hands

of the crdres. On their judgen-rent, de-

cisions, ald irrstructions, depend certain

solutions. But this responsibility, with
which the cadres are charged on the basis

of den'rocratic centlalism, does not give

any of them the right to establish

bureaucratic centralism, to girre and can-

ce1 ordcls and instluctions as he

pleascs, to in-rpose his will on the

u,orkers and peasants, his collaborators,
and society, indeed even on the com-

munists in the party, outside the line of

the masses, outside the principles and

norms of the party and tl:e larvs of

the State. He who conceives his position,

rights and competences and the power to
give orders as belonging to him, and

rvho becomes conceited, arrogant, and

domineering to arouse fear, servility, con-

formism and other vices in his subordi-
nates and the workitg masses, shows that
he is suffering from dangerous i1ls. It
is the duty of the masses to make the

diagnosis to cure him, or eveu clush him

when he turns into a boss.

No cadre or intellectual whatever, ir-
respective of the State or Party functions
he perfolms, of his position, educational

level, or the need society has for his

wo1'k and prof ession, has the light to

sl-row himself conceited, disdainful, do-

mineering or arrogant, towards the broad
working masses. He who puts himself in
such a position ceases to be a people's

intellectual and servant of the people.

The Party ar-rd the broad working' masses

love, value, and surround with respect,

the intelligentsia and the cadres they
thernselves have trained. That is why they

work patiently to correct those who are

infected by intellectualism ol bureaucra-

tism and who display such symptoms,

nhile with someone who has no desile
to be corrected, when the cup is ful1,

when he deliberately does serious da-

mage by such attitudes, he is handeci over
without pettybourgeois sentin-rentalism, to

the dictatorship of the proletariat so that
its laws will deal with him.

Second, in the fight agairrst intellec-
tualism that gloup of questions wlich
has to do with the correct evaluation of
\rork directly in production, rvhiclr con-
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stitutes the basis of the material and spi-

litual life of society, assumes special irr-
portance.

There ale many eccnomic, tr:aterial,
physical, social, and psychological fac-

tols, as well as tl-re vestiges of thc con-

cepts which the oppressive and exploit-

ing classes have elabolated ovel' the cen-

tulies aud which we inherit h'om the past,

that influence many people, even in so-

cialism, to avoid wolk directly in pro-

duction. Many of these factors havc

changed or are challging alorrg '\'vith the

economic and cultural developmer-rt and

the rlse in the 1eve1 of consciousness of

the working masses. On the basis of

these changes, there ls also a cotltinuous

evolution in a positive dilection of thc

attitude towalds work in general, and

tou,ards work directly in production in
particular. Our Party has worked ar-rd is

working evelyday with all its meatrs for

this by combatting any alien concept and

attitude, as well as by constantly narrow-

ing the sphele of operation of "bourgeois
right', which continues to exist f or a

long time even after ths 61rg1th1'sll, of

the bourgeoisie. But this does not mean

that the struggle in these directions has

come to a11 end.

There are instructions, decisions, and

initiatives, that the cadles must u'ork di-

rectly in produc[ion. Ar-rd the majol'ity of

them do this very cor-rscientiously, to-

gether with the workers and peasants,

r,r'orking and living as they do and lealn-

ing from them. But the::e are also cadres

who tly to avoid lvork dilectly in pro-

duction, indeed 'n'ith some of them, even

rvhen they do this work they do not put

them.selves completely in the position of

the wolker, the peasat-rt, ol the soldier.

The complete construction of soclalist

and communist society rt'l-rjch our people

have undertaken under the leadelship oI

tl-re Pa::ty, demands that cveryone put .-!11

his physical and mental energies "rt its

selvice. In this pljocess of work, study,

and protracted stluggle, tl-re narrowinp;

and elimination of the cssential dif
ferences between manual and mcntal wolk
will be achieved. The Party has rt'olked

altd continues to wolk fol this aim. Evcry

rvorker, pcasant, and intellectr-rn1 :lust
fighf for this too, otl thc Marxist-Lcninist
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road indicated by the Party; First, by
irrcreasing from ole year to anothel and

fronr one five year plan to the other,

the leve1 of electlification, nrechanisa-

tion, automation, use of chernical means

cl.c,, in production; secot-rd, by the work-

els and peasants corrtinually raising

their technico-plofessional, educational

and cultural lcve1 through practicc and

uninterrupted study, schools, and various

study courscs; thild, by training the cl-tild-

Leu ilud youth fol vvork, in valious cc-

cupations and with the habits of pr:o-

ductive work flom the tirne they arc at

school, as rveil as bv the school pupils

and students, the intelligentsia, and thc

caclres and administratiotr workels in gc

neral, carrying or-tt work dilectly iu pro-

duction; fourth, by everybody raising

his or her ideological leve1 and conmunist

consciousness throttgh Marxist-Leninist

education and revolutionaly tempeling.
Basing itself filrrlv ou the Malxist-Le-

ninist theory, dlawiug lessons fron the

summing up of the experience of tur
sccialist constructiou and conclusions fron-t

the analysis of that letrogressive prccess

which took place in the countries where

the revisionists came to power', our Party

has fought and continues to fight for
the narlowing of diffelences iu the rc-

wa,-rls for work betwccn the rvolkers and

peasants on thc one l-rand, and the cadres,

intellectuals, ancl the sala::y earners in

geleral, on the othel hancl,

Comr:adc Enver Hoxha says: "The Party

fights ancl will alrvays fight for the

continuous imptovement of the lifc of

the people, but for everybody, rvhile be-

ing guided by thc correct principle of

avoicling both equalisation of \vages alld

privileges fol anyone. Evcly tv;rgc mttst

bc in co.nfolmity witl'r the quantity and

quality of the rvork each person do€s,

ancl the margins of pay diffcrentials
among thc t'orking people nurst be con-

stantly reducsd". Ancl he continues ful-
thcr: ,,I-enin says that private propcrty

engenders capitalism evet'y da1r...,, and

also that "fat salaries, arouse the desire

to crcatc gleater profits, by hook or by

crook, create the clesirc to live, to eat,

to be better dressed and become bour-

geois, rvhile camouflaging oneself with
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communist slogaus, and with the Palty

rncmbcrship card in one's pccket".

Third, while appreciation of thc wolk
clirectly in productior-r, and of the nretr

and wonren of this work, as the main

and dccisivc factor for thc trausformatiot-r

of natulc, ,rf mtrn hirtrself and sccicty,

constitutes the tnost cssential moment, in

the struggle against intellectualism, there

are some questions which have to do with
nature, character, and specific conditions

of intellectual work, which have cxiste<l

and will exist objectively for a longtimc,

which merit attention. In tl-ris direction

a great deal depends on the subjective

factor, and in the first place, on flom
rvl-rat angle the mau of intellectual work
sees them and frotn what aims he sets

out in tl-reil use: as a levolutionary or as

a boulgeois inLcllccLual.

It is knou,n, for example, that thc

turnel rvorks with the lathe and tulns out

a finished dctail or carlies out thosc

operations assigned to him. The peasant,

on his part, tills the 1and, sows the whe:rt,

cares for it until he reaps it, thrcshes it,

and puts it in thc a1'anary. Thus, both thc

wolker and the peasant, with their phy-

sical and mentai energies, rvith those work
nreans and objects allccated to thelr by

sccicty, produce material goods needed

by scciety. And these are the fruit of

theil toi1, sweat, talent and of the pre-

vious and contemporary experielcc. But

tlrc inteliectual? }le, too, works, studies,

claborates and sums up, expends energy,

but he has to study, elaborate, and sum

up, r'ather the work and experience of

others, which is much bloadcl and rich

e:: than that whicl'r hc gains in plactice.

In these conditions, that which with the

worker ar-rd pcasant is his own, is not so

much his own with the intellectual who

operates to a large extellt, on the work,
cxpcrience, and deeds of others. But pre-

cisely work of this nature in other pco-

ple's gardens as we nright say, gives

lise, with those intellectuals who ale ir-r-

fccted by intellectualism, to the idea of
exploiting the wolk of others. Is it not

these concepts arrd inclinations that mahe

somc cadres take ovel and present as

their own the rationalisation or invcn-
tion by a worker? Has it not happened

that some cadre or specialist has plesentcd
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as his own work that which he has taken

somewhere from books or from the ex-

perience of others? In copying and imi-

tating the bourgeois-revisionist art and

Iiterature, the revisionists, deviators and

traitors, Fadil Pagrami and Todi Lubo-

nja, as the bourgeois intellectuals that they

were, sought to present them to us as

-socialist., as ,innovatory,. Of course, in

order to realise their counterrevolutionary

aims, they, and some others like them,

were acting consciously an<l with de-

finite, hostile aims so as to give the

bourgeois-revisionist poetry, drama, no-

vel, text, project and rules such a note,

quotation, colour as would pass for ,so-

cialist,. But one can fall on such po-

sitions even unconciously if one is mould-

ed with intellectualist concepts which

make one thirst after glory, titles, and

degrees.

This thirst, created by the society and

the school in the bourgeois revisionist

countlies, has made the trend of the in-

tellectuals and cadres in those countries,

to do anything for the attainment of

their selfish aims irrepressible. They copy,

translate, steal from one another, mani-

pulate aII sorts of substitutes, and in
this palasitic and dishonest way they

seek to raise their personal fame and

wellbeing. But this is a kind of lule and

urge even for the intellectual and cadre

in our country. If he yields to this pres-

sure and forgets, even for a single mo-

ment, the teachings of the Party and the

mission entrusted to him by the people,

he is in danger of falling into such a

morass.

There is no field of life without de-

cisions, writings, studies and generalisa-

tions by our Party and State. In them is

a synthesis, on a Marxist-Leninist basis,

of the experience of the building of so-

cialism and the prospect of the future.

By going deeply to them, every intellec-

tual and cadre will find everything he

needs, to open to him the horizon for
his creative, scientific, teaching, literary,
artistic and leading work, and he will
proceed with a clear mind and a firm
revolutionary step along his road in search

of the new.

It has become clear, for example, that

the melody of the song copied from some'

where abroad, however carefully and

masterfully it may be done, will resemble

the melodies of the bourgeois and re-

visionist composers, for that is where it has

its source, but this is never the case with

melodies from our great people's source.

The book, the text, the project copied

from the bourgeois and levisionist schools

ancl scientists may seem just as scientific,

profound, methodic, pedagogical, but even

though it is dressed up with quotations

from the classics of Marxism-Leninism,

it will remain bourgeois and revisionist

irr its content. The methods of organisa-

tion, managemerrt and work, if copied

from bourgeois and revisionist countries,

however they may be presented, remain

levers of the bourgeoisie to overturn

the victories attained in our country, one

by one.

This is why if any cadrc and intellectual

has to copy in anY deed and worh of

his, let him .copy, assimilate, and guide

himself in his practical activity from the

teachings of the people and of our Mar-

xist-Leninist Party, for in this way he will
learn himself, and will help others to

learn, too. on this ground, and profit-

ing from the progressive world expe-

rience, he will raise the level of science,

art, literature, etc., and he will elevate

and affirm himself, too.

The methods of work of the intellectual,

which is often individual, must not cul-

tivate in hirr concern for his own work

alone, and indifference towards the work

of others. Such indifference, mixed with

individualism, makes the intellectual in-

fected by this malady as savage in de-

fending his own interests as he is cold

and indifferent towards the inlerests of

society in general. This is the reason

why the Party continually combats these

manif estations of intellectualism, so that

no intellectual whatever will remain in-

different in any direction. This is why,

when he is thinking out his design or

scheme, every intellectual must consult

the masses, over every part of his work,

must work and live with the masses, so

that his work will become as social as

possible and be the sum of the thoughts,

observations, and experience of the masses.

Not only do .secret" and closed work
not always lead to the desired restllts,
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but they nurture the creation of alien

concepts and attitudes, in opposition to

the norms of the cotnmunist morality'

There, in the bosom of the workers and

peasants, the intellectual transforms his

concepts, tempers his colsciousness and

will, so that he will not cousider it some-

thing extlaordinary, for example to stand

eight hotrrs on his feet like the steel

smelter or the lathe operator, when these

workers do it everyday; not considel it
a sacrifice to fo11ow the cooperativist witlt

his pick aud hoe in the mid sttmmer

heat, when the latter does this a1I his

life; not consider it heroic to go uP

on the crane or to the upper floors of

a building under construction, when the

building worker, in the course of his job,

has grown up there; not consider it some-

thing extraordinary when he climbs high

up the mountain where the border guard

or the shepherd stands, while the latter'

climb and stay there coutinually and con-

sider this quite normal.

{.{.*
The struggle for the eradication of in-

tellectualist concepts and attitudes, like

the struggle against other alien mani-

festations, is a protracted class struggle

and by no means easy. Generally, it is

a class struggle in the ranks of the people

and of vital impoltance for the cause

of socialistn. And it cannot be separated

from the struggle against bureaucratism

and technocratism. Therefore, as the Party

instructs, this struggle must be waged

continuously and on a broad front, en-

gaging in it the intellectuals themselves,

the cadres, the broad working masses,

and putting in the leadership of it, as

in everything else, the Party organisations.

But the struggle against intellectualism

must flot be conceived and treated as a

struggle against intellectual work and the

intellectuals themselves, Without culture,

without science, without technology, there

can be no development or progress. The

Party draws attention to the fact that

whoever, in the name of the struggle

against intellectualism, looks askance at

or attacks our revolutionary intellectual,

the comrade-in-arms of the worker and

peasants, is opposed to and seriously

harms the line of the PartY,
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Innoualor's (lay uas celebrated throughout Albania on Septelnbet 11. On this occasion,
in t'ark and productiort centtes, at uhich. the uorkets drew the balance-sheet al their
moueruent in Albania has assumed a grcat itnpetus. Now in euety enterptise pledges
Lhe ntaximtLm possible nutnber ol new articlet In the photo:
ProthLction of tain irtigation pumps by the wotkers of the engineering plant in Korga.

broad m'eelings werc held
cte(tiue work. The innouato{s

haue been taken to prodLLce



Folklore hos been on expression

of the independent being ol the Albonion pesplc

ond of the some time

o powerful instrument lor the

oflirmotion ond consolidotion of this

being, of the originolity
ond individuolity of its notionol life

TI{E PTACE OF FOIKIORE

AilD ITS ROLE

Iil SOCIATIST ARTISTIC

CU[TURE
bt ALFRED U9,

THE PROBLEM OF THE PLACE OF FOI,KI,ORE, OF THE IMPOBTANCE OF ITS
AESTHETIC EXPEBIENCE AND ITS FUTURE IS ONE OF THE IMPORTANT THEORE.
TICAL PROBI.EMS TO WHICH GBEAT ATTENTION IS PAID IN THE AESTHETIC
STUDIES OF OUR COUNTBY. THE CORRECT SCIENTIFIC UNDEBSTANDING OF
TIIIS PROBLEM IS ENLIGHTENED BY THE AESTHETIC IDEAS OF MARXISM-LE-
NINISM, BY THE LIFE-GIVING TEACHINGS OF THE PABTY OF LABOUR OF AI.-
BANIA, BY THE IDEAS OF COMRADE ENYER HOXIIA.

The problem of the place of folklore surc of imperialism and social impe-

in the artistic cultule of our people rialism, to combat the decadent cosmo-

assulres special importance today because politan bourgeois and revisionist art.

of the rapid progl'ess of our society on ,The imperialist bourgeoisie", comrade

the road of socialist construction and the Enver Hoxha has said, .has always striven
allround flowering of our literature and to denigrate or to eliminate the cultural
arts of socialist realism. On the other t::aditions of small peoples, the national
hand, in the present conditions it is a spirit of their art and culture. This is

very urlJent problem to further streng- one of the ways it realises its cultural
then the socialist, popular and national aggression and the subjugation of the

chalacter of the new socialist. artistic cu1- peoples. The reactionary bourgeois con-

ture of our people, to oppose and liquidate cept of the 'internationalisation, of cu1-

any infiuence of the boulgeois and re- ture and art, and the idea that "the stage

visisnist ideology, of the ideotogical pres- of national schools has now passed* are

aimed at clitrinating the cultules of other
peoples. In thcsc condiLions, the stluggle

AIfRED UQI - ptolessor, specialist: itt
prttllJsss oI aesthetics.

to preserve the national featttres of art,

the cultulal wcalth of the people, becornes

still more irnperative for uso.

***
Intel'est in folklore is an atcient tra-

dition in the history of the developrnent

of our national culture. It is several cen-

turies since the collection and publication

of the first materials of oral litelature
began. The aims and motives that have

irnpelled oul specialists and artists to en-

gage in popular altistic creativity have

not been always the same. Nevertheless,

the interest in folkiore, as a permanent

tendency in our cuitule of recent cen-

turies, has beeu part of the concern for'

the creation and development of a cul-

tivated national literature and art. For

thousands of years folklore was the only
national tradition in the field of art.
'Iherefole in the conditions whel oul
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country lacked a developed internal tra-
dition of cultivated art, foiklore consti-

tuted a starting point and a base for the

birth and development of a cultivated n:r
tional art, putting its ready-raade forms at

the disposal of this art and presenting

it with its rich experience in assimilating
the reality in aesthetic form. Hor.vever,

the possibilities for folklore to infiuerce
our professional art have not been ex-

hausted and for this reason it wiil con-

tinue to attract the attention of artists and

specialists not only now, but in the dis-

tant future, 1ee. rln the people,, comlade

Enver Hoxha has said, addressing himself
to the artists and writers of our country,
*they must find the inspiration for their
creative work, the melody of the song,

the rythms of the dance, the purity of
language, the vigour of work, the ex-

ample of heroism and sacrifice, the lofty
virtues of the people's modesty and jus-

tice,.
The concern for folklore has also been

part of the concevn fol the national cause,

for the independence of the country. Fo1-

klore has been an expression of the in-
dependent being of the Albanian nation,
and at the same time, a powerful instru-
ment for the affirmation and consolida-

tion of this being, of the originality and

individuality of our national life. Fo1klore

has served in our couDtry for centuries

on end as the sole information system

which preserved, accumulated, elaborated

and t::ansmitted the experience of the life
of our national community, which ce-

mented this experience and made comn'ru-

nication within this community possible.

Folklore, with ail its communicative
means, has played a great role in con-

solidating our national community, not
only as a principal means of communi-

cation (the Albanian rrritten language

and its printing was used to a \/ery limited
extent till the beginning of the XX cen-

tury), but also as the creativity mainly
of the broad working masses, i.e. of the

fundarnental social force of the nation.

This factor continr"led to act in the

XX century too, as long as the question

of national liberation had not been solved
(Albania was proclamed an independent

state in 1.912, bul it lost its independence

as a lesult of the aggression by fascist

Italy and Germany during the second

world war) and as long as othel modern

systens of social communication did no

have any gteat development because of
the marked backwardness of the country
within the framervork of the exploiting
otder'. However, even after the second

world war, wl-ren Albania was liberated
flom fo::eign invaders and set oltt on the

load of the construction of a socialist

society, folklore was important in the

context of the stluggie of our people,

1ed by the Party of Laboul of Albania,

fol the stlengthening and preservation of
oul national independence, for the de-

velopment of our nation, now as a socialist

nation. ,Through many storms of the

times, fierce and endless battles,, comrade

Enver Hoxha has said, iiour people created

a culture and art with clear national
features, which constitute a priceless trea-

sure. These values of the progressive art
of our nation are a source of legitimate
pride for us, our contribution to the trea-

sury of progressive world culture. Since

our people have preserved and further
developed this culture, through the cen'

turies, it is incumbent on us, the gene-

rations of socialist society, to fight with
the passion of a communist militant to

keep it pure and develop it further".
The construction of socialism in our

country marked a plofound revolutionary
overturn in all the ficlds of social life,
marked rapid and allround progress of
the material and spilitual culture of our'

people, and created new conditions for the

existence of folklore and its lole in our

altistic culture. These new cor-rclitions

have to do, first, with the fact that so-

cialism eleminated ignorance and misery
l.vhich the exploiting older imposed ou

the rvorking masses. It splead education

and culture among them, developed a

cultivated ar-rd rich art and literature with
a high ideological and artistic level, with-
in the reach of the people and under-

standable to them, and transformed the

artistic values of professional art into

the property of the people.

Second, socialism splead among the

broad working masses new aesthetic ideas,

the noblest and most progressive ideals of

communism, and made possible the cu1-

tivation of sound and progressive aesthe-
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tic tastes in town and countryside. The

aesthetic and spiritual requirements of our
people have increased and become rich-

er': they are fulfilled not only by means

of folklore, but also by means of cul-

tivatcd socialist art aud amateur altistis
creativity.

Tl.rird, along with the deepening of the

cultural and technico-scientific levolution
in our countly extensive use is being

made of the modeln systetls of means

of information which have a communi-

cative potential much more powerful than

that of folklore, This is cleally shown

by the extension of the network of edu-

cational and cultural-artistic institutions,

the increase of printed publications, tl-re

use of radio, television, tape recordings,

and many other modeln rneans of iu-
folmation.

A11 these new circLlmstanccs make the

problem of the future of fo1k1ore, the place

it will occupy in the artistic culture of

socialist society and the role it will play

in the spiritual life of the people, mole

urgent
In past centuries folklore existed in

those closed social environments which
created it, and its aesthetic values were

perpetuated only at the moment of their
creation ol performance. Now the moderr.r

means of information have made possible

the separaiion in space and time of the

act of the perpetuation of the folklore
values from the act of their creation

and performance. A direct consequence

of this sepalation is the ,second life,,
rvhich folklore begins to enjoy, a life
which is manifested in the extension of

the *telritories,, in which folklore is per-

formed and perpetuated, in its extension

to non-tradition'al social environments,

in which the aesthetic talues of folklore
begin to catch on and circulate. Here

we are speaking of the social environ-
rnents of our cities, of the workers, em-

ployees, students, and intellectuals who,

in the conditions of present day 1ife,

have demands for folkloristic art and who

fulfill a part of their artistic den-rands

with folklore values. The ladio, fi1ms, te-

levision, the tape record, are taking the

regional song, dance, and music to the

environments of the entire nation, to

every corner of the homeland. Printed
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publications make available to the present
day citizens and future generations the
oral folklore, that legend which is nar-
lated round the hearth in some village
home, or that song which is sung today
at some banquet. Mo::eover the use of
modern means of information today does
not just take the values of professional
al't to the environments (mainly of the
countryside) which have traditionally con-
sumedtr folklore values, because at the
same time, it also stimulates the process
of the nexhangetr and "mixing,' of the
legional, 7oca1, zonal elements of folklore,
between which there has been no commLl-
nication in the past.

Another characteristic and very interest-
ing manifestation of this ,second 1ife. of
folklore in the context of the use of the
new mass media, is the modification of
the functions of folk1ore. By being se-
parated from its traditional social en-
vironment and penetrating into other so-
cial environments, the practical-utilitarian
function of foiklore gradually begins to
become atrophied, while its aesthetico-ar-
tistic function becomes increasingly ac-
tivated. In their rsecond life, the folklore
values circulate mainly as monofunctional
artistic values, There were many wedding
songs which were connected with re-
ligious lites and ceremonies. They are
stil1 sung, even today, but they have
now lost their religious function and are
pleasing simply for the beauty of the
poetic woi'd, and their melodies ancl
rythm. In city environments the cr.eations
of foiklore are perpetuated as ar.tistic
values. This process is, in fact, a critical
appropriation of the cultural heritage by
our people equipped r.r'ith socialist con-
sciousness and ideais.

This nerv phenomenon is of great im-
portance in understanding the erroneous
attitude of some aesthetes or folklorists
who highly esteem only the creations and
pelformance of the most archaic, most
ancient folklore values, and who under.-
rate some new features in the people,s
artistic creativity of the present day, such
as the performance by folklore groups
of stylized peopie's songs, the appearance
on the stage, radio, and televisiou of
rhapsodits or people's instrumentalists,
the folklore festivals, ete.

It is true that the sirnple, natural,
archaic song or dance, spontaneously per-
formed and in organic connection with
the various kinds of activity and ordi-
nary life of the poeple, the unstylized and
unelaborated people's dance and song, has

an inimitable beauty and gives special
pleasure. But the stylized dance or songs,

whel executed with mastery and virtuosity
by the folklore groups can give us iust
as much satisfaction, We say this not
only because even in folklore variety of
aesthetic values is bettel than monotony,
not only because folklore cannot exist as

a tradition except through countless va-
riants that bling about all sorts of changes
which tirne alone can evaluate and select,
but also because through the stylisation
of folklore creations the people's singer or
dancer affirms his new personality, as a

member of the socialist community,
affirms the new aesthetic ideals, his new
wor'ld outlook and psychologiy, reflects
the transformations of his way of 1ife.

Therefore, both from the purely aesthetics
as well as from the social viewpoint,
this gives the rhapsodist and the people's
dancer the right to appear on the podium
and the theatre stages, to cornpete with
his comrades in the 1oca1 and national
folklore festivals. The new process itself
of the ever greater activation of folklore
in the life of our socialist countryside
aud toln rvith its purely artistic, aesthe-
tic function gives him this r.ight. In the
new conditions of socialism this road of
development is quite normal and natural
and in conformity with the current of life.
The development and evolution assumed
by folklore in the present conditions of
our couutry clearly show that the use
of the n-rodern mass media gives a marked
originality to the life of folklore as

well as to the artistic life of the country
in general, creating broad possibilities of
drawing the people closer to all the values
of artistic culture.

It is sometimes argued that the attitude
of underrating folklore is justified by the
fact that during the building of socialism
and communisrn cultivated art will occupy
an ever more extensive place in the ar-
tistic culture of societ5r and that the
fundamental artistic demands of the peo-
ple will be fulfilled with this. No doubt
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this is a legitimate tendency in the de-
velopment of our socialist artistic cu1-

ture. But this does not mean to say that
the source of popular ar.t will dry up.

Thc experience of socialist construction
in our country shows that along with
the development of many branches of
professional alt, the people's art has not
only not been exhausted but is still very
much alive and this will continue. We

stress this because folklore is not just

an expression of the ignorance of the
masses under the exploiting orders. The

need for it has not arisen simply from
the fact that in these olders the working
people are pushed aside frcm cultivated
art. It has arisen also from the need for
collective artistic creativity. In no social
order ll'hatever (et,en less so in the so-

cialist order') have the people adopted
simply a passive, consumer's stand to-
rvards art. They have been capable of
more than just perpetuating it, have not
manifested their cleative force melely
through individual talents that emerge

from their ranks and become active in
professional art. The people, have felt the
need for collective creative activity. There-
fore, there is no reason why they should
not express their collective creative force
and talent in the conditions of socialism,
too. As long as the form of human life
and activity in large popular communities
exists, the need for collective creativity
in the field of art, in which the psycho-
logy and the collective aspirations of the
nasses are reflected, cannot be eliminated.
It should suffice to mention that it is

quite unbelievable that in the future the
flow of popular sayings, proverbs, and
rhymes will cease simply because the phi-
losophical, aesthetic, and educational cul-
ture of the people will be broader. It is

more correct to believe that in the future
collective artistic creativity will occupy 

,

an extensive place, especially within
amateur art, to the flowering of which
socialism and communism opefl boundless
vistas. Of course the future people's ar-
tistic creativity will have many distinc-
tions from the folklore of the exploiting
countries; however it will be a creativity
through which the people as a single col-
lective will assimilate the reality in ar-
tistic form.
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Various rcactionary aesthetic doctl ines

have done their utmost to discredit the

aesthetic values of the people's art, de-

scribing the latter as a,degraded imi-

tation of cultivated art by the ignorant

mob.. It is undelstandable that disdain

for folklore is simply a manifestation of

the hatred of the expiolting classes and

their ideologists towalds the masses of

the people and the allround creative po-

tential of the masses. The 'theoretical"
arguments used by the bearers of the

"elitist, concePt of art are groundless.

They have sought to show that the peo-

p1e's artistic creativity is something quite

,anachronistic. for the rnodern times and

an expressiolt of the cultural backward-

ness of the people. It is true that the

artistic values of folklore have been

created in very paradoxical conditions,

The miserable situation and ignorance, the

low cultural and educational standards

of the masses in the exploiting ordels

rr,ade it impossible to activate them in

cultivated atl, and made the use in fol-

klore ol those wellknown aesthetic advan-

tages of cultivated art impossible. How-

ever, the development of folklore, as a
collective creativity of the masses, has

nurtured artistic creative strengths in

folklore which we do not find in cu1-

tivated individual art. The blending and

uniting of artistic talents in collective

creativity has resulted in a new quality,

the collective creative genius of the people,

lvhich in many directions has compen-

sated for the impossibility of the eleva-

tion of these individual talents to the

level of cultivated art. This genius, al-

though suppressed in the exploiting or-

ders, has created immortal artistic values

which have competed with the master-

pieces of professional art' "In the past',

says comrade Enver Hoxha , nour people

dipped their crust in brine, but the wood-

en plate they had, could not have been

carved more beautifully' Their fine feel-

ing for the beautiful and high level of

aesthetic taste have stood out everywhere

in their wonderful rhapsodies, in their

fantastic costumes, and their atnazirrg

dances".

There are aesthetes who continue to
clefend the opinion that folklore, in its

traditionai fotms, can only hinder the

innovatoly spilit of plofessional trtt. Oul

Party has always opposed those reactio-

nary aesthetic concepts which see nothing

positive in the people't all. rln the spe-

culations about "archaism*,,folklorism,,
etc. cor:rrade Enver Hoxha has said, nwe

have to do with a general attitude of

open disdain towards folklore, toward its

great artistic and social values, toward

its relationship to cultivated art. It is just

such attitudes and theorisations that have

been one of the causes of deviations from

the healthy national foundation and have

served as arguments to justify these de-

viations*. The experience of the deveiop-

ment of the socialist art of our coun-

try shows that the artistic heritage

of folklore is a powerfui support in cop-

ing with and opposing the cosmopolitan

spirit of the ideological-cultura1 aggres-

sion of imperialism and levisionism

against the national art and literature of

small nations. Therefore, in the present

conditions in our country, according to

comlade Enver Hoxha's instruction a gl'eat

deal of work is being done for recogni-

tion of the aesthetic values of folklore,

to sum up its valuable aesthetic expe-

rience, and to integrate it into scienlific

Marxist-Leninist aesthetics.

The aesthetic experience materialised

in the most perfect creations of foiklore

has had and will have positive inrpor-

tance of cultivated art because, by its
very nature, folklore has a series of advan-

tages of aesthetic character over profes-

sional art, From the viewpoint of the

method of artistic generalisation, there

prevails in foiklore the typological prin-

ciple which thoroughiy permeates the

whole histoly of the development of foik-

lore in all its genres. The trend of the

people's poet is towards the general, the

essential, the typical; the figures he crea-

tes are distinguished by their generalising

character. The hero of the peopie's art

is a global hero and the circumstances

of the conflict are divested of detail'

Folklore narrates a globai history of large

masses of people. Through the principle

of typological generalisation the creations

of folklore carry rich aesthetic informa-

tion which, as to its importance, could

be compared with the genetic code' The

typological method of artistic generalisa-
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tion maltes it possible, in every genre ol
folklore, to pass easily from the per'-

sonal, the individual, to the social. Evetr

when they are inspireo bv some colrcictc

event or historical personality, the ar-

tistic figures in folklore have so great tr

depth that within each there is room for

an endless series of individual fates, phe-

nomena, events. The ocean of sorrow car-

ried b), the dirges has been formed bv

everyone's teals, the ocean of joy in the

wedcling songs has been created by evely-

one's joy.

From the functional viewpoint, as il

system of communication, again folklore

contains a series of advantages whicll

cultivated art does not have. The circula

tion of the vaiues of folklore in tradi-

tional social environments has been ba-

sed on its specific mechanism of comtru-

nication, mainly on the oral transmission

of information, which differs greatly from

the mechanism of technical system of

communication (the fixed written or prin-

ted text in cultivated literatule or the

tape recorded song)' In the folklore type

of communication the information is not

rigorously fixed and this makes it possi-

ble for the performer to play an active

creative role, in conformity with his ta-

lent, world outlook and taste, to changc

and modify the text, to create his own

larianl (within cultivated art, which

works with a fixed text, such a role could

not be played even by the best actor in

relation, 1et us saY, to the works of

Shakespeare).

In the folklore type of communication

the spoken word is used as a system of

symbols, which makes possible ihe cir-

culation of the aesthetic social infolma-

tion even in the cor-rditions in which peo

p1e do not know how to read and write'

This type of communication implies the

direct and living contact of the perfor-

ner with the listener, the audience' In

this living contact the performer is in

the position to make extensive use of

extratextual means such as intonation'

melody, gesture, mimicrY, etc, which

greatly inclease the emotional, suggestive

force of the spoken word (many of thesc

extratextual means die out and are lost

in cultivated literature which works with

texts fixed once and for all)' During the
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living contact the performer is constantly

aware of the reaction of the spectator; in
order not to break the contact with him
]re even takes the course of the modifi
cation of ,his" own variant, adapting it
better to the concrete peculiarities of the
audience who are active and continually
express their attitude towards the infor-
mation transmitted to them, we might
say, patting forward, their .demands,. It
is precisely these advantages of the folk-
lore type of communication, which explain
the why such kinds of art as theatre,
circus, artistic recitation, which imply a

living contact of the author with the
spectator, continue to be pr.eserved in the
present day conditions of the extension of
modern technical system of communica-
tion. This is shown also by the live broad-
casts of television performance dir.ect
from the concert hall, which partly re-
duce the negative consequences of the
separation in space of the act of perfor-
mance from the act of perpetuation in
the system of television communication.

Syncretism, which is an essential feature
of collective artistic creativity, gives folk-
lore other advantages over cultivated art.
The artistic values of folklore function
generally as a union of elements of va-
rious kinds of art which do not have
that independence they have in profes-
sional art. Within the folklore wedding
the poeticoJiterary element, the choreo-
graphic, musical decorative, theatrical-
dramatic, and other elements, are merged
into a single entity and together develop
a colossal emotional force which grips
large masses of people, and makes the
eveut unforgettable for a long time. Ihe
folklore wedding is a concentration and
n:obilisation simultaneously of the entire
esthetico-emotional potential contained in
the independent kinds of ar.t. Syncretism
is apparent also in the close connection
of the people's artistic cr.eativity with
the other kinds of social, political and
material activity of the people. Folklore
is linked with all aspects of the people,s

way of 1ife, with all the tributaries which
fsrm the main stream of their life. There
has never been an art closer to the rea-
lity of thc life of the working people
thar: folklore. Tberefore. the people's ar-
tistic creativeness has never suffcred

from the trend to aestheticism, has not

been aimless aesthetic entertainment.

Being closely linked rvith life, with the

people, folklore becomes a direct mani-
festation of the aesthetic social ideals of
t1-re people.

A11 these and other advantages of
folklore testify to the positive role its
aesthetic experience can play in culti-
vated art. Of course, the importance of
these advantages must not be absolutised.

While adopting a cr:itical attitude towards

nihilist concepts, Marxist aesthetics is in-
compatible also with concepts idealising
fo1k1ore.,,Sanctification of tradition', com-

rade Enver Hoxha has said, ,is also harm-
ful. It leads to conservatism and divorce
from reality.,

For the influence of the esthetic expe-

rience of people's art on cultivated art
to be positive, it is essential, first, to
take into account all those characteristic
features which distinguish folklore, as a

special part of artistic culture as against
professional art, which constitute its spe-

cific features and convince one that, with
all its advantages and limitations, folklo-
re cannot replace or compensate for cutti-
vated art, just as it cannot be replaced
by cultivated art.

Second, the influence of folklore on

cultivated art is positive when it helps
to create new aesthetic values in cultiva-
ted art, i e. when it does not cripple the

specific features of professional art and
the use of its wellknown advantages,

when it is adapted to the characteristic
feafures of cultivated art. when it con-

tributes to the allround affirmation of the

creative individuality of professional ar-
tists who base themselves also on the
esthetic experience of folklore. In the
opposite case, we find a purely mecha-
nical imitation of folklore models, which
is a manifestation of formalism in the
field of art. The stylised aesthetic forms
and means, symbols, metaphores or com-
parison of folklore have been used in
cultivated art on a number of occasions,

but not in every case have they helped
to create new artistic values. Within
folklore. these stylistic forms and means

have been elaborated it conformity with
the vital concrete material assimilated irr
aceord with the content. Therefore, the
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absolutisation of their aesthetic value, the

use of them in place and out of place,

the borrowing of their forms in profes-

sional art, cannot bring the latter the

beauty of folklore, the sharp tone and

the rich aesthetic feeling of the people.

The folklore forms can play a positive

role when they are subjugated to the

specific content of the new vital nraterial

which professional art absorbs.

The development of our socialist art
testifies to the great possibilities which

exist to activate the positive esthetic

experience of folklore and draw it into

cultivated art. This experience has been

drawn into our cultivated art, first, by

using the stylised forms and means of

expression, elaborated in folklore, adap-

ting them to the new vital content of
cultivated art. Second, the aesthetic expe-

rience of people's art has penetrated into

professional art also through the creative

elaboration of the artistic folklore the-

mes and materia'', through a kind of

recreation of them. Third, the aesthetic

experience of folklore has been integla-
ted into professional art also viithout
relying directly on concrete folklore
means or materials, but by using the ge-

neral ,spirit" of the people's art, relying

on its most genetal artistic principles.

These three ways are not the only ones

through which the influence of folklore
penetrates into professionaT art. With these

three ways a powerful tradition has long

since been created in our cultivated art

which we would like to describe as its
.folklore arm*. The presence of this ,arm',,

makes it possible for folklore to influence

the creativity of our writers and artists

not only directly, but also indirectly,
thlough the folklore rarrn". Of course,

our cuitivated art does not work only

with its folklore rarmn. It also has its
other "non folklore arrl*, on which folk
lore has no influence. Working with tl'rese

two arms our professional art becomes

richer, more valiegated and, al the same

time, with its two arms it has the possi-

bility to put ever greater n"lasses of peo-

ple under its ,radiatjon" and more and

more fulfills the rnost diverse and gro-

rving artistic requilcments of our working
people.
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Communique on the meeting
of fhe 8lh plenum of the CC of the plA

on october 10,1975 the 8th Plenum of the central committee of the
PLA convened under the chairmanship of the First secretary of the central
csmmittee of the PLA, comrade Enver Hoxha, and in fulfilment of the task
s,et forth by the 6th Congress of the PLA, of drafting
the new Constitution of the PRA and ado ns.

The Plenum honoured the memory CC of the
PLA comrade Kahreman Ylli, of the First Secretary of the CC of the
Comrnunist Party of colombia (M.-t.) comrade pedro Leon Arboledas rvho

Towards the end of August this year
the First Secretary of the Central Com-
mittee of the Party of Labour of Albania,
comrade Enver Hoxha, visited the Korqa
and Pogradec districts. During his stay
in these districts he visited work and
production centres, agricultural coopera-
tives and various institutions, Comrade
Enver Hoxha was welcomed everywhere
with great enthusiasm and love. Thou-
sands of people clapped and cleered the
'oeloved leader of the Party and the peo-
ple. Hundreds of them had the opportu-
nity to meet and talk cordially with
him. These warm coatacts and talks which
comrade Enver Hoxha holds frequently
with workers, peasants, cooperativists,
young people and Party and State cadres
at the basic level, are a part of those
powerful and alhound links the party
and its leadership maintain with the
masses. In these contacts and talks
comrade Enver Hoxha gets to know the
real life of the people at first hand,
listens to the voice of the workers and
peasants, exchanges opinions with them on
the most important problems which are
concerning the Party and the State and
gives very valuable instructions which
ar€ a source of lasting iaspiration not
only for those he meets, directly, but for
the entire Albanian people,

During his recent visits to Korga and
Pogradec as well as at meetings he had

TIIE 8th PI,ENUM OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE
OF THE PARTY OF LABOUR OF AT.BANIA

with some cadres from Elbasan, the First
Secretary of the Central Committee of the
Party of Labour of Albania congratulated
the working people on the success€s
achieved and laid down concrete tasks
to carry these successes further and at
the same time to ensure and develop
the defence of the homeland through
strengthening and steeling the dictator-
ship of the proletariat. Comrade
Enyet Hoxha once again stressed the lead-
ing role of the working class at ail stages
of the revolution and the construction of
socialism. At the same time he pointed
out the great force represented by youth
which with its initiatives and mass actions
has made a major contribution to the
struggle for the building of socialism.

Comrade Enver trIoxha also dealt with
the progress that has been made in our
socialist countryside, but he particularly
stressed the tasks facing the peasantry
and the whole people to carry agriculture,
even further ahead, to raise the living
standard in the countryside to a higher
level and bring it ever closer to that of
the town.

As reported by the press, comrade
Enver Hoxha's instructions gave a nety
impulse to the revolutionary drive for the
successful accomplishment of the fifth
five-year plan, in which the entire work-
ing people are taking part.
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Ihe 26lh onniuersory
ol fhe P.R. o[ Chino morked
in Albonlo

The 26th anniversary of the P.R. of
.China has been celebrated with joy in
Albania. On this occasion numerous acti-
vities were orgatized all over the coun-
try. On September 29 a solemn neeting
was arranged in Tirana, which was
addressed by the alternate member of
the Central Committee of the PLA and
Minister of Communications Lr.ran Baba-
meto, and the ambassador extraordinary
and plenipotentiary of the P.R. of Chi-
na to the P.R. of Albania Liu Chen
Hua.

Tlie meeting organised in the Opera
and Ballet Theatr.e was attcnded by hun-
dreds of working people from work and

production centres and various institu-
tions of the capital, cooperativists, young
men and young women, servicemen, re-
presentatives of mass organisations, etc.
Present wele also the member of the Po-

litical Bureau and secretary of the CC of
the PLA Ramiz Alia, the member of the
Political Bureau of the CC of the pLA,

vice Chairman of the Council of Ministers
and president of the Albania-China Friend-
ship Association, Spiro Koleka, the
member of the Political Bureau of the
CC of the PLA and Minister of Industry
and Mining Pali Miska, and other per-
sonalities. Those present at the meeting
frequently interrupted with applar-rse and

acclamation the speeches of the comrades
Luan Babameto and Liu Chen Hua.

On September 30 ambassador Liu Chen
Hua gave a reception in "Dajti. hotel in
which part was taken by the first se-

cretary of the CC of the PLA Enver Hoxha,
the president of the Presidium of the
People's Assembly Haxhi Lleshi, the
chairman of the Council of Ministers
Mehmet Shehu and other leading perso-
nalities. During the reception, which pas-

sed in a very cordial and friendly atmos-
phere, ambassador Liu Chen Hua and the
member of the Political Bureau of the
CC of the PLA and Minister of Industry
and Mining, Pali Miska, deliver.ed
speeches.

On October 1 the Albanian press pu-
blished the message of greetings sent by
the comrades Enver Hoxha, Haxhi Lleshi
and Mehmet Shehu to the comrades
Mao Tse-tung, Chu Teh and Chou En-lai
on the occasion of the feast, as well as
editorial articles devoted to this memo-
rable event.

Ihe 30lh onniuersorl
of lhe D.R. ol Uielnom morked
in Alboniu

The Albanian people joyfully celebrated
the 30th anniversary of the foundiig of
the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. This
anniversary found our people this year
in the atmosphere of the enthusiasm
created by the historic victory of April
30 this year, which opened a new glorious
epoch in the history of the Vietnamese
people.

In the message sent on this occasion
to comrade Ton Duc Thang, president of
the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, Le
Duan, First Secretaly of the Central Cotn-
mittee of the Worker's party of Vietnam,
Truong Shin, Chairman of the Standing
Committee of the National Assembly of
the D. R. of Vietnam, and pham Van Dorg,
Premier of the Government of the D. R.
of Vietnam, comrades Enver: Hoxha, First
Secretary of the Central Committee of the
PLA; Haxhi Lleshi, president of the pie-
sidium of the people's Assemb\y of the
PRA, and Mehmet Shehu, Chairman of the
Council of Ministers of the pRA, con-
veyed to them and the fraternal Viet-
namese people their warmest greetings

and those of the Albanian people, as well
as their best wishes for further successes
in the building and defence of socialism
in the D. R. of Vietnarn.

A delegation of the Party of Labour
of Albania and the Government of the
P. R. of Albania, headed by the member
of the Central Committee of the Party and
Minister of Finance, Lefter Goga, went to
the Democratic Republic of Vietnam to
celebrate the jubilee of the 30th anni-
versary of the Republic together with the
Vietnamese people.

At the same time, broad meetings r,r,ere
arranged with the working people, at
which speakers deait with the importance
of this outstanding event fbr the Viet-
namese people and tl-reir historic victory
of April 30.

A commemorative meeting was orga-
nised on this occasion in the capital by
the Presidium of the Council of the De-
mocratic FroDt of the Tirana district and
the Albanian Committee for Cultural and
Friendly Lelations with the Outside World.
Taking part in this meeting were the

member of the Political Bureau of the
Central Committee of the Party and Pre-
sident of the Central Council of the Trade
Unions of Albania, Rita Marko, other
leading personalities, as well as the Am-
bassador Extraordinary and Plenipoten-
tiary of the D. R. of Vietnam to the PRA,
Nguyen Van Thu, and the Chargd d'Af.-
faires ad interim of the embassy of the
Republic of South Vietnam to the PRA,
Dang Hai An.

The meeting was addressed by the alter-
nate member of the Central Committee
of the PLA and vice President of the
General Council of the Albanian Women's
Union, Naunka Bozo, as lvell as by Am-
bassador Nguwen Van Thu.

A photo exhibition ,30 years of glo-
rious victories" opened in Tirana a few
days ago. It was organised by the Com-
mittee for Cultural and Friendly Relations
with the Outside World, and was visited
with interest by thousands of people.

On September 2, Ambassador Nguwen
Van Thu gave a reception in ,,Dajti,, ho-
tei on the occasion of the 30th anniversary
of the founding of the Republic. Attending
were the member of the Political Bureau
of the Central Committee of the PLA and
Chairman of the Council of Ministers,
Mehmet Shehu, other Party and State lead-
ers and representatives of mass organisa-
tions. Speeches were delivered by Ambas-
sador Nguwen Van Thu and the member
of the Political Bureau of the Central
Committee of the PLA and vice Chairman
of the Council of Ministers, Spiro Koleka.
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lleuu surresses
in lhe edurolion sedor

After happy srllnmer holidays in thc
most beautiful and pictoresque health-
building centres of the country, on Sep-
tember 1 more than 700.000 pupils and
students sat down at the school desks
and in the auditoriums of the University
and Institutes of higher learning.

As every year, the first day of thc
school turned ilto a day of celeblation
and joy in all parts of the country. Not
only the pupiis and students. but also
the entire people eagerly welcome Sep-
tember 1 every year. And this has its
own reasons. For thc Albanian today,
schoolir-rg has become almost as essential
as food. In the past, under the anti-peo-
p1e's regimes, 90 per cent of the popula-
tion was illitelale. The Albanian longed
fol schooling, but he had no whele to
le:rrn The rearctionary rulels sought to
keep the people in darkness so as to ex-
ploit them more easily.

Now compulsory 8-year education has
been fu11y achieved in Albania. One out
of every three inhatriLant attends school

Every year brings new things in the
field of education in Albania. The number
of qualified teachers increases, new school
buildings go up, and the supply of teach-
ing means is enriched.

This year the army of teachers has
been increased by 2000 young teachers,
of whom 700 have higher education. The
overwhelming majority of them volun-
teered to go and work in the countlyside,
in the most lemote areas of the country.
Many qualified teachers from the cities
voiunteered to teach in village schools.

In order to improve the teaching, the
number of school text books has been
greatly increased. Pupils and students
have 800 school books available, 60 of
which were prepaled this year.

Dozens of new buildings for middle
and B-year schools and many student l-ros-
tels, have been built as well as nelv
buidings for the Faculty of Medicine, the
Faculty of Agrarian Economy, the High-
er Teaching Instituie in Elbasan and
G jirokastr"a, etc.

Ihe Albonio-Chino
Ffiendship Assotiolion

The active of the Albalia-China
Friendship Association met in Tirana on
September 11 to analyse the work carried
out to date, to assign the tasks for the
future and elecL its Council and Plesi-
dency.

Participating wet'e wolkers from tvork
and production centres, representativcs of
the Ministry of Foreign Affails, the Mi-
nistry of Trade, mass organisations, work-
crs in art and culture, sc,rvicemen, rc-
prcsentative of the scientific institutions
of the cepital, and others.

Also present were the charg6 d'affaires
ad interim of the embassy of the P.R.
of China to the P. R. of Albania, Han Po,
and other officials of this embassy.

The vice-plesident of the Albania-China
Friendship Asscciation, Sterjo Spase, de-
livered, the report on the Association's
activity, and the report was discussed.

Then the elections to the Council and
the presidency of the Albania-China
Friendship Association were he1d.

The active unanimously approved the
election of the Council of the Albania-
China Friendship Association comprised of
21 members. The member of the Political
Bureau of the Central Committee of the
Party of Labour of Albania and viee

Chairman of the Council of Ministels,
Spiro Koleka, was elected president of
the Albania-China Friendship Association.

.Today's meeting of the active of the
Albania-China Friendship Association,, -
said comrade Spilo Koleka in his speech
delivered on this occasion, - ,is of palti-
cular importance, for a good analysis was
made in it of the Association's recent ac-
tivitv. new tasks were set and its lead-
ing olgans were elected.

It is a great honour for the ccmrades
that have been elected to the leading
organs, including me, to be entrusted
with so lofty and nobie a task as leading
the Albania-China Friendship Association,
which has as its fundamental aim the
ever greater consolidation and steeling of
the gleat revolutionary friendship, the fra-
ternal solidarity, and the unbreakable
unity, between our two peoples and two
cotrntries.

The Albania-China fliendship is a bril-
liant deed of our two Marxist-Leninist
parties. Those r,vho forged and founded
it are our great leaders, comrade
Enver Hoxha and corrrade Mao Tse-tunq.
Our two parties have bound oul two
countries and two peoples together as in-
sepalable comrades, as determined fel1ow



fighters for the triumph of the great
cause of socialism, the revolution, and
Marxism-Leninism. in our two countries
and throughout the world.

Spiro Koleka continued: ,The good
work of our friendship association l-ras

had appreciable results, in strengthening
our great friendship. Through its activity,
it has aimed to make known in Albania
the great lcality of People's China, the

victories achieved by the great Chinese
people, under the leadership of the Com-
munist Party of China with comrade
Mao Tse-tung at the head, in the socialist
construction of the country, the great
proletarian cultural revolution, in expos-
ing and destroying the counterrevolu-
tionary cliques of Liu Shao Chi and Lin
Piao, and in the just and principled
struggle the Chinese Party and Govern-

ment have caffied out in the international
arena against imperialism, social impe-
rialism and reaction.

The Albanian people wholeheartedly
welcome these brilliant victories and con-
sider them as their own victories and as

a source of inspiration in the struggle
for the socialist construction in Albania
in the csnditions of the imperialist-re-
visionist encirclement,,

,Our Party and people learned with
deep sorrow about the heroic fall, in
battle with the reactionary Colombian
forces, of the First Secretary of the Com-
mtrnist Party of Colornbia (M-L), corr-
rade Pedro Leon Arboleda, who sacrificed
his life for the cause of the national and
social liberation of the Colombian people
and the triumph of the revolution and
socialism in Colombia.

The Albanian communists and people
firmly denounce the reactionary violence
and terror against the Colombian revo-
lutionary communists and patriots who
are fighting courageously against US im-
perialism and internal reaction, as u,ell
as against modern revisionism, for the
independence of the country and the so'
ciaL liberation of their people. The
reactionary violence will be unable to
stop the ever rising tide of the revolu-
tionary people's war under the leadership
of the Communist Party of Colombia
(u-t). Thousands of young fighters will
raise high the banner of the comrades
fallen in battle and will carry forward
the great cause for which they did not
spare even their lives..

Raul Marco spoke to the participants
about the struggle being waged by the
communists, revolutionaries, patriots and
working masses of Spain against the
Franco sanguinary regime for freedom,
democracy and progress, and against im-
perialism and revisionism.

A message was sent from the meeting
to the Central Committee of the Com-
munist Party of Spain (M-L), expressing
the resolute support for the Spanish re-
volutionary patriots who do not spare
even their lives in the glorious struggle
for the liberation of the Spanish people
from the fascist domination.

Likewise, the Central Committee of the
Albanian Labour Youth Union sent a mes-
sage to the Executive Committee of the
Communist Youth of Spain (M-L) express-
ing, on behalf of the younger generation
of Socialist Albania, the support and mi-
litant solidarity of the entire Albanian
youth to the Spanish revolutionary youth
and its revolutionary organisation, the
Communist Youth of Spain (M-r,).

wilh lhe iusl slruggle
ol lhe Sponish reuolulionory polriots

Ihe Albonlon people solidorize

The Albanian people condemn with
force ancl hatred the fascist crimes of
the Franco savage fascist dictatorial re-
girne and fu1ly solidarize with the just,
courageous and determined struggle of
the Spanish revolutionary patriots, the
Marxist-Leninist communisE militants
against this regime. Workers, cooperati-
vists, young men and young women ex-
press their deep hatred against the fasdist
wild beasts who are staining their hands
with the blood of the best sons of the
Spanish people.

At a meeting held on September 20,
the working people of Elbasan expressed
their solidarity with the just struggle for
freedonr of the Spanish people, as well
as their conviction that, united round

the Antifascist and Patriot Revolutionary
Front of Spain, they will continue with
determination up to victory their struggle
against the sanguinaly Franco regime. The
participants in the meeting highly praised
the manly stand of the Spanish antifasciiit
and patriotic militants and the other ar-
rested in front of the inhuman tortures
by the fascist hangmen, and expressed
their antifascist and internationalist so-
lidarity with them. Present at the meeting
was also the delegation of the Communist
Party (M.-L,) of Spain, headed by the
Secretary of the Cenlral Committee of
the Party Raul Marco, who was paying
a friendly visit to Albania.

The Secretary of the Central Committee
of the Communist Party (rvr-f) of Spain

The Albonion people remember wilh
respetl our tomrode P.1. Arboledo

The Albanian communists and the
whole Albanian people were deeply
grieved to learn of the ki11in9 by the rea-
ctionary forces of the Colombian regime,
of the First Secretary of the Communist
Party of Colombia (M-L), comrade Pedro
Leon Arboleda.

The circumstances in which this con-
sistent revolutionary, who remained faith-
ful to the end to his ideals, was killed,
raise his figure still higher in the eyes
of all the revolutionaries of the world.
Comrade Arboleda fought to the death,
single-handed against 300 soldiers who had
surrounded him. He refused to surrender
himself alive into enemy hands. His mur-
der, like that of the founder of the Party,
Pedro Vasquez, in 7968, is another heavy
loss to the Communist Party of Colombia
(m-I,), to all the Colombian revolutionaries
and patriots. On the other hand it shows
the increase of the violence and terror

which are an expression of the deep
economic and political crisis that has
gripped Colombia, and at the same time
of the ever greater anxiety which has
swept the ruling circles of the country
and their American bosses as a result
of the increase of the people's anger and
the upsurge of the partisan war led by
the Communist Party of Colombia (M-L).

The Albanian communists and the en-
tire Albanian people honoured the me-
mory of comrade Arboleda and other Co-
lombian comrades fallen in the fight for
national and social liberation and ex-
pressed their fu11 solidarity with the Com-
munist Party of Colombia (M-L), with all
the Colombian revolutionaries and patriots.

The message sent on this occasion by
the Central Committee of the Party of
Labour of Albania to the Central Com-
mittee of the Communist Party of Co-
lombia (M-L) r'eads:
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AFTEB TWO YEABS OF WEAN,ISOME TALKS, BACKSTAGE BABGAININGS AND

COMBINATIONS, IT WAS DECIDED TO CONVENE IN HELSINKT AT THE END OE

THIS MONTH, WHAT IS CALLED THE EUROPEAN SECUNITY CONFENENCE. ON

JULY 30 NOT A SMALf, NUMBER OE DOCUMENTS, FULL OF BEAUTIT'Uf, WORDS

AND SWEET PROMISES WILf, BE PT,ACED BEEORE THE HEADS OF EUBOPEAN

STATES, FO,B THEIR SIGNAIUBES.
THE PEBFORMANCE IS BEING f,OUDLY ADVEBTISED BUT ALL THE CLAMOUR

CANNOT CONCEAL THE DANGERS THIS PERILOUS SOVIET-US UNDERTAKING
POSES FOII THE EUBOPEAN PEOPLES AND THE ENTIRE WORLD. IT CANNOT
REMOVE THE DOUBTS AND HESITATIONS THE HELSINKI CONFERENCE HAS

AROUSED AMONG THE OBDINARY PEOPI.E OF OUB CONTINENT, AMONG ALT

TIIOSE WHO BEALLY CIIEBISII PEACE AND SECUAITY IN EUBOPE.

The one question that was put forward curity of Europe are directly and perma-

before the talks on the European Security nently threatened by US imperialism and

Conference began, which is being asked Soviet social imperialism, by their aggres-

today and which always will be asked, sive and expansionist policy, by their mi-
is: 'Who is threatening Europe? From litary blocs, by the armies and bases they

whom must the European peoples be se- maintain in other countries. The freedom

cured? Can it be said that peace and and independence of the European peo-

security in Europe are endangered by ples are threatened and endangered by the

Belgium or Switzerland, Finland or Aus- spheres of influence policy pursued by
tria, and that therefore the necessity ari- the superpowers, their imperialist placti-
ses that they or other such Eulopean ces of political clients and interference
countries should officially pledge them- in the internal affairs of others, their neo-

selves to give up "threat and the use of colonialist course and insatiable appetite

force"? to subjugate and dominate countlies and

be signed in Helsinki do contain no obli-

gatory political conditions, military com-

mitments, etc. From the external aspect,

from the formal viewpoint, it seems as

if nobody is taking on any concrete obli-

gation and that nobody's hands are tied'

But everybody can see that through the

Helsinki Conference, the Soviet Union and

the United States have imposed on others

an international document in which the

present status quo of Europe is recognized

and accepted in fact, i.e. the spheres of

influence are recognised and accepted, thc

political, militaly and economic domina-

tion of rrany countries of our continent

by the US imperialists and the Soviet

social imperialists are recognised and

accepted.

From the way the talks have develo-

ped so far it follows quite clearly that

the Soviet Union and the United States

have not been concerned about the leal

seculiLy of Europe, but about the seculity

of their spheres of influence, their poli-

tical and military bases, the removal of

those barriers which hinder the extension

of their political and econotnic hegetnonl,,

the pacification of their rear areas in or-

der to direct themselves rnore forcefully,

and with a greatel' weight, to zones whcre
,,vacuumstr are created 01' whele the revo-

lution and the liberation sttugg'le of the

peoples are being carried out.

The answer is not difficult, it is known nations. The Soviet-US atomic blackrnail,

and does not reguire the discovery of their military adventures, their feverish

some unknown factor. The peace and se- preparation for a third world war, ale

,zEN I PoPULur" - "rs"" "t-th" 
cc "t 

endangering and threatening Europe'

the PLA. The afiicle uZs publish.eit on Ftom those parts of the documents

July 29, 7975 on th.e eue ol the Europ.ean which have been made known to the pu=
Security Conlerence which was helel in
Helsinki. blic so far, it seems that the papers to
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What have the European peoples gaiued,

what is thc advantage to general peace?

Can it be said that the domination of

the Soviet revisionists in Eastern Europe

now becomes less onerous thlough this

,Europea[ security", have the Soviet

tloops withdlalvn from those countries

or their political, economic and military
ir-rtegration into the Soviet Union bcen

interrupted, has Moscow's pressure on

the national culture of these cour-rtries and

its attack on thcir nationai traditions di-

minished?

Will the suff ocating pressures of the

United States on the West European coun-

tries perhaps be relaxed with the Euro-

pean Conference, or the interfcrence of

the monopolies from across the Atlantic

in their home affairs cease, will they

escape from the inflation and crisis im-

ported from the United States?

The Helsinki Conference brings nothing
apart from highsounding words and i1lu-

sions. What we issued a warning about

long ago and which was spelied out clear-

1y in the statement of the Covernment

of the PRA, has occurred, i.e. that the

sllperpowers would strive to turn the

European Security Conference into a

lneans to spread their liberal-pacifist spi-

rit, on thc grounds that a11egedly, today

all the world problems, the international
class conflicts, can be solved through "pea-

ceful" talks and ,individual contacts,,

beeause the plesent Soviet and Atnctican

ieaelels are nlel of peace nncl worlt for
peaee.

Thc tablc at Ilelsinki i:; I US-Soviet onc,

tLe otbels p;ry the bil1. Thc clocuments

to be signed thcre do not, evcn rclnotely,

rcllect the intet'csls, desites, or wottics
of the European pcoples, T1-rc hope ot

tl:ose people who t1-rought that thc Euro-

pean Security Conference would streng-

then the independence of some countries

which are undel the domination and in-

fluence of the Soviet Union or the United

States, that it would eucoLlrage some

others towards autonomy, tulned out to
be only an il1usion, vain hope. The facts

showed that in setting the objectives of

thc conference, in working out the pro-

iects, in formulating the theses and con-

ccpts, the rveight of the othel participating

states has been vely siight and their

lole insignificant. The superpowers discus-

sed and decided about the confelence

outside it, at bilateral meetings, not only

bevond the eyes and ears of othcrs, but

also against their interests. Indeed even

the final date of the meeting was decided

only af ter the Gromyko-Kissinger ta1l<s

at Geneva.

Now, when the two suPerPowcrs have

been engulfed by grave crises and have

sustained allround defeaLs, when the

anti-US and anti-social imperialist tide in
the world has begun to lise, thcy feel

great need for each other's support' This

is palticular'ly so of the clique of Brezh-

nev, the initiator cf this conference, who

has linked the ,'European security', the

,relaxation of tension,, with his personal

political fate. Thc Blezhnev cliquc has to

appear before the 25th Congress of the

Soviet revisionist party, scheduled for the

beginning of the coming Year', with a

isuccessD, to show that its for'eign policy

is .listened to, and "respected'. By means

of diplomatic manoellvres it aims to con-

solidate its positions at homc and in the

satellite countries, and to pursue its he-

gemonistic policy in othcr legions with
a fresh impulse.

The conclusion of the Hclsiuki Confc

rence is seen by BrezhrLev, likewise, as

a favourable condition for sr-rmmoning the

confelence of the revisionist parties of

Europe in. thc immediate future aud to
tlansfolm it into a means to strengthell

domination over them, to bind them still
nro::e tightly to the chariot of the Soviet

foreign policy.

And the United States, too, has no less

nced fo1. a diplomatic rsuccessil Foliowinfl

its ignominous dcfeats in Vietnarm ancl

Cambodiar, fcllowing Kissinger's failure in
the Middle East, following the great decli-

ne of i[s A1lles' faith in it, US imperla'

lism needs to laise its fallen politica.l

prestigc, and, througl-r the fear of Soviet-

US collaboration, to put its shaky allian-

ces in order.

Fold gave the green light to the Ettro-

pean Security Confelence, because hc

wants to help the pro-Amelican Brezh-

ne\r gloLlp in Moscow, just as the cliquc

now ruling in the Kremlin wants the

Nixon line of rappt'ochement with the

Soviet Union which Ford follows, to be

carried on by the new administlation

whicl-r will be elected next vear.

It is well knowr-L that any seculity is

closely connected with the military aspects,

with t1-re question as to what real condl-

tions it offers to avoid ol rcpei the even-

tual aggression. But why did the super'-

powers refuse to discuss the nilitaly as

pects of security, despite the insistence

of some o.f the participants? The-v did

this because they '1"'ant the European peo-

ples to be insecure and weak, so as to
impose their will' and dictate on then

more easi15', because they want to deprive

the European peoples of the possibility

and power of self-defence, the ability to

oppose the law the superpowers want to
make in Europe. The US imperialists and

the Soviet social imperialists seek to com-

pe1 other countries to remain unarmed

or with only limited armament, ineffec-

tive in face of the ever increasing military
strength of the two superpowers, to re-

main passive and powerless before the

ever greater improvement of their arma-

ments, before the increase of their mili-
tary bases and wat budgets.

The military aspects of security were

left out in Helsinki because the superpo-

wers want to preserve the psychosis of

fear and war al all costs. The superpo-

wers want to put the military security

of the European countries under their

two umbrellas, the aim of which, as com-

rade Enver Hoxha has said, is that the

peoples and countries will have no alter-

native other than to see their salvation
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linked with either the one or the other
superpower, will not think independently,
so that their will and freedom will be
linked with these two monsters.

The Europeau security agreements are
a new web of the two superpowers to
entangle their a11ies and others even more
thoroughly. This is the greatest specula-
tion that has ever been made on the
European people's desire for peacc and
security, collaboration and good neigli-
bourliness, How can one speak of a se-

cure Europe while it is bulging with the
foleign military bases and atonr bombs
of the sulrerpowers, u,ith hundreds of
thousands of Soviet and American so1-

diers, and innumerable tanks and ai.;cr.afl?
The superpowers did trot want the mili-
tary ploblems to be discussed, because
they want to keep their gendalmerie in-
tact in Europe, to pleserve theil perma-
nent militaly pressure and blackmail, to
keep Europe besieged and isolatecl fr.om
the other rvor'1d.

How can one speak of the security of
Europe without ihe Mediterranean, r.vi-

thout the Middle East, without North
Af.tica? History has provcd more than
once that even when the conflicts that
have broken out in Europe, have not been
over the Mediterranean, North Africa, or
the Middle East, they have always been
caught up in their. flames. The fates of
these areas are very closely connected
with tliose of Europe and the separation
made of them by the European Security
Conference seems artificial and i11-inten-
tioned.

The United States and Lhe Soviet Union
rabidly opposed the linking of European
security with that of the Mediterranean,
North Africa, and the Middle East, be-
cause the problem of the withdrawal of
their fleets in the Mediterranean woulci
have arisen, the barbarous gunboat policy
they carry out around the shores of this
basin would have been exposed, their bru-
tal interference in the Arab-Israeli con-
flict would have been unmasked, and their
savage rivalry in this area, nhich endan-
gers the peace and security of all the
peoples, would have been dr:agged out
into the light of day. The attitude of the
supelpowers on this qnestion is a proof

that they want to extend their domina-
tion in these areas, to make it complete
and permanent.

Therefore, thc participants in the Hel-
sinki meeting should irot be too hasty
in singing about the "triumph* of peace

and security and tl-re lelaxation of ten-
sion in Europe.

The agreements, treaties, concessions

and compromises which are manipulated
and concluded under the direc[ion of the
Soviet Union and the United States can
never contribute to the strengthening of
peace, eithel on a legional scale or on

international scale.

This "European seculity,', not only does

not eliminate the inter-imperialist livalry
which constitutes one of thc main sour-
ces of the outblcak of aggressive wars,
but being a product of the expansiooist
and hegemonist policy of the superpo-
wers, it will contribute to the increase

of the existing contradictions and ten-
sions in every zone and on all the con-

tinents.

It creates the possibility for thc super
powers to act more freely on the other
continents, to increase [heir pressures and
intrigues in order to divide the peoples

and set them against one another with
a view to capturing markets, taking over.

new zones of influence and extending
their hegemony. They have already be-
gurr to enter the Indian Ocean and ex,

tend in Africa, to cast greedy eyes on
the riches of the Arabian Gulf and dig
in their claws in Asia and Latin Ame-

11cd.

Tl'rus, the existing ar,r'angements be,

come more insecure and everywhere the
possibility of the accumulation of new
explosive elements is increasing, and the
threats and dangels to the interests of
the peoples and naLions are growing.

At the moment the zealous propagan-
dists of this European security are having
a great deal to say about how, by means
of this agreement the violation of fron-
tiels will stop and the use of force w111

be avoided. As a guarantee for this, they
off er Ford's ,,so1emnu declarations and
Blezhnev's 'wo1'd of honour,. But can

the peoples of Europe base their security
on such palaver? They have suffered too
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much from imperialist aggressions and
the perfidies of the superpowers, to allow
themselves to be deceived by some bit of
paper, by demagogic agreements and
treaties.

Tens of times Hitler signed solemn
promises that he would never violate
the borders of France, Belgium, Holland,
and with tears in his eyes he swore that
after receiving the Sudeten Land he would
not touch Czechoslovakia even remotely.
Everybody knows what happened later.
And Brezhnev, too, not even one month
before he sent his tanks to Prague, in
Bratislava had signed a lengthy docu-

ment in which the non-use of force was

lauded to the skies. Not only through the

UNO charter, but also in an endless num-
ber of treaties, the United States has pled-
ged itself not to violate borders and not

to resort to force. But it has not failed
to intervene in Greece and attack Korea,

to occupy Vietnam and land in the Le-

banon, to interfere in San Domingo and

fight against the Cambodiall people. Only
the naive and the short-sighted can believe

the imperialists' sweet words and pro-
tnises about peace, only they can build
their hopes on the power of declarations

and generaf agreements or on the false

morality of the aggressors. But the peo-

ples put no trust in words and are not
deceived by the imperialist and revisio-
nist demagogy.

The socalled policy of relaxation of
tension, about which the US ir:rperialists
and the Soviet social impelialists are now
making so much fuss, is a continuation
of the .co1d war,, but in another form,
It is the o1d policy of strength, but ca-

mouflaged with smiles and lullabies.
Peacefull coexistence, as conceived and

interpreted by the imperialists and the
revisionists, is a counterrevolutionary
and antinational ideology and practice;
it is anti-popular and anti-democratic
from start to finish. As an expression of
the expansionist and hegemonistic policy
of the superpowers, it represents a dan-

gerous instrument to put the peoples in
bondage, to subjugate and colonise them.
The socalled ,,spirit of d6tente" which is

propagated especially by the revisionists,
is thc spirit of submission and passivitv,
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which ain'rs to slackeu the revolutionary
vigilance of the peoples, to compel tllem
to give up the defcnce of their vital na-

tionaL intelests and leavc them politic:11y
and spiritually disarmed in face of thc
attacks of the two superpowers.

Thelc has been a long-standir-rg illusion
in Europc which has cost it dear. Man;r
politicians have thougl-rt thal concessions

could be made to agglessors on this con-

tinent, to direct war towards far off
fields. History, however, has prorred that
peace is indivisible In the conditions of
the present day wor'ld, this is tluer than
ever. The aggrescsors have not been stop-

ped, and never will be stopped \,'ith con-

cessions, and even less with illusions. Re-

treat has only rvhetted the appetite of
those who have sougl-rt to attack and
occupy.

True relaxatiorr of tension, thc rernoval
of the dangel of war', is not achieved
through illusions and hopes based on

the reasonableness and .r'ealistic attitude,
of the US imperialists and the Soviet so-

cial impelialists. They constitute an objec-
tive 'u'hich must be attained by the peo-

ples themselves, by fighting the hegemo-
nistic and expansionist policy of the su-
perpowers, by exposing and hindering
their deceitful diplomatic manoeuvres, by
combatting the sham pacif ist psychoses

they spread, by strengthening the senti-
ment for defence of the fleedom and na-

tional dignity of the peoples and inde-
pendent states, and above all, by streng-
thening the revolutionary spirit and inter-
national unity of the proletariat and the
lvorking people throughout the wor.ld.

In his Octobet 3, 1.974 speech to tl-re

electorate, comrade Enver Hoxha said:
,,On what does the security of the peo-

ples of Europe or of the peoples of the
world depend? Or: the public or myste-
rious travels of a certain Kissiuger., of a

certain Gromyko, ol on the trickery of a

certain Brezhnev who has made the Soviet
and other peoples b1eed, on the travels
of a certain Nixon who has drowned the
wor'Icl in blood and 1ed the American
rnafia in the shameful Watergate scandal
which has shaken the whole of America?
Should it be left to such individuals to
ensure the future of the world? A fine

futurc, indeed! Of course, those who put
thelr tlust in tragic illusionists are free
to attend the meetings in Vienna, Hel-
sinki, and anywhcle they 1ikc. Let them
indtrlgc in their palavers. tsut for our
part, wc.rre flee not to go to those

meetings, and rve will not go thcrc. And
it is not only we rvho are missing fr-onr

those rneetings and confclences, but the
peoples, too. This is sigr-rificant for us.,

This clear stand of our Palty, Coveln-
ment and people, concerning; Enropean
security, responds not only to the supre-
me interests of Albania, Lrut also to the
cause of strengthening the peace and
security on the European continent. We

have pointed out, openly and sincerely,
that the sovereign states must in no way
be taken ir-r by the plans o1! the r.evisio-

nists and imperialists because they are

to the detriment of their national sove-

leignty and the security of the peoples.

Now many of the participating coun-

tries, which went to the taiks in the hope

that a dialogue among equal states about
settling European and wor'ld problems,

would take place there are left disillu-
sioned. But they were dragged into the
dance by the Soviet Union and the fune-
licans and were quite unable to get out
of it. Indeed, even many of their efforts
over procedural rnattels and requests for
some dilution of the folmulations were
arlogantly rejected and blutally squashed

by the super mighty.
Real peace and security of Europe is

not something which can be donated by
the superpowers, or be ensured by some

worthless bits of papel', by dernagoglc
statements and false pronrises of the US

imperialists ard the Soviet social impe-
rialists. First of all the militaly bases and
foreign troops which ale still in many
countries of Europe, must be remorred,

the superpowers' policy of armaments,
threats, and rnilitary blackti:ail must be

opprosed and cornbatted, the aggressive
blocs and other agreements which ar.e

utilised by the United States and the So-

viet Union to pursue their policy of do-

mination and subjection of the European
peoples must be smashed.

Of course, the threats and dangers are

great, but they must not be viewed in
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a fatalist spirit as inevitable. The battles

will be severe, but they crn be won if
the pacif ist illusions, the imperialist-r'e-
visionist lics and deceptions alc enpha-
tically lejected, if the chains with which
thc superpor,t,ers seck to bind the peoples

of Europe ale cut thlough with the sword.
There c.rn never be relaxation of tension

between the peoples on the one hand and

the US imperialists and thc Soviet social
in-rperialists on the other hand, iust as

there can be no real peace and security
as long as the present hegemonistic po-

licy of the superpowel's continues to exist.
Peace and security, the lelaxation of

tension ar:d collabolation, are problems

which must be solved, and can be solved,
only by the peoples by means of a per-

rranent, consistent and detelmined stt'ug-
g1e against those impelialist and expan-

sionist forces r.hich seek to rob tl-re

countries and nations of the thing they
hold rnost dear, their fleedorn and inde-
pencence, the prospect of their future.

I
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THE TWO

SUPERPOWERS'

THE GREATEST ARMS

DEATERS

hI THE WORTD
by YENIAMiN tOq,

THE TWO SUPERPOWERS, US IMPEBIALISM AND SOVIET SOCIAL IMPEBIALISM,

IN COMPETITION AND BIVALRY WITII EACH OTHER, ARE ENGAGED IN A EBEN-

ZIED COUBSE OF ABMING WITH ALL TYPES OF MODERN WEAPONS.

WHILE ABMING THEMSELVES RELENTLESSLY, THEY INDULGE IN GBEAT

DEMAGOGY AND POSE AS STANDING FOR DISARMAMENT, EOR THE BALANCED

REDUCTION OF ARMED FORCES, FOR THE BELAXATION OF TENSION, FOB PEACE

AND SECUBITY IN THE WORLD, FOR A WORLD WITHOUT AEMS AND WITHOUT

aRMIES (l), aND oTHER SUCH NONSENSE. THE REALITY REFUTES THIS IMPERIA-

f,IST-REVISIONIST DEMAGOGY AND TESTIFIES TO THE OPPOSITE. 'THE TWO SU-

PEBPOWERS HAVE ARMED TIIEMSEI,VES TO THE TEETH" COMRADE ENVEB HOXHA

IIAS SAID, .WHILE THEY PBOPAGATE THAT OTHERS SHOULD DISARM, ON THE

OTHEB HAND, TIIEY HAVE BECOME THE GREATEST ARMS DEALERS TO OTHEBS,

this may seem contradictory, but it is hand, to incite them to fight with their

not so. True they sell arms to others, neighbours".

but they keep the modern weapons for While increasing their armaments and

themselves, always preserving due propor- war egonomies to fantastiC proportiols,

tions to maintain their superiority. Indeed, and, moreover, being in permanent com-

they supply arms only to those on whom petition to perfect their weapons the two

they think their grip is sure. They exploit superpowers have continually created

arms sales, on the one hand, in order to large stocks of arms' For their aims of

suck the biood and plunder the riches, world hegemony they se1l these stocks

of other nations, while posing as friends of written-off weapons to other countries

so as to worm their way into their homes at high prices and on political, n-rilitaly,

where they take over, ancl on the other. atrd economic conditions which they dicta-

VENIAMIN TOQ,I - \lc|eran scientilie colla'
boratot, specialist on econortic probletns,

te. Being the biggest arrns elealers in the

world, the two supcrpolvels have eusured



themsclves of a monopoly position in t)re-

world armaments market. This is shorvn
by the official figures, which rcvcal thc
increase of ll-re voiume of the alms tradc
yeal by ycar both by the US imperialists
and by the Soviet social imperialists. In
1963 tl'le USA sold weapons to other coulr
tries totalling 1,19 billion do11ars. In 196S

tl-ris figure reached 2,68 billion do1lars,
wlrile in 1973 it reached 5 billion dollar.s,
which is nearly five times the 1943 figure.
During these last 11 months alone, fronr
the sale of arms the USA has pocketeC
more than 6,3 billion dollars. This sum
r,vi11 reach 9,1, billion do11ar.s by the end
of this fiscal year. According to press
information, in 7973 the USA possessed
51 per cent of the world's ar.ms trade.
The US imperialists favourite customcrs
for the sale of their stocks of arms are
the oppressivc and reactionary regimes
which serve their expansionist plans, as

well as the countries of strategic impor-
tance and with rich natural resources.
The bulk of the American arms exDorts

r.lu.ring the l,ecent yeal's have gone to
Islacl, Iran, Wcst Germany, Spain, Canada,

South Korea, Chile, ctc. A lar.ge quanti[y
of US weapons, incleed even of the latest
types, has been supplied to thc Israeli
Zionists, to keep them always incited in
their aggression against thc Arab coun-

tries. According to the US press, since

the 7973 October war, Israel h;rs r-eceivcd

from the USA weapons wol'th more than
2 billion dol1ars.

The Sovict sccial imperialists arc the
pa1'tners, and at the sarre time, strong
r:ivals of thc USA in thc worid alms nral-
ket. In competition with Washington,
from yeal to year, they have greatly in-
clcased the quarntity of arrns they sell
to other countries. At thc end of the 50's

they had 6 countlies as cnstomels fol
thcil r.veapons, with sarles to talling 95

nrillion dollals pcl ycar, which ueprcsen-

tcd 11,3 per cent of total ll,orld tladc
in arms In 1963 thc So",iet sccial irnpe-
rialists sold auls totalling 1,2 billion
dollals, in 1968 this rose to 1,37 billion
dollars, while in 7973, to 2,5 billion. Du-
ling thc 70's mole than 20 countrics
are cllstomer:s for the weapons of ll-rc so-

cial impcrialists. Today, sales by the So-

vict social imperialisLs reprcsent 37,5 pet
cent of the u'orld alms tlacle, r'ivalilq thc
US impelialists.

The tw,o superpo\^'e1's, conradc
Euver Hoxha has pointccl out, harve tur'-

lcd into such tcrlible alms dcalels, that
ccmpaled rvith these of the prescnt-clay

thc AlmsLrongs, Mauscls, and Basil Zak-
harovs of tl-rc past scen'r likc tt'adets il
c)rildren's toys.

The two sllpclpcwcrs cxploi[ the tladc
in arms on a lerge scale and more than
any other means, above all, for politic,rl
and military aims. The two superpowel.s

make the supply of arms to other coun

[ries conditional on the ser-rding of their
military experts to thcse countries and

with the cleation thele of their military
bases with extraterritorial rights. Thus,

the US imperialists have sent troops,
officers of all ranks and services, spe-

cialists, and have created military bases

in all the countries which are cus[omers
for their weapons. Likewise, before the

October War against Israel the Soviet so-

cial imperialists had 22.000 military spe-

cialists and instructors, in the Arab Re-

public of Egypt, where they had the main
armaments supplied to Egypt, practically
under their control. The Soviet social im-
perialists have imposed this condition
or-r Indla too, where there ate 10 thousand
Sovict specialists today and thc demand
has been made that they should be in-
creased to 70.000. that is, almost 8 Soviet
specialists for every 100 Indian troops
at the present streDgth of India's armecl
forces. According to press reports similar
conditions, are included, a1so, in the re-
ccnt agl'eement on the sale of Soviet arms
to Libya. This is a new effort of the czars

of the Kremlin to ensure ,,new friends
arnong the Arab countriesu, and to disrupt
thc:ir urity.

Thlough arms sa1es, the US imperialists
and the Soviet social-imperialists try to
dlaw other countlies into their political
orbits and military alliances. Moreover",

they clipple these countr.ies in exercising
their naiional sovereignty, their inaliena-
ble right to dcfcnd Lheil tcrritolies, stale
f::ontiers, and their dignity against aggrcs-
sors, their right to have an entirely inde-
pcndent army and defence, in conformity
with their vita,l interests.

In this way, the two superpower.s h:rve

r-rsed and continue to use the exporL of
weelpons to other countries as a very
ef f ectivc instrument in theil hands in
order to establish and exercise ccntrol
ovcl t|ese countries, to push their.way
into their politic-r1 and eccnom:c life as

ncccolonialists.

To appreciate the lengths to rvl-r:ch thc

two superpowers go in imposing politicrl
cenditions on sales of weapons lo other
countries, suffice it to mention that as

sool) as one of these countries dares lo act

in defence of its own sovereign rights,
it is threatened, precisely at its most criti
ca1 moments, with the suspension of the

supply of arrrls o]t spal'e parts. Let us re-

call hcle the Arab peoples in the days

of the Cctober Zionist aggression, when
they were militarily and politically be-

tlayed and sabotaged by the Soviet so-

cial impe::ialists and the US imperialists.
This is a recognised fact which has been
publically denounced by the leaders of
the Arab countries themselves, the public
cf these countries and progressive opi-
nion worldwide.
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The US imperialists and the Soviet so-

cial imperialists carry on a filthy trade

with their stocks of weapons. They ale

exploiting tbeir arms trade on a large

scale to dlaw maximum capitalist pro-

fits. In developing their wal industry

in large proportions and u'ith great in-

tensity, the trvo sLlperpowers are trying

to use this as a means to get out of the

difficulties arising from the deep econo-

mic crisis which has gripped them, a

direcL exptession of which is the exteu-

sion of the scale of the Chronic non

-utilization of prodnctive capacities, the

decllne of prodr-tction in the branches of

civilian industr'y, incontainablc inflation,

the markeC rise of prices, largc scale

chronic unemPloYetnent, etc.

Ihe alms tr'ade br:ings the two sr'tper-

powers quiclc alrd colossal plofits. The

press and the plogressive opinion of thc

world have reported that tl-re industria-

lised grcat powers have earned about 10

billion dollars per vear fl'om selling wca-

pons, rvhich is mole tl'ran dolrble the total

cost of t'hc sccalled economic aid they

give other countries. With the specific

weight it has, today t1-re export of arms

takes first place in l-ota1 exports of ca-

pital from the two superpowers to other

countries.

The two superpowcrs arc concerned to

maintain and develop the world market

for alms at all costs. They create artifi
cial tensions and holbeds of war in va-

rious legions of the world. They need

these tensions and 1oca1 wals to subjugate

and plttnder other peoples, to carry out

the rtotcriotts policy of ''divide and rule''

T}rey need these tensious and wals, which

have their origin in the aggressive na-

ture of imperialism and sccial imperia-

iism, to ensure their military presence

and to intelfere in other countries, as

well as for purely economic aims, and

precisely, to compel various peoples and

countries to buy their stocks of weapons

for hard cash, or by pawning their na-

tural resources. For these fiendish ain-rs,

the two superpowers go so far as to
incite one countl'y against another, to

stal't wars betweetr them, or to kcep

[hem in the tense situation of xno war llo
peaceu, as they are doing in the Middle

East, or in the .brink of war, situation,
as they are doing in various regions of

the world. The two superpowers also use

regional or 1oca1 armed conflicts as .spe-

cific displays- of the consumption of the

previously sold alms, so that the countries

in conflict will then turn to them for
nerv pulchases of artns to make good the

losses suffered during the armed conflict.

The wo superpowers exploir this situa-

tion to the maximum in order to dictate

political conditions and ensule the ma-

xirnnm econom.ic protits- Let us recall
here the repeated conflicts in the Middle

East, when, after each tlare up, new ar-

maments have been supplied by the trvo

superpowers to the two opposing parties.

Fina11y, it must be pointed out that,

thlor.rgh the export of arms, the US impe-

rialists and the Soviet social impclialisis
also pursue direct miiilary logistic aims.

The wars and conflicts in various regions

of the world have been utilized on a

lalge scarle by the two superpowers as

Iive ,,testing grounds" to try out their'

military equipment and technique on the

battle-fie1d, proving them in action, e\/en

going so far as to experiment with and

test their chemical and bacteriological
weapons.

The peoples of the world are becoming

ever more conscious of the danger to

them which the two superpowels repre-

sent. In face of this situation they are

becoming more and mole aware of the

need fol constant vigilence, to avoid fal-

ling into the traps of imperialism and so-

cial-imperialism, to incr ease their inter'
national solidality and stlengthen their
unity, to lely on their own stlength to

defend their freedom and national inde-

pendence, to ensure their independent

economic developmeut and the industria-

lisation of the country. The freedom, na-

tional independence and sovereignty, and

the political and economic development

of any country, cannot be donated bY

others, cannot be ensule through ensla-

ving usgsnsmic aid,, .c|edits* and "mili-
tary aid, from the imperialists and so-

cial imperialists, but are and must be

the result of the incessant efforts and

struggle of each people and each coun-

txy,
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The Fierza hYdtoPouet station
is one ol the most important ptojects

being built in Albonia.
Work olz the consttuction

of the hYdroPower
sLation t well aduanced' In the photo:

Vieu of tlu datn under construction-
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TTIE ]{ATIONAI IIBERA

OF THE ATBAilIAl{ PEO

Al{D THE AilTIFASCIST

DURING THE MANY CENTURIES OF THEIR HISTORY THE ALBANIAN PEOPLE,

WHO MORE THAN ONCE HAVE BEEN THE VICTIM OF LENGTHY AGGRESSIONS

AND OCCUPATIONS, HAVE STRUGGLED SELFLESSLY FOR THEIR FREEDOM AND

NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE. BUT DURING THE NATIONAL LIBERATION WAR THEIR
HEROISM BLAZED OUT WITH UNPRECEDENTED BRILLIANCE AND POWER. LED BY

THE COMMUNIST PARTY, IN A LIFE-AND.DEATH STRUGGLE, OUR PEOPLE SMASHET)

THE FASCIST OCCUPIERS AND THE TRAITORS TO THE COUNTRY AND ALBANIA

BECAME A FREE AND SOVEREIGN COUNTRY. IN THE COURSE OF THEIR HISTORY

IOO, THE ALBANIAN PEOPLE HAVE FREOUENTLY FOUGHT SHOULDER TO

SHOULDER WITH OTHER PEOPLES AGAINST THE COMMON ENEMY OR ENEMIES,

BUT THEIR COLLABOBATION AND SOLIDARITY WITH THE OTHER PEOPLES

IN THE FIGHT AGAINST THE COMMON ENEMY WERE MANIFESTED WITH A
FORCE NEVEB SEEN BEFORE IN HISTOBY, DURING THE SECOND WORLD WAR.

The peoples of Europe, under the in- powers and the chauvinistic policy of the

fluence of the patriotic, anti-fascist forces, ruling classes of the neighbouring states

anC particularly of the communist parties from the stand of the democratic forces

and disillusioneC by the policy of the and of the popular masses of various coun-

western great powers and the local rul- tries, and particularly of the neighbouring

ing classes, had understood that the only countries. The progressive democratic

way to curb the aggressors was their col- forces and the popular masses countet-

laboration and mutual assistance, the com- posed to the imperialist policy of the

ruon struggle against the fascist porvers. great powers and to the chauvinistic poli-
.the history of our countl'y had taught cy of the governments of the Balkart

the Albanian people to distinguish real states, their policy of fraternal collabora-

friends from sham friends, to distinguish tion, mutual support and solidar:ity, in

the predatory policy of the imperialist the fight against the common enetnies'

SF/yOyRr BALLVORA - Senior Scientilic
Wotket.
SOTII< MANUSHI - Proiassor.
Reporl deliuered at the Nalional Cou-
letence ol Studies on thc Anli tascist Nct-
Lional-Libctation Sttttggle c:l the Aibanian
ttrtoLtle.

*.*
In very difficult and complieated con-

ditions, betrayed by the ruling classes

and King Zog, left without backing anel
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support from abroad the Albanian people

were among the first to offer armed re-
sistance to the fascist aggressors.

The Albanian people began their re-
sistance to the fascist invaders before the
beginning of the Second World War and
long before the anti-fascist coalition of
the big states was formed. In the bloody
clash that began, in which the fate of
all the peoples, of the whole of mankind
threatened by German, Italian and Japa-
nese fascism, was in the balance, the Al-
banian people had only one road to pre-
serve themselves as a nation and to win
their national independence; and this
was the road of the life-and-death struggle
against the fascist imperialist hordes, the
road of collaboration, solidarity, and mu-
fual assistance, with all the peoples who
were invaded by the fascists or threatened
by fascist slavery. The Albanian people
took a stand which was resolutely anti-
fascist and in full solidarity with the
peoples who were fighting against fas"

cism, right from the start and particularly
in the days of the Italian and German
fascist aggression against Greece (Octo-
ber 1940-April 1.9411 and. Yugoslavia (April
1941). The assistance and support which
was given tc the Greek people at the time
of the ltalo-Greek War, as the fascists
themselves admitted, took various forms

up to "appeals for uprising, to form
guerrilla bands"t.

The communist groups of Albania
launched the internationalist slogan:
*Long live the fraternity of the Balkan
peoples in struggle against fascism". This

slogan expressed the new situation and

the new relations that had been created
among the Balkan peoples in the struggle
against the fascist occupiers. In this slo-
gan stress was laid on two major ideas:
first, the Balkan peoples themselves

should take the question of the liberation
of their countries into their own hands

and second, they should be in solidarity
and assist one another in struggle for the
liberation of the country. The Balkan peo-

ples had to reject the intrigues of the
invaders, who, through their policy of

"divide and tule,, hindered their rap-
prochement and collaboration.

Another historic moment at which the

Albanian people's determination to link
their anti-fascist struggle with the war of
the peopies of the countries fighting
against the fascist states was shown, was

when nazi Germany launched its offen-
sive against the Soviet Union. This event

had great repercussions in Albania and

had a very great influence on the ex-

tension of the anti-fascist liberation war

of the Albanian people. Numerous leaflets

were distributed throughout Albania by

the Albanian communist groups and pa-

triots, which condemned the fascist attack

on the Soviet Union and expresserl con-

fidence and certainty that victory would
be on the side of the Soviet Union and

the peoples fighting fascism. .Victory is

certain" - (said a leaflet issued at the

end of June, on the occasion of the Ger-

man aggression against the Soviet Union,

- "but in order to achieve it as soon as

possible, we too should do our share*.

In the sumrner of 1941 the resistance of
the masses of the people to fascism began

to entel' a new stage; no only political
actions, but also armed actions were be-

coming more organised and frequent.
The creation of the Communist Party of

Albania, as a party of the working class,

which was placed by history in the van-

guard of the National Liberation Move-

ment, marked a decisive turning-point in
the history of the Albanian people. The

CP.A, set itself the task of uniting, or-

ganising, and leading the broad masses

of the people in the struggle of decisive

importance to the fate of the Albanian

people and Albania, for the liberation

from the fascist occupationists and the

establishment of the people's power.
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Within a short period of time the Com-

munist Party of Albania won recognition

and acceptance by the broad masses of
the people as the guiding and leading

force of the National Liberation War. It
proved itself worthy and fully capable

as a militant detachment of the interna-

tional communist movement. Due to the

cornplicated circurnstances caused by the

war, the CPA could not immediately make

contact and establish ties with the Com-

munist International. When the directives

of the Executive Committee of the Com-

munist International arrived, the CPA hacl

affirmed itself as the only guiding and

leading force of the National Liberation

War, and with their heroic struggle, the

Albanian people had won the admiration

of world public opinion. .The directives

of the Communist International,, - com-

rade Enver Hoxha pointed out at the

meeting of the CC of the CPA, in !'e-

bruary L943, - ... "find us united, with
sound leading cadres, with a decided and

cortect political line; in a word, they find
us prepared and strong*2. The atrival of

the directives of the Executive Committee

of the Communist International in De'

cember 1942, sfiengthened the confidence

of the Albanian communists that the road

they had chosen was the only correct road.

The Communist Party of Albania, as the

vanguard of the working class, raised the

question of national liberation in a way

which was radically different from that

"traditional bourgeois nationalismu of the

ruling classes, which made the couRtry's

independence subject to "the ties of

friendship" with this or that big state

or group of states. Historically, this "tra-
ditional bourgeois nationalism, went bank-

rupt on Lpril 7,1939 when Albania found

itself completely isolated in face of the

fascist aggression. But the CPA had to

fight for the eradication of this concept

again when "Balli KombEtar, and "Lega-
liteti", concealing their treachery with
bourgeois rrationalist slogans, sought to
divert the people frorn the National Li-

beration War.

Rising in the National Liberation War

under the leadership of the CPA, the Al'
banian people took the question of the

liberation of the country completely irto

their own hands, There was only one

road for the Albanian people to become

the all-powerful masters of their coun'

try, to ensure full unlimited sovereignty

and set out orr the road of social eman-

cipation, and this was the road on which

they were led by the CPA, the road of

uncomprornising struggle against the

occupiers and the internal reactionary

forces. Such a way of raising the pro-

blem not only did not negate, but on the

cortrary presupposed, the close collabo-

ration and the unreserved mutual aid

among the peoples and states belonging

to the antifascist coalition"
The Albanian people could not stand

aside and wait for the creation of fa-

vourable international circumstances to

ensure their national freedom. The ques-

tion was to put an end once and for
all to that known practice in the system of

bourgeois states that national freedom is
conditioned by compromises and alliances

with other states, and particularly with
big states. This road had to be completely

ignored because it does not cut the links
keeping a small state in the sphere of

the influence of a big state and inevitably

contains within itself the limitation of

state sover,eignty.

The strategy worked out bY the CPA

in conformity with the political and so-

cial situation of Albania took account,

also, of the international situation, parti-

cularly of the struggle of the peoples of

the world against fascism as well as of

the ratio of forces created in the inter-

national arena as a consequence of the

outbreak of the Second World \Yar. The

National Iliberation Movement in Albania

was born and developed as a movement

without incitement and without any inter-

ference from abroad, It had its own stra-

tegy worked out by the CPA, in com-

pliance with the supreme national in-

terests and the aspirations of the broad

masses of the people.

The CPA also realized that a quich

and complete victory over the occupiers

in Albania could not be achieved without
destroying fascism on an intetnational

scale, too. Therefore, international soli'
darity and mutual assistance among the

peoples who were fighting fascism and
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among the states belonging to the world
antifascist coalition constituted an indis-
pensable condition to achieve a quick vic-

tory over the fascist aggressor stat€s.

uThe Resolution of the Meeting of the

representatives of the main communist

groups for the creation of the Party

sals, "It is the duty of the communists

to be in the forefront of the struggle for

a free, democratic, and people's Albania,

fighting side by side *'ith the national-

revolutionary movement of other peoples

and the Soviet Union,3.

Right from the start, the CPA, as the

leading force of the National Liberation

Front and organiser of the National Li
beration War, linked the anti-fascist

struggle of our people with the anti'

fascist liberation struggle of the peoples

and states belonging to the anti-fascist

coalition, and publicly pledged itself to
fight through to the end without any

reservation against the fascist aggressors,

in order to make its contribution to the

common struggle for the destruction of

fascism. Comrade Enver Hoxha wrote in

Jttly 1942, - "The Albanian people are

making a common front to win freedom,

they are uniting their forces with those

of the peoples of the Soviet Union, the

homeland of workers and peasants, with

those of the democratic British and Ame-

rican peoples, they are fighting shoulder

to shoulder with the other peoples en'

slaved by fascism. The Albanian people

are taking part in the struggle for the

salvation of mankind from the fascist

barbarians,4.

The National Liberation Front created

ties and established relations with the

states of the anti-fascist coalition and \'Yith

the national liberation movements, in par-

ticular with those of the neighbouring

Yugoslav and Greek PeoPles.
The CPA appraised the alliance of the

great powers - the Soviet Union, Britain,

and the USA, as an alliance born of ne'

cessity in the circumstances of the Second

World War, to destroy the fascist aggres-

sive powers.

The Communist Party of Albania, while

ranking the Albanian people on the side

of the world anti-fascist coalition, firmly
upheld the principle that thc decisive
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factor for the liberation of the colrntry
and the triumph of the people's revo-
lution was the armed struggle of the Alba-
nian people themselves. It was not a

question of whether the Albanian people
with their owr forces only, would be
able to destroy the military machine of
the fascist states. The Second World War
was not a war only between great powers.
It was a people's war against the fascist
aggressors and occupiers, and therefore
all the peoples, big or small, without ex-
ception, who were groaning under the
yoke of the fascist invaders or who were
threatened by the aggressors, had to make
their contribution to the destruction of the
aggressive forces and fascist occupiers.
uOne for all and all for one,, - comrade
Enver Hoxha wrote in March 7g4B -
"Bussia, England, America are waging the
war with large armies, with tanks and
ailcraft, but this does not exclude the fact
that we should wage the war with that
single rifle or axe we have. ,. War is not
waged with rose petals and cotton wool,
and neither is freedom won with words
and compromises, but with suffering and
bloodshed5.

This clear-cut and resolute stand of the
CPA was of exceptionally great impor-
tance and stemmed from the great histo-
ric tasks the Albanian people had to solve
under the leadership of the CpA. No peo-
ple can ever achieve genuine national and
social liberation without hurling themsel-
ves into bloody, life-and-death struggle
against the external enemies and the 1o-

cal reactionary forces. This historic postu-
late was very well known to the Commu-
nist Party of Albania and it served as a

decisive orientating point whieh ensured
the complete victory of national freedom
for the Albanian people and set them in
the road of genuine and complete social
emancipation. "History has proved,,
said comrade Enver Hoxha in his speech
before the electors on October 3 this year,

- "that a country or a people, however
small in numbers and inferior in arme-
ment, which is fighting for a just causb

and is determined to defend it to the
end, is invircible. There is no army strong-
er than a people armed and militarily
trained and there is no weapon more po-

werful than the people's war, the flames

of which will sear and destroy any aggres-
SOr.n

Seif-rcliance and [he nrutual aid and

support of the peoples enslaved by the

fascist statcs becarle conditions dccisive

to throwing off the fascist yoke, to

achieving the national ideals.

The CPA did a great deal of political
work to educate the broad masses of the

Albanian people in the spirit of fraternity
and solidarity, while propagating the

struggle of the peoples against fas-

cism,
s... we should popularise the national

liberation war of the whole of Europe-

and particularly of the Yugoslavs and

Greeks - instructed the Central Committee

of the CPA on November 3, 1.943. Openly,
without hesitation, we should raise the
problem of our fraternising with the

Yugoslav and Greek peoples." 6

The CPA showed great political nratu-

rity by exposing a1l the slogans and
actions of the occupiers aimed at sowing
disruption between the Albanian people

and the other peoples of the Balkans,
It exposed before the masses of the peo-

ple the real content of the slogans of the
Italian occupiers about i,great Albania,n
,,ethnic Albania,, as slogans of which the

aim was to sow enmity between the AI-
banian people and the peoples of the
Balkans. The uniting of Kosoya with A1-

bariia, proclairned by the fascist occupiers,
was not considered by the CPA as the
liberation of Kosova but as a trap set

by the Italian Government and supported
by the internal reactionary forces. The

CPA described the ,great A,lbania* slogan
as a fascist propaganda manoeuvre, and
resolutely upheld the line that only the
joint struggle of the peoples against the
fascist occupiers would bring about their
liberation and that each people would de-

cide its own destiny itself, on the basis

of selfdetermination, after fascist occu-
piers were driven out.

The CPA exposed the chauvinistic reac-

tionary policy of the occupiers and quis-

lings, of the traitorous organizations, ,Ba-

lli Komb6tar, and .Legaliteti", which
sought to sow disintegration and splits to
build up eflmity between the Albanian
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people and the other peoples, particularly
with the other peoples of the Balkans.

During the whole period of the SeconC

World War, in its relations with other peo-

ples and particularly with the neighbours
the CPA put collaboration and mutual aid
among peoples first while seeking to sol-

ve the disagreements on individua ques-

tions, always proceeding frorn the main
purpose of not impairing the friendship,
collaboration, and fraternity of the peo-
ples, and especially of the Balkan peoples.

On its part, the CPA fought in every
way for the fraternisation of the Albanian
people with the neighbouring peoples,

and in particular, it helped the develop-
ment of the Anti-fascist National Libera-
tion War in the regions inhabited by Al-
banian population.

The CPA proceeded frorn the principle
that by throwing itself unreservedly into
struggle against the invaders, each mem-
ber people of the great antifascist alliance
was carrying out its own internationalist
duty towards the peoples fighting fascism.
Proud of their struggle against the fascist
occupiers, the Albanian people, as one of
the most active members of the anti
fascist coalition, entered the annals of the
history of the war against fascisrn with
a valuable contributicn to the historic
victory. Little Albania carried an excep-

tionally heavy burden on its shoulders.
More than 700.000 fascist soldiers marched

over Albanian territory. Our people nailed
down in battles more than 15 Italian ar:d
German divisions and put out of action
more than 70.000 enemy troops, Over
1000 tanks and armoured cars, 1331 heavy
guns and rnortars, 1934 lorries, and a

very large quantity of ammunition and
military material were destroyed or cap-

tured.
The damage suffered by our people

during the National Liberation War was

also very great. Twenty-eight thousand
people were killed, constituting a very
large nr.rmber in comparison wih the po-

pulation, 12,600 persons were wounded,
12 000 people were deported to Italy and

Germany, 35,000 were used in foreed

labour, 1850 towns and villages of the

2 500 which Albania had in all, were

destroyed, In regard to the material da-
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mage suffered during the Second World

War, Albania occupies one of the first
places in the world in relation to the

size of the population.

This legendary struggle made the Al-

banian people, under the leadership of

the CPA, a worthy and active member

of the great anti-fascist coaiition of the

peoples. "In this antifascist total war,* -
comrade Enver Hoxha points out, "the
small peoples proved that they were able

to face the attacks of the modern Huns

and'emerge victorious, for they were

inspired by the ideal of freedom, of justi
ce...u. And he continues: "Never had the

history of our people seen such a war
in which everyone participated without
exception, from the children to our old
mothers never had it been experienced

that all the energies of this small peo-

ple., . were chanelled, into one fierce

struggle for freedom and independ€nc€.r7

**)k

In its relations with the great allies and

the peoples fighting against fascism the

CPA based its policy on the principles of
collaboration and mutual aid in stluggle
against the common eremy, and it upheld

these prir-rciples with the greaiest ccn-

sistency.

While appraising the Anglo-Soviet-Ame-

rican alliance over all as an indispensable

condition for the achievement of a rela-
tively rapid and complete victory over

the aggressive fascist states, towards the

members of the antifascist coalition the

CPA adopted a differentiated stand. The

rnember states of this coalition had diffe-
rent social and political systems, On one

side stood the Soviet Union, while Britain
and the USA stood on the other side.

The Soviet Union was a socialist state

which pursued a peaceful foreign policy,
and unreservedly supported the revolu-
tionary and liberation movements of the
peoples of the world, It found itself in
opposition to fascism, not to accomplish
narrow, chauvinistic and selfish aims, but
to defend the great gains of the October

ftevolution and the socialist construction,
to destroy fascism and to liberate the
peoples enslaved by it.

The war waged by the Soviet Union

against the fascist aggressors was asse-

sed by the CPA as the decisive military
and political external factor for the libe-

ration of the country and the triumph
of the people's revolution. .Love for the

Soviet Union, should be developed" says

the Resolution of the Meeting of the prin-
cipal communist groups for the creation

of the Party, - "by popularising the

achievements of the Soviet people and the

vanguard role of the USSR in the libe-

ration war against fascism.*8

This is a principled Marxist-Leninist

stand, the only correct stand. Even at

present, when the Soviet revisionist lea-

dership has adopted a hostile attitude to-

ward our Party and country, we have not

denied, nor shall we deny, the role of
the Soviet Union, its decisive contribution
to the destruction of fascism, its support

and aid to achieve victory in the National
Liberation War of the Albanian people.

But we consider as anti-Marxist the thesis

of the Soviet revisionists that the external

factor was the decisive factor for the

liberation of Albania and the establish-

ment of the people's power, because this

denies the struggle of our people and

preaches the anti-scientific, anti-Marxist
thesis of the export of the revolution.

The destrtrclion of fascism on a world
sc:r1e and the v'"ithdrawal of the fascist

occupation troops from Albania could not

have 1ed to leal national liberation anal

the establishment of the people's por,ver

rvithout the revolr,rtionar]r liberation u,ar

of the Albanian people. Without this re-

volutionary libelation war led by the

CPA, at best Albania would have return-

ed to the situation of 1939.

The CPA and the National Liberation
Front adopted a wide-awake, flexible, and,

at the same time, very determined stand,

towards the other allies of the anti-fascist
coalition. While recognising Britain and

the US as allies in the common struggle
against fascism and appreciating the con-

tribution of these two powers to the

achievement of victory, the CPA and the

National Liberation Front did not forget
the aims of these powers to ensure their
hegemony in the world when the war
was over. In every country where a po-
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werful national liberation movemeilt
existed, Britain and the USA strove to

have political groups and social forces of

a pro-western orientation take the leader-

ship, so that, following the war, these

forces would take political power and

preserve their social, economic privileges,

by kitching their countries to the chariot

of the great imperialist powers. It was

not accidental that Churchill had instruc-

ted the commander of the allied forces

in the Mediterranean, General Alexander,

that Albania, too, ought to be frtritful
soil for the British, of course not only

in the conditions of the war, but also

in the future. Churchill, as the leader of

an irnperialist state, was striving to

maintain and exterd Britain's spheres of

influence in Europe. But great changes

had taken place in the political and so-

cial life of the countries occupied by the

fascists. The peoples who had risen in
struggle against fascism did not permit

the concerting of all sorts of plots and

intrigues at their expense and to the de-

triment of national independer,ce'

The total and unreserved involvement

of the Albanian people in the struggle

against fascism aroused the admiration of

world public opinion. This compelled even

the British and American governments to

recognise the liberation struggle of our

people, thus Albania rvas considered as

an active member of the antifascist coali-

tisn.
In December 1942, lhe Foreign Ministers

of the Soviet Union, tsritain, amd the

United States of America officially decla-

red thai they recognised no claim rvhat-

soever of Italian imperialism over Alba'

nian territory, and that they wanted to

see Albania's independence restored.

The official declarations of the three

main powers of the antifascist coalition

in which they made a high appraisal of

the liberation struggle of the Albanian

people and expressed their support for

the restoration of the independence of

Albania, assumed a definite historic va'

lue, because these powers had publicly

undertaken that the independence of our

country would be respected and because

the insurgent Albanian nation was re-

cognised as an ally of the member nations
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and states of the great anti-fascist coali-

tion. The Albanian people and the CPA

welcomeC the statenents of the great po-

wers of the anti-fascist coalition and con-

sidered them as recognition of the actual

situation that had been created in Albania
as a result of the Lrryielding struggle

wageC by the Albanian people, united
arourd the Natienal Liberation Front
under the leadership of the CPA, agaiflst

the fascist occupiers.
Although the British and American go-

vernmerts could not reeoncile thentsclves

in many ways with the prograinrne of
the l{ational Liberation Front which was

leading the struggle of the Albanian peo-

ple against fascism, they were obliged to
make these statements about their re-

cognition of the struggle of the Albanian
people because they had no other alter-
native, The British and American govern-

ments could not leave events to develop

in Albania outside their attention. They

wanied to rnake political gains frorn the
development of events in Albania, there-
fore, along with the recognition of the

antifascist struggle of our people, their
declarations atrso contained essential re-

servations. While the declaration of the

Soviet Union recognised the independence

and territorial integrity of Albania wi-
thout any reservation and limitation rvhat-

ever, the declarations of Great Blitaie
and the USA made r\lbania's position afier
the war conditional on agreements that
might be reached in the future among

the Balkan states. Moreover, the western
governments regarded the guestion of the
borders of Albania as a question to be

decided at the Peace Conference following
the war.

Their stand towards Albania was based,

as always, on the traclitional imperialist
principle of treating small countries as

market commodities. They set themselves
the task of putting the National Libera-
tion Movement of the Albanian people
under their control so that after the
war Albania would remain in the Anglo-
American sphere of influence. By recogni-
sing the anti-fascist liberation struggle of
the Albanian people, on the on€ hand,
and by fighting in every way to subject
the National Liberation Movement to their

policy and strategy, on the other hand,

the British and American govelnlnents

sought to displace the Communist Part;;

frorn the leadership of the National Libe-

ration War, and to bring pro-western po-

litical groups tc the leariership of the

National Liberation Front with the aim of
preventing the triumph cf the people's

revolution. The British diplornacy looked

at the Albanian problem from the view-
point of tl-re interests of its stlaiegy, and

in the context of the $ritish policy in ttrre

Balkans, Albania was to serve as a token

to be trarled to satisfy the chauvitristic

claims of Britain's allies in the Balkans.

According to an agr€ement reached by the

Greek and Yugoslav gov€rnments in exile,

in 1942, behind which stood the British

diplomacy, Albania was to be integrateC

into the .Balkan Confederation" Lrnder

Anglo-Arnerican tutelage. It is readily un-

derstood that in the ,,Ealkan Confedera-

tion" Albania would be in the position of

a state subjected to the bigger and more

powerful members of the Confederation.

Other evidence that the British diplornacy

considered Albania as a chattel for barter'

is also the fact that the British govern-

ment was not very insistant on creating

an Albanian governmeflt in ernigration,
even undef its full control, not because

it did not want to interfere it the inter-
nal affairs of Albania, but because, as

the British Foreign Ministry itself admit-
ted, it did not want to .deeply irritate
the Greek and Yugosiav goverflnxents,

and this might seriously injure ,the rela-

tions \i/ith the Greek government*.

On the other hand, although it did not

have any great confidence in the Aibanian
political emigrees in the west and consi-

dered them, especially Zog, as bankrupt
politicians, the British Government did
not abandon them cornpletely. It helped

Zog arrd his supporters outside and within
Albania financiaily. It was not accid,ental

that the British governrnent sent to A1-

bania one of Zog's most loyal followers,
Abaz l{upi, by means of whom it soright

to tahe in hand the leadership of the Na-

tional f,iberation War. These facts show

that Zog and the Albanian political emi
grees in the west were maintained by

the British governmefit as a reserve to
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use as the occasion arose to carry out the

British strategy and policy in Albania.
In tire beginrring the British fcrmei a

group of agents with the Zogists which
they called .The Uniied Front of the Be-

sistance,, and sert them to Aibania with
the iask cf organising the resistance

agsinst the ltalians. The tsr'itish instructed

ttba.z Y,,rpi, their ctrrief collaborator in

this group, to tal<e part in the National
iibelati.on Front rvith a view to increasing

tire credit of the Zogists and hindering

the growth of ihe authority and popu-

iarity of the Cs:amunist Party. But these

hopes were not justified. Abaz Ktrpi failed

to play that role in the I'l-ational Libera-

tion Front. Iie did not become an impor-

tant poiitical figure in the ranks of the

Front. Thus, when he saw that he had

not achieved his aim, cn the eve of the

capitulation cf fascist ltaly, he began to
withdraw from the National Liberation

Frent and entered into close contact with
,,Balli Kombdtar, in the hope that after

the capitulation of Italy the trvo sides

would seize porver, I{eanwhile, the Bri-

tish adviseC Abaz Kupi to {lome out openly

witir his arganisaticn aad publiely an-

nou.nce its aims.

On the other hand, in order to keeP

a close eye on the I'{aiional Lii:eration

War of the ,{ibanian people and to incite

and suppcrt the pro-Anglo-American poli-

tical groups through which it rvould fr,rl'

fil its aims, beginning fuom April L943,

the British governrreflt sent its military
missicns. These rnissions established their
official connections with the Ge:reral Coun-

cil only in June 1,943, atd, witli the crea-

tion oi the General Staff of the National
Liberation .drmy, they were accredite.d to

it. The allied rnissions, on behalf of the

Allied &Iediterfaneafl Command, declared

to the leaders of the National Liberation

War of the Albanian people that their
task was to gain first hand knowledge
of the situation in Albania and to provide

help with arms and other materials for
the political forces fighting against tlie
Italian army which was an enemy cf both

parties.

tsut their attitude and activity in Al-
bania duriug the years of the lyar tell a

different story" Their principai aim was
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to subject the Ir{aticnsl Liberation Mr:r,e-
ment to the .A,ngic-.rrnerican policy and
st!'ategy, to aid and support the bourgeois
and feudal reactionary fotces in or,iier tc
counterpose them to the Communist llarty,
which was leaeiiug afld dircctin"J the Na-
tional Liberation Front, the triberaiion
struggle of the Albanian perrple.

After having studiesl the sitiration orr

tire spot,.The British liais*tr officer.s,,,
arrived at the eonclussion that the only
way to attach Albania to the British po-
liey and to esiablish the British c6nt1.ol

over post-war rll'oania was rvith the sup-
port of the ,Baili Hombdtar.", which, as
they thernsclves admitted, ,,has emerged
as a reaction against the cornrnunist in-
fluence in the nrovement for national
liberation,. Ttre instruction of the British
govelnlnemt was that they nrust make the
.ealli XombEtar, thc moet active move-
ment in Albania.

.It will seem surprising to you that we
collaborate 'arith Baltri, - the chief of the
allied missions in Aibania, General Davis,
declared to the members of the Ceneral
Staff o[ the N{.A, - but these are thc
orders I have received from the British
government,o, Indeed, even when "Balli
KombEtar' and "Legaiiteti, had been
exposed iu the eyes of the people as
traitorous organisations and ciose colla-
borators of the Gerrnans, clespite ihe pro-
posals made by Davis, who, in the end,
had been convinced by his experienee
in Albania that rhe Balli and the Zogists
should be condernned and exposed, and
that only the National Liberation jVlove-

ment led by the National Liberation Front
should be supported, the tsritish govern-
ment considered as correct the recommen-
dation of the Comnrittee of Special Opera-
tions Departrnent (SOE) with its centre
in Cairo, that ,,the National Liberation
Movement must not be t,ecognised, nor
the ties with "Balli l{ombijtar* anil the
Zogists severed, and the latter should not
be condernned and exposed'lO. The British
Governmeflt approved this as the main
directive concerning Albania. At the same
time it supuor.ted the Zogisis, urging
them to come out with an organisation
of their own, and also supported the tribal
chiefs of various regions of Albania, who

were known as resolute opponents of the
National Liberation Movement. For this
purpcse, the Mediterranean Allied Com-
mand sent miliiary missions lo many
traitoroua chiefs of Dibra, Luma, Maldsia
e Gjakoviis, and Rrafshi i Dukagjinit, in
order io unite them under the Eritish
contiol and coiinterpose them to the Na-
tional Lib,eration Front which rvas lecl by
the Commuuist Party. Harold Macmillan,
the British Governmerrt's representative
attaehed to the dllied Mediterranean
Headqrrarters at ministerial level, and la-
ter Prime Minister. of Britain, admits in
his memories that the Btitish offieers had
orEanised a ,pro-allied and anti-commu-
flist rnovement in Albaniat.l.

lVhen the Central Cornrnittee of the
CPA saw that the allied military mission
were increasingly interfering in our in-
ternal affairs and openly supporting the
enemies of the National Liberation War,
in its Novembet 3, 7943 directives sent
to the regional committees of the CpA,
it instructed as follows: "In many regions,
there are British missions trying to poke
their noses into political questions and
particulariy into our internal organisatio-
nal and military questions. They are
endeavouring to unite with the reactiona-
ries to organise them in order to have
thern as their tools at the time of their
landing. Sometimes the British officers
do this work indirectly, sometimes openly.
They need a strong movement and with
standing amongst the people,therefore they
are striving to raise the prestige of the
.Balli Komb6tar,, to get it to figiri against
[he Cerraans in older to have it as a sup-
port later on. But we must flot forget
that lirst of all they are interested in the
war agairst the Germans, which, here in
Albania, only the National Liberation Mo-
vemelt is waging. Therefore, undoubtedly,
they will help our movement. Towards
them we must have correct behaviour but
also a clear-cut stan<l. They rnust not in-
terfele in out internal affair.s, they must
in rro way be accepted as arbitels bet-
w€en us and reaction,l2.

The General Stalf of the ANLA adopted
a very clear-cut stand towards the British
liaison officers. A British officer, Kemp,
who rvas attachecl to the General Staff
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of the ANLA during the war, at a confe-
rence ofl -Britain and the European re-
sistance in the years 7939-1945" held in
London in December 1962, admits the
following: .Whenever the British mission
supplied arms and ruoney to the ,Balli
Kombdtar, I would be summoned by
Enver Hoxha and given a very severe

lecture, frequently offensive, about the
base stand and treachery of the British
lyho were supporting the fascist reactio-
naries and the collaborators of the Axis
powers. And irt the final accouflt it emer-
ged that it was absolutely impossible to
irrplement the instructions received from
our centre, (Translated material, manLls-

cript, p. 23).{3

The Central Committee of the CPA, the
National Liberation Front and the General
Staff of the ANLA, rejected the demand
of the Mediterranean Allied Comrnand
that the National Liberation War of the
Albanian people should be subjected to
the .strategy of the western powerstr.

The Anglo-Americans demanded from
the ieadership of the National Liberation
War that it should carry out only mili-
tary tasks, because, according to them,
the political regime of Albania would be

decided by the Peace Conference, follo-
wing the war. They demanded that the
partisan war should be carried on in accor-
dance with the allied military plans in ge-

neral and, in particular, in accordance with
the British plan to land allied troops in
the Balkans. On no occasion either, did
the leadership of the National Liberation
War of the Albanian people accept their
other demand that every fighting opera-
tion of the ANLA units should be appfoved
by the British liaison officers. Likewise,
it rejected the British demands that the
partisan forces should not act against the
organisations and forces of "Balli Komb€-
tar' and -f,egaliteti" because, the British
alleged, this could lead to a .civil war,D

while they ignored the fact that the *Balli,
and "Legaliteti" had become close colla-
tlorators of the German oecupation for-
ces.

The insistence of the British and Ame-
ricans that the National Liberation War
should be subjected to the "allied stra-
tegy, was direct interference in the inter-
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nal affairs of the Nationat Liberation mo-
vement and had the aim of establishing
allied control over this movement and of
hindering the National Liberation Front
led by the CPA, from realising its poli-
tical prograrnme, the complete victory of
independence outside any control and
tutelage of any great power, and the buil-
ding of a free, democratic, people,s A!-
bania. The stand of the CpA towards the
British military missions becanre excep-
tionally important, because it had to do
not only with the fate of true national
independence and the people's revolutien,
but also with its uninterrupted further
dcepening and developrnent, in orrler to
go on, as soon as the conditions were
created, to socialist revolution. BJ, comple-
tely paralyzing the disruptive activitv and
interference of the allied military nrissions
in the intelnal affairs of our country, the
CPA averted a negative factor in the path
of the country's historical development
rvhich might have become a decisive
obstacle to the triunrph of the people,s
revolution and its transformation into a

socialist revolution.
Collaboration on the basis of strict cor-

rectness and the organising of mutual
aid with the neighbouring peoples as-
sumed a special importance.

Two political trends have appearecl and
operated in the history of the Baikan
countries and peoples: Balkan chauvinism
which is an expression of the reactionary
policy of the ruling classes, a chauvinism
which has been incited by -the reactiona-
ry influences and pressures of the power-
ful bourgeoisie of Europe,74, a16 Balkan
solidarity and collaboration rvhich has
been upheld by the democratic forces
linked with the broad masses of the
people.

The tendency of collaboration and soli-
darity in struggle against the common
enemy among the Balkan peoples ma-
nifested itself with a force unprecedente.d
in history during the Second World War.

Not only did the CpA carry out a

colossal amount of propaganda work to
educate the broad masses of the people
with the spirit of sotidarity with the
Balkan peoples, but in its entire practical
activity, it was guided by the principtes

of collaboration and mutuai aid. The Na-

tional Liberation Front and the A.lbanian
National f,iberation Army unreservedly
supported and helped the national libera-
tion moyements in the Balkans, particular-
ly those of the Yugoslas and Greek peo-

ples. On their part, also the Yugoslav and
Greek national liberation movemerts were
of great help to the National tiberatiqn
War of the Albanian pe,rple.

Proceeding from the principles of pro-
letarian internationalisnr, during thc war
against fascism. the Albanian people

created fraternal relations rvith the peoples

of Yugoslavia, and clcse ties weLe es-

tablished between the CPA ancl the CP of
Yugoslavia. The collaboration between the
CPA and the CPY and the peoples of the
two countries duling the National Libera-
tion War was very fruitful. The two par-

ties profited by each other's experience,
and, as comrade Enver Hoxha sairl, faced

with the common danger, theSr found
a common language. The CPA and the
Albanian people made a high appraisal of
the heroic struggle of the people's of
Yugoslavia against fascism and Yugo-
slavia's contribution to the war for the
defeat of fascism. But our Party could
by no rneans reconcile itself with the in-
lerference by various represerrtatives of
the Yugosl.av Communist Party in the
internal affairs of our Party and eur Na-

tional Liberation War. Cur Party rejected

their accusations and calumnies as abso-

lutely grouirdless and smashed all their
efforts to compel the CFA to revise its
political line. The leadership of our Party
rejected the Yugoslav plan for the creation
of a ,'Balkan headquarters,, the aim of
which was to place the partisan forces

of dlbania, Greece, and Bulgaria, undel
the comrnand of the Yugoslav leadership,
With courage ard wisdom, the CPA resist^

ecl the pressrlre and interference of the
representatives of the Yugoslav Corn-

munist Party. always preserving its in-
dependence in its line and actions, as

well as the independenee of all the iead-
ing organism of the Naticnal Liberation
Movement.

The Yugoslav interference in the rn-
ternal affairs of the Party and of the

National Liberation Movernent reached its
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climax at the II Flenurn of the CC of the
CPA, which was held in Berat in November
1944, At the Itr Plenum tiris inierference
manifested itseif with an unprecedented
brutality an<I wiiir predetermined charr
vinistic aims,

But, in spiic of all this, the CPA re-
mained loyal the the end to the principle
of mutuai aid anC collaboration with the
I{ational Liberation War of the peoples

of Yugoslavia. Our people's firrn support
for this principle is shown by their con-

tribution to the great anti-fascist war, and,
when it t{as Recessary, troth before and
after the liberation of Albania from the
fascist hordes, on orders of the General

Comrnander, esmrade Enver lJoxh.a, and

with the approval of the command of the
Ylrgoslav National Liberation Armv, the
brigades and divisions of thc AF{LA par-
ticipated in the battles for the litreration of
Kosova, Mcntenegro, Sandjair and the re-
gions of Southern Bosnia, thus fulfilling
their internationalist duty,both towarcls the
fraternal neighbo.rring peoples, and to-
wards tire great anti-fascist coalition,

Fraternal relations were created with
the Greek people too. Essential clifferences
of viervs and attitudes existed between

the ePA and the Coilmunist Palt.,' of
Greecr. The latter coreealed its leading
rcle in the EAM (the Greek .4ntifascist
National Liberation Movement), gave

a pted.ominantly defensi.re eharacter to the
armed struggle in Greece and maintained
profounilly opporhrnist attitudes towards
the question of state po\fer, and towards
the Greek reaction, behind whieh were
the governments of Britain and USA, Des-

pite ti:is, the spirit of solidarity, fraternity,
and collaboration, prevaiied in the rela.
tions between the National Liberation
Movernent in Albania and the National
Liberation Movenrent in Gleece,

Ek+*

lYith the decisions of the Pdrmet Con-

gress the foreign policy of the CPA

assumed completely tire character of state

policy, Witli tlre historic decisiens ii. aCopt-

ed the P6rmet Congress, as the first big
N;ttienal Asseinbly, truly emerged frorh
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the bosom ef the people, laid the fou:rda-

tions of the new Albanian people's demo-

cratic state,

The decisions of the P€rtnet Congress

affirmed and sanctioned the state sove-

reignty, the csntent and essence of rvhich

eonsisted in the transition of tlte state

power from the hands of the exploiting

classes ts the hands of the labouring
masses with the working class at the heaC.

Now we have to do with a new Albanian

State, the sovereignty and independence

of which stemmerl from the new political
and social order whieh was being es-

tablished in Altrania, These great changes

of historic importance, which came about

as a resslt of deep-going rer.olutionary
transformations, conditioned the entire in-

ternai ard foreign policy of the new so-

vereign and independent Albania. The ac-

tions of the Albanian Government, which

was born at the PErrnet Congress, in its

relations with other states, were the prin-

cipal indicator showing that Albania was,

for the first time, coming out in the

international arena as a truly inCei:endent

and sovereign state, the foreiqln policy of

which was based in the principies of com-

plete equality, non-interference in internal
affairs, interi-rationalist solidarity and mu-

tr.ral assistance r.vith the peoples who were

fighting for freedom and independence.

The sovereignty and independence of
the new Aibanian people's democratic
State were an actual historical fact which
all the member states of ttre great anti
fascist coalition, rvillynilly, would have to

take into consideration. Its international
recognitior was quite a natural thing and

shsuld have resulted from the very policy
of the mernber states of the antifascist
coalition. In view of the fact that in their
declarations of 1942 lhe Foreign Mi-
nisters of the three great poryers

of the coalition had recognised the

struggle of the Albanian people and

had publiely pledged themselves to respect

Albania's independence, there was no rea-

son why these porvers should no accept

the decisions of tire P€rrnet Congress or
fail to recognise the government which
ernerged from this Congress. In response

to the demand of the Pilrmet Congress,

in Augtrst L944, the Soviet government

sent a rnilitary ruissicn to Albania. The

arrival of this mission testified to the

revolutionary friendship and alliance be-

tween the two peoples, forged in the

corllmon struggle against fascism, The

British and Amelican Governments had

their own way of looking at things. Any-

thing opposed to their plans for the do-

mination of the world \i/as not accepted.

But not only that: all sorts of plots were

hatched up in order to bring the coun-

tries anC states which ctrid not submit to

their policy into line. Although the Pdrmet

Congress expressed its full confidence in

the cornmon anti-fascist alliance, and its

readiness to carry the fight against fas-

cism through to final victory, at the same

time it adopted decisions which were not

to tire liking of the British and American

governrrrents, and which clearly showed

that imperialism had lost Albania once

and for all, The Pdrmet,Congress decided

to bar ex-i{ing Zog fuom returning to

Albania. Though they had no special con-

si'leration for Zog, the Briiish kept him

in the reserve because, a situation might

arise in r+.hich h,e could be usefrrl in some

way. More se:io'-rs for tlrem s'as the de-

cision of the P0rmet Congress not to re'

cognize any goverilm.eilt that ,,may be

forrned in Albania or abroad against the

wilt of the Albanian people,. The Go-

vernments of Britain and Amelica realised

that these two decisions had a much deeper

significance than might be understood at

first sight. tsy these decisiotrs the Allra-

nian people put an end once and for all

to that political regime in Albania, which

could easily be put under the control of

those governments. The Governments of

Britain and USA understood that the crea

tion of a goyernment which would act and
(... come out as the sole juridically le-

gitimate representative of the Albanian

people,ls was the heaviest blow dealt to
world reaction and barred the way. once

and for all, to the efforts of the opponents

and enemies of Albania's independence

to create ilgovernmeflts, at home or abroad

connected with the Anglo-Americans'

The foreign policy worked out by the

CPA during the National Libevation War

and which was affirmed as the official
policy of the new Albanian State in the
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historic decisions of the P6rmet Congress,

expressed in the most complete way the

Albanian people's will not to allow any

interference in the internal affairs of Al-

bania.

The decision of the Congress of P€rmet

that "All the agreements with foreign

states must be re-examined, all the eco-

nornic and political ties established by the

Zog government to the detriment of the

Albanian people must be broken off and

new agreements made, and the non-re-

cognition of any "international agreement

or connection which the reactionary

cliques might maintain, either as a po'

litical group or as a government abroad

or in Albanian"l6 6ls61ly showed that the

Albanian people rvould not allow any

kind of bargaining to the detrinrent of

their national intetests.

The impottance of the decisions of the
pErmet Congress concerning the interna-

tional status of Albania is exceptionally
great. These decisions laid the fottndations

for Albania to occLrplr the place she de-

served as a sovereign and fully inde-

pendent countl'y in the svstem of intelna-

tional relations. The public proclamation

of the Iiquidation of the old political or-

der, the denunciation of the political and

eccnonric agreements and treaties con'

cluded with foreign states, the exclusive

right of the government created at the

P6tmet Congress to represent the Albanian

people in the relations with the allies -
all these things, in their entirety, meant

burning all bridges that could efldaflger

the independence, freedom, and sovereign-

ty of the Albanian people in the future,

After the PErmet Congress, and parti-

cularly after the failure of the June

operation of the enemy, the National f,i-

beration Army, powerfully backed by the

people, began its triumphant march for the

complete liberation of Albania' In face of

this new situation arisen in Albania, the

Anglo-Americans not only did not re'

cognise the decisions of the Permet Con-

gress and the government which emerged

from it, but concocted intrigues and plots

for the partitioning of dlbania and its

division into three parts, even trying to

ensure the support of the Soviet Union for

the realisation of these plans' While prior
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to the Pdrmet Congress the western allies
had pinned all their hopes on the "Balli
Komb6tar", ,,Legaliteti" and the tribal
chiefs of the North, to put Albania under
their control, after the P6rmet Congress,

when these traitorous organisations had
been definitely exposeC and were on the
verge of complete destruction, they sought
an opportunity to get their troops into
Albania. Bu,t the CC of the CPA, the Na-
tional Liberation Front, and the Antifas-
cist National Liberation Comrnittee, which
was performing the functions of a pro-
visional government, adopteC a clearcut
and firm stand, not allowing any inter-
ference by the Command of the Anglo-
American forces in the Mediterraneal
and the allied military missions in the
internal affairs of the National Libera-
tion War, and rejecting all their pres-
sures. This is shown especially by the re-
jection of the insistent demand of the
Allied Mediterranean Command that the
Lst Division should not cross into North
Albania and should not attack the reac-

tionary forces which were operating in
that area. The Antifascist Committee did
not accept the landing of paratroopers in
Albania, either. When the allied troops
landed on the south-western coast of A1,

bania, on the eve of liberation, the Ge-

neral Command of the ANLA compelled
them to withdraw from Albanian soil.

With the liberation of the major part
of Albania by the National Liberation Ar-
1ny, the question arose of further strength-
ening the State of people's democracy,
and, in particular, of transforming the
Antifascist Committee into a Democratic
Government of Aibania. This was achieved
at the Second Meeting of the Antifascist
National Liberation Council which was
held in Berat in October L944. The de-

cisions of the Second Meeting of the An-
tifascist National Liberation Council, as

a continuation and complement of the
decisions of the P€rmet Congress, were
another blow to the Anglo-American im-
perialists. They themselves were by now
convinced that their plans for the occupa-
tion of Albaaia had failed. Therefore, they
changed tactics. It appeared as if they re-
cognized the National Liberation Front,
but by acting behind the scenes, they

aimed to destroy the order of people's
democracy in Albania anC briug the reac-

tionary forccs to power. The entire ac-

tivity of the -6,nglo-Americans on the eve

of liberation and after iiberation proves

this. But, as is known these tactics of
theirs faiied completely too.

The determined stanC of the CPA and

the Democratic Governrnent of Albania
deprived Anglo-American imperialism of
any possibility of interfering in the in-
ternal affairs of Albania ani did not
allow it io attain its aims in our coun-

try, i.e., after the expulsion of the German
armies, to have the state power seized

by the exploiting classes and through
them, establish its control over Albania.

:ii ;lr rlr

In working out its strategy in the Na-
ticnal Liberation War, the CPA defined the
principal enemies for this period - the
Italian and German fascists; it defined
the external allies of our people - the
Soviet Union, Great Britain, the United
States of America, and all the peoples

fighting fascism, and pursued a prin-
cipled and consistent policy towards them.

The Party was guided, first of all, by
the principles of selfreliance, which flot
only did flot negate, but on the contrary
presuposed the alliance, collaboraiion and
mutual assistance of the Albanian people

with the other peoples who were fighting
fascism.

SeconC, the Party was guiderl by the
principle that the national indepenrlence
of Albania coulC not be achieved outside
the great alliance of the peoples against
the fascist aggressor states, without the
internationalist solidarity, assistance and
support, of these peoples.

Third, the Party proceeCed frorn the
principle that the true national indepen-
dence of Albania and the establishment
of the people's power could not be re-
alised without barring the way, once and
for all, to any kind of imperialist inter-
ference, in whatever form it might appear.
During the whole period of the National
Liberation War the Party ccmbined these

three principles in the best possible way
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and carried them out consistently. Thanks
to this policy Albania became a free,
sovereign and independent state, which
had never been achieved before by otrr
people during their entire history,

The road pursued by the CPA in its
relations with the peoples fighting fas-
cism, armed it with a great experience
to work out a consistent, revohrtionary
and internationalist foreign policy after
the iiberation, too, and, as a consequence,

the People's Republic of Albania today
enjoys great attthority, prestige and
respect among all the revolutionary and

progressive people of the world.
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RE'Z MALILE

THE GOYERilMEI{T OF

SUPPORTS T}IE JUST D

OF THE DEYEI"OPIilG E.

THE SUMMONING OF TH'E 7TIl SPECIAL SESSION OE THE UN GENEEAI, AS.
SEMBLY TO EXAMINE PROBLEMS WHICH HAVE TO DO WITH INTERI{T\TIONAL
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND COOPERATION MARKS A NEW STEP IN T;IE
EFFORTS AND STRUGGLE OF THE SOVEREIGN PEOPLES AND COUNTRIES FOR
FREEDOM AND NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE, BOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DE.
VET,OPMENT AND PROGRESS. THE SESSION IS MEETING AT A TIME WHEN THE
PEOPI.ES OB THE FREEDOMLOVING COUNTRIES ARE MORE AND MORE RE-
SOLUTELY OPPOSING THE POLICY OF AGRESSION, PLUNDER AND EXPLOITA-
IION WHICH THE IMPERIALIST POWERS EXEBT, ARE COORDINATING THEIR
FORCES, STRENGTHENING THEIR UNITY, AND FIGHTING MORE COURAGEOUSLY
FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF JUST INTERT.{ATIONAL ECONOMIC ITELATIONS.

The problems facing this session are higher -level and have marked new suc-
closely linked with those dealt with at cesses in all fields. The historic victories
the 6th special session of the General of the Vietnamese peopte and the Cam-
Assembly at which the peoples and de- bodian people over the US imperialists
veloping countries expressed their deter- and their tools and collaborators, achieved
mination to strengthen their national eco- arms in hand with unyielding heroism
nomies and defend their sovereign rights, and determination, is a great inspiration
against the imperialist, colonialist, and and encouragement for the worlds peoples
neocolonialist oppression and exploitation, in their struggle for the realisation ot
and first and foremost against the aggres- their lofty national aspirations.
sive and expansionist policies of the two After welcoming the presence of the
imperialist superpowers, the usA and the representative of the Royal Government
soviet union. During this period, the of National union of cambodia at this
freedomloving peoples and the sovereign uN session, the Albanian representative
states have raised their just struggle to a continued:

REIZ MALILE - Vice Minister oI Forcign
Aliairs and head ol the Albanian delega-
tion at the special session ol the tJ. N.
General Assembly.

Speech tleliuered on Septembet 6, lgZS
at the Assembly's plenary session.

Today, the peoples of the developing
countries, becoming ever more conscious

of the road to the real development and
progress, have undertaken a determined
struggle to overcome the difficulties, back-
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wardness, and Foyerty inherited from the
past, to oppose the plunder of their na-
tional riches by the imperialist powers,
to utilise them in the interest of their
own countries, to establish their political
and economic independence, and their etr-
tire development and progress on more
reliable foundations. Along with the mea-
sures of a national character, they have
strengthened their unity and joint ef-
forts"

The results achieved so far have raised
higher the confidence of the peoples and
the developing countries in their own
strength and abilities to achieve still
greater victories in the future in the
struggle for the destruction of out-dated
economic relations and the establishment
of new relations, based on the principles
of respect for national independence and
sovereignty, non interference, equality,
and mutual benefit.

But the imperialist powers, are trying
to curb this process of development in
every way, and, with different means and
forms, are continuing their policy of co-
lonialist and neocolonialist exploitation,
The rivaky and collusion between US

imperialism and Soviet social imperialism,
their fierce struggle for hegemony and

world domination, for the preservation
of the exploitation and plunder of the
peoples, which continue to be sources of
tetrsion, conflicts and hot beds of war,
have come out more openly, especially
in the regions and areas of the world
rich in raw materials and occupying im-
portant strategic positions. This is clearly
seen in the Middle East, and Mediter-
ranean, Europe, South-East Asia, the In-
dian Ocean, and other regions of the
world,

The representatives of the US impe-
rialists and the Soviet social imperialists,
have a lot to say with great demagogy,
about "detentg,, ,sggulity" and "disarme-
ment,, about .interdependence$, and so

on.

They are striving in every way to
spread illusions, to rveaken the vigilance
of the peoples, to guell their struggle for
freedom and independence, to leave them
disarmed so that they can be dominated
rnore easely. The USA, and especially the
Soviet Union, are boasting to the skies
the benefits which the socalled European
Security Conference, cooperation in outer
space, etc., will allegedly bring Europe
and mankind. The Albanian delegation
holds that the socalled European Secu-

rity Conference, in reality, is the con-
ference of the insecurity of Europe because
behind this force lurk the aims of the
two superpowers to preserve their hege-
monistic positions on this continent, The
tlyo superpowers are making proposals
on disarmament at a time when they
themselves are arming to the teeth and
their war budgets are reaching record
figures. OnIy the naive could put any
trust in their statements and preachings

that only in the conditions of udetente,

can the progress of the developing coun-

tries be achieved, but not the peoples;

who, day by day, are feeling the conse-

quences of their imperialist, hegemonistic
policy and the danger it constitutes to
peace and international security ever more
directly. The leader of the Albanian peo-

ple, comrade Enver Hoxha has said: "the
two superpowers, the United States and
the Soviet Union, are aggressive impe-
rialist powers; They are dividing the
world into spheres of influence and pro-
ceeding to the division and capture of
world markets. The ultimate aim of each

is to dominate the natiors and states

of the whole world, From this arise ir-
reconciliable contradictions which may
lead to another world war. Their hege-
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monism, their reckless arms race, are not

by any means, developing smoothly, but

through great upheavals with which our

world is seething,,

Today, continued the Albanian repre-

sentative, a grave economic political and

social crisis has gripped the capitalist

and revisionist world and has affected

both their economic structure and their
superstructure. In order to cope rvith the

great difficulties stemming from the pre-

sent crisis, the imperialist powers and es-

pecially the two superpowers, are continu-

ing their efforts to saddle their own peo-

ples, other countries, and especially the

developing countries, with the burden of

this crisis. The USA is making use of the

dominating positions it has secured in an

arbitrary manner in a series of interna-

tional economic-financial organisms, exerts

pressure even on its allies, and arrogant-

ly claims the role of arbiter in the regula-

tion of world economic relations. On the

other hand, the Soviet Union, by means

of neocolonialist theories on ileconomic

integration",,'the international division of

labour,,, .cooperation,, "aid", etc., exploits

and plunders the riches of the peoples of

the developing countries and keeps the

entire economic life of the East European

countries under its control.
As is known, the 6th special session of

the UN General Assernbly, adopted ,,the

Declaration on the establishment of a new

international economic order* and "the
Program of action,, which notwithstanding

their shortcomings, contained a series of
principles and measures in favour of plac-

ing international economic relations on a

fairer basis,

However the Albanian delegation wishes

to stress that, despite the good will and

efforts of many member countries, the

danger exists that the decisions taken will
remain a dead letter, because of machina-

tions and sabotage by the imperialist
powers. Various leading circles of the in-

dustrialized countries consider the just de-

mands of the developing coufltries for the

establishment of new international eco-

nomic relations as the ruin of the world
economic systemft The chieftains of US

imperialism even go so far as to make

open threats and declare that "the in-
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dustrialised countries must settle accounts

with the claims of the developing coun'

tries.".

Faced with the iegitimate determination

of the developing countries in defence of

their sovereign rights, the imperialist and

colonialist powers are demanding "mutual
concessions" and ,,retreat" in the spirit of

compromise. However it is not the de-

veloping countries that should withdraw,
but the imperialist powers, that are striv-

ing with atl ways and means to continue

their colonial domination, to preserve their
privileged positions in the world economy'

It is understandable that this is not go'

ing to come about voluntarily. It has to
be imposed on the imperialists through

resolute struggle and concrete measures

by the developing countries, which in so-

lidarity with one another, have all the

possibilities to realise this.
Despite the efforts of the peace loving

member countries to place world trade on

more just foundations, the situation in this

field has not been improved in favour

of the developing countries. On the con-

trary, it has become weighted more heavi-

ly against them. The industrialised coun-

tries continue to draw great profits at the

expence of the raw material producing

countries, Through unequal and discrimi
natory trade exchanges, numerous tariffs
and customs barriers, afld the continual

devaluations of currency, the policy of

closed markets and other restrictive mea-

sures, such as the {JS law on trade, that

is directed against the national interests of

the Latin American countries, the impe-

rialist powers continue to impose huge

trade deficits on the developing coun-

tries, to create new economic difficulties
for them and colossal losses amounting
to tens of billions of dollars. The Albanian

delegation supports the demands of the

developing countries that the policy of
discrimination and pressure in trade must

cease, that the prices of raw materials
should be brought into fairer ratio with
those of industrial goods, that artificial
barriers should be removed and economic

and trading relations should be established

on the basis of the principle of equality

and mutual benefit. These things should

be done, not in words, but in deeds, not
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with forlnulations of clauses and state-

menis, but with the creation of real con-

ditions to establish just international eco-

nomic relations and rigorously respecting

the sovereignty of states.

The frenzied arms trade which the US

imperialists and the Soviet social impe-
rialists are intensifying even more, is an-

other blatant means of bleeding the peo-

ples white and plundering their riches,

of deepening the political, and economic
penetratiou of the superpowers into the
developing countries, of extending the
spheres of influence, and dividing and
colonizing the peoples. The leader of the
Albanian people comrade Enver Hoxha has

said, "The two superpowers have become

such terrible arms dealers, that, by com-
parison, the Armstrongs, Mauzers and
Bazil Zaharovs of the past, seem like
traders in children's toys. But naturally
they sell these arms on their owfl account,
each aiming to defend its own strategic
interests and to set the buyers of these

arms fighting one another".

We hold that the scandalous specula-

tions of the present arms dealers should be

resolutely exposed.

The measures taken in the recent years

by some developing countries, such as

the nationalisation of enterprises with
foreign capilal, the limitation of the acti-

vity of the foreign capitalist monopolies

in the field of production, research, banks

and credits, etc., are a heavy blow to the

imperialist powers. The successes

achieved so far by the developing caun-

tries in their economic and social progress

refute the notorious neocolonialist views

that it is impossible for the developing
countries to utilize their national re-

sources themselves, about their lack of
experience and specialists, science and mo-

dern technology, about the lack of mar-
kets etc. Such views have the aim of
arousing pessimism, lack of confidence
in their own forces, of raising various
obstacles to the developing countries and
keeping them at a low level of industrial
development, as sources of raw materials
and in a situation of permanent depen-
dence. But the peoples of the developing
countries are determined to carry their
just struggle against the expansionist po-

licy of imperialist
ahead.

powers collstantly

The representatives of the imperialist
powers do not fail to preach portentious
sermons that the efforts of their countries

are dedicated to the progress and raising
the wellbeing of the peoples, that they
are allegedly worr:ied about and seriously

trying to wipe out the hunger, poverty,
and backwardness, disease and other evils
from which many peoples of the world are

suffering today. They try to explain the

difficult food situation in various regions

and countries with their reactionary
theories of rover-population" or "the iu-
ability, of the developing countries to or-
ganise farm production. But the truth is

completely the opposite. It is precisely the

imperialist powers which mercilessly ex-

ploit and oppress the people. It is they
that have left the agriculture of the de-

velopiflg countries in a prirnitive state,

without the real possibility of accumula'

tion for its development, and that continue

to plunder their riches on land and sea.

On the one hand the imperialist powers,

especially the two superpowers bring out

proposals for the creation of various in'
ternational organisms, which they rvant

to have always under their control, and

on the other hand they use their cereal

crops and other food stuffs as a means

of pressure,' blackmail afld conrpetition,

as a strategic means fot the realisation of

their hegemonistic policy.

The two superpowers boast a great deal

about the role of "aid, and "credits" they
give the developing countries allegedly

to facilitate their economic and social pro-

gress, But their real aim is to keep those

countries bound with threads of economic

and financial dependence. Before granting
.aid, and ,credits", the imperialists make

their calculations well. They never give

them for the benefit of the peoples, but
only in the interests of their own policy.
They accompany this aid and those credits

with political, economic and military con-

ditions and use them in a diabolical man-

ner to impose unequal agreements on other
countries.

It is by no means rare f or the ..aid,
and "credits,, of the two imperialist super-
powers to be used openly as rneans of
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blackrnail, control and subjugation. The

PE of Albania has its own experience in
this direction. Resolutely and at the proper

time, it tore the mask from the Soviet

revisionists, who played the card of .aid,
and "credits, to impose their policy of
dictate and subjugation on socialist Al-
bania. To this day the irnperialists, the

social imperialists and their allies are con-

tinuing their flattery, their political and

economic blackmail and pressure against

the FR of Albania. They want to make

our government and people give up their
independent policy, their courageous and

resolute defence of their national so-

vereignty and independence. But their
pressure, blackmail and blandishments

have not worked and never will worir
in socialist Albania.

The experience of our country shows

that the most correct road to independent

and allround economic development, and

consequently, to the strengthening of po-

litical independence, and tlie steady rais-

ing of the wellbeing of the working
masses, is the mobilisation of all the

energies and resources of the country,

self-reliance. The principle of self-reliance

does not mean at all being closed within
one's owrr shell. In the construction of

socialisrn the Albanian people have had the

invaluable and disinterested fraternal aid

of the PR of China. As alwaYs, the Go-

verrment of the P. R. of Albania will sttp-

port the just demands of the developing

countries in defence of their. national in-

dependence and sovereignty. It expresses

its categoric opposition to the efforts to
deal with the economic problems, which

are worrying the world today, within a

narrow framework, and upholds the view

that a correct solution for them cannot be

found without the equal participation of

all states, regardless of their size and

economic potential,
The delegation of the PR of Albania, in

this session of the UN General Assembly

too, will coordinate its efforts with those

of the delegations of other countries fight'
ing for free and independent development.

It will support all rneasures in favour

of the struggle of the peoples, in defence

of their sovereign rights, against irnpe'

rialist exploitation and oppression.
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"ECONOMIC EMIGRATION -INCURABLE ULCER OF THE CAPITALIST WORLD,,

,ZERI I PAPULL|T,. orgtrn of tIru Central Cammittee oI the pLA.

Among the ills gnawing at the
very roots present day capita-
lism is econonic ernigratiou. T1-re

nrain factors which compel the
workels under capitalisrn to

leave their country, their fami-
ly and go to othel countlies
aud continents to sel1 their la-
boul powel in the hope of en-

suring a better future, are po-

\rerty, unenployment, uncer"tain-

t). for the futurc. These emigrarrt
vlorkers become slavcs of ca-

pitalist owners, competitors with
the local workers on the latrour'
market, and all in all sell thci,'
labour power very cheaply en-

suring the capilalists the maxi -

mrrm surplus value.
According to minirnized offi-

cial statistics the total number
cf economic emigrants in Europe
stands at more than 15 million
persolr.s. They come mainly front
the Portr-rga1, Spain, Italy,
Yugoslavia, Greecc, alcl Tur-
k.y.

Befole the Second Wor'1d War,
and in the early yeals after it,
the greatest percentage of eco-

nomic emigrants were workels
l\.'ithout any technical qualifica-
tion who came mostly straight
frcm the countryside. But now,
besides workels, without tech,
nical qualifications who are used

for heavy jobs, specialised work,
ers, qualified technicians, cadres,

specialists, etc, have also tahen
the road of emigration.

Economic emigratiotl in the
capitalist world today is no long-
er' spontalleous, but an organised,
controlled, and directed process.

Individual emigratiol has now
been leplaccd by collectivc emi-
gration and this has been
tahen in hand by the go-

vcrnments of the couu [r'ies

f rom which the workels emi-
glate- Thcy havc sel rrp a selies
oI various statc and plivate i-tr-

stitutions to channel the move-
ment of the ernigrating workers
sr.: that both the country they
leave and the countly that re-

ceives them dran, maximum pro-
fits at the workers expense.

The countries impoltirg marr-

power, rftcl scculing Lhis com-

modity at cheap price, in addi-
tion to other things pay the
exporting state a set quola on

the basis of the nr,rmber of r,volk-
ers alcl specialists, and theil'
dispatch according to schedule.

In addition to the quota they
get fron-r the importing states

ancl not worrying at all about
the living conditions of these

workels, the exporting collntries
encourage them to save as

much foreign curlency as pos-

sible and use all forms to draw
it to the country, A11 the acti-
vity of the organisms set up
for emiglation is f or this airn
arrd not oto ensur:e the living
conditions, of the emiglants.

Apart fron: the wanton ex-

ploitation of the economic im-
migrants, the capitalists also use

economic immigration as pres-
sure on the 1oca1 working c1ass.

The existence of the reserve
almy of unemployed in capi-
talist couttr.ies cannot be under-
stood in any other r,rray. Statisti-
cal data show that precisely
those countries which have the
greatcst cconomic imurigration
also have the higlhest percent-
age of the reserve army of un-
employed. In the USA, since the
beginning of this year, the fignrc
of unemployed has been over 8

per cent of the work force, and
the number of unemployed morc
tiran 8,5 million workers. In other
countries, where economic imuri-
gration has been continually high
as in the German FR, France,

Switzerland, etc., uncmployment
l'ras continually fluctuatcd be-

tureen 3 and 5 per cent.

The capitalist owners also use

the economic immigrants as

sc.!bs, employing them during
a strike and thus arousing and

inciting hatred between them

and the local workers. The eco-

nomic immiglants are consi-

dered as an ,inferior, race. They

are forbidden to protcst about

their rvorking conditions. And

if they do not submit to these

enslaving conditions, legalised

in the contract every worl<er has

to sign before starting rvolk,



the capitalist owners file thetn
immediately. Millions of im-
rrigrant workers in the capitalist
countries are compelled to live
in cardboard shacks, in shanty

towus ou[sidc the city clustct'-
ing together and scorned bv the

loca1 inhabitants, badly fed and
even more badly dressed. Their
hatred for the capitalist bosses

burns undiminished, the sick-
ness and injuries they ir:cur in
fcreign countries I'emain un-
healed and accompany them to
the grave.

I
THE SPANISH PEOPLE ARE FIGHTING
THE FASCIST DICTATORSHIP
,BASIIKIMI-, Central otglan ol the Democratic Front of Albania.

The further fascistisation of
the life of the cou11tly, the lack
of thc n-rost elementary derno-

cratic freedoms and rights, to-
gether with the glave economic
situatior-r, constitute the picture
of present day Franco Spain,

Every day the Franco police

arrest dozens of opponents to
the regime. At cross-roads and
various points all citizens alc
checked. Recently the dictatorial
regime approved a numbel of
new opplessrve lneasul'es eqtriva-
Ient to the establishment of a

state of siege all over the coun-

try. With these measures evell
the few constitutional guarantees

are suspended for a period of
two years, the period for which
the Franco police can hold ar-
rested persons is extendcd inde-
finitely, and the police force is
given a flee hand to enter and
search any horne without a

wa1'rant. These new, oppressive,
and antipopulal measures u.n-

dertahen by the Ftanco oli-
galchy are a continuation of
lnany others undertaken p1'e-

viously. They show stil1 more
clearly that all the clamour by
the official propaganda about

the socalled "liberalisation* is

a b1uff, and that the presetrt re-
ginre is the same dictatoriai
fascist regine r,hich has been

ruling for 35 years.

This reactionary po1ic.y, by
means of whicl-r the Franco le-
gime is trying to keep itself on

its feet, is rnecting the gr6wipg
lesistance of the Spanish work-
ing people, a resistance which
is putting ever more emphasis

on political demands, fol demo-
cratic freedoms and rights,
against the anti-people's policv
of the Franco regime. At the

same tirne, the Spanish working
oeople are fighting against tl-re

Amelican presence in theil coun-

try They are figl-rting against

the balgaining of the Flanco
regirne to pc1'petuate the ple-
sence of the US urilitar.y bases

on the territory of Spain, against

US imperialism, which wants to
prolong the days of the fascist

dictatorship. The Spanish work-
ilg masses, as the recent events

ir:dicate, have gone over to open

attacks on the forces of the

Iascist order, clashing with them

and inflicting losses on them.

I'his shows that the Spanish

people are responding to the

n:eans of violence, the white
terror, and punishments by in-
tensifying their struggle, by go-

ing ovel to its highest forms,
to armed clashes with the forces

of the r'egin-re. The Flarrco re-
gime is feeling the powerful

hand of the people's vengence

fal1ir:g ever lnore powerfully
upon it.

of course the victories scored

by the patriotic forces and the

broad masses of Spanish work-
ing people in recent times, are

Dot evel'ything. They are sti11

faced with the hated Flanco re-

gime which is continuing its ef-

forts to prolong its existence,

resorting to the rnost diverse

methods and not hesitating to
use the rnost savage means,

such as the lecent proclamation

of the new measures of oppres-

sion, But the present actions of
the Spanish working class and

the other working masses, rein-
force their confidence in their
own strength and constitute a

sound basis, a starting point,

lor still more powelful battles

in the future, against the dic-

tatorial Franco regime.
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To defend their spheres of
influence and domination or to

extend their predatory grip on

othe1' countries, both the USA

and the Soviet Union, in confol-
rtity with their political, ecc-

nomic and military interests re-

sort to all means, from confe-
rcnces or meetings of various

levels, down to pressure, black-
nrai1, blockades and aggres-

s10ns,

In this context a major role
is played by their diplornacy,
r,r'hich has been and remains
a weapon in the service of the
interests of the US monopoly ca-

pital and the levisionist bour-
geoisie which is ruling in the
Scviet Union today.

According to the cilcumstances
and above all, in connection
with the aim of sabotaging the
struggle of the revolutionaly for-
ces and peoples for real na-

ticnal liberation and social pro-
gress, both the imperialist and
the social imperialist diplomacy
use differing forms and me-

thods. At times deception comes

to the fore and the olive branch

is waved as was the case in
Helsinki, in order to deceive the
naive that there is no dangef
whatever of a new war, and at

other times blatant blackmail,
threats, and aggressions are
used in order to stop the re-
vclutionary struggle of the peo-

ples of the world against the he-

gemorristic policy of the two

superpowel's - US impelia-
lism and Soviet social impelia-
lism.

Defining the features of such

a policy pursued by the two
superpowers and the fraudulent
nature of the meetings and con-

ferences organised by then'r,

ccmlade Enver Hoxha has said:
.Everything is discussed but no-
thing is settled and when some-

thing is decided, there is no-
thing certain about it. Today

even that little .bourgeois mo-
rality" of the diplomatic acts

of the past has turned into re-

volting filth and decay. Dege-

neration, falsity and deception
leign in the policy of the super-

powers and their ailies,.
These features have long been

lecognised in US imperialist di-
plomacy. The heads of the White
House and the State Department
h:ive been changed, but the ag-

gressive foreign policy has re-
mained what it was. At the same

time, the Soviet social impe-

rialists also have such fea-

tures.

Exploiting the authority and
strength of the .all powerful.,
the two superpowers have im-
posed meetings and a series of
international conferences in He1-

sinki, Geneva or Vienna on the

different countries with the de-

ceptive claim that the most acute

problems of the times must be

solved. Likewise the USA and

tl-re Soviet Union have corcluded
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a selies of treaties and joint
agreements which are present-

ed by the impelialist and levi-
sionist propaganda as .lnajor
constructive steps* to ensure

Lreace and disalmament. But in
leality, while the diplomats con-

tinue their meetings and con-

tacts sometimes open but in
most cases secret, the armaments
race is going on at unprece-
dented proportions, their mili-
ta.ry potential is growing and
each of the two superpowers
is spending colossal sums every
year for aggression and war.

The conspiratorial character,
the falsity and danger of the
<iiplomacy of the two super-
powers have been apparent
many times in the Middle East.

This region, with its great riches
of oi1 and the important stra-
tegic position it occupies, is an

object of the a11out expansion
or the two superpowers. The

frequent comings and goings

oi the diplomatic emissaries

and top state personalities, both
from the Kremlin and from the

V,Thite House, are not just to
see the exotic East, but to seize

the ,,black gold. below the sur-
face of the Arab 1and. The ri
vahy and collusion between the

two superpowers have been and
remain the main soulce of ten-
sion in this region. For many
years the Arab people have
rr'itnessed the effects of the inr-
perialist policy pursued by

THE DIPLOMACY OF THE TWO SUPERPOWERS
A DIPLOMACY OF AGGRESSION AND WAR

"ZERI I POPULLIT,
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ptess review Washington and Moscow. All
Kissinger's smiles and flattery
have been accompanied, when
lequired, wilh threats from Ford
and Schlesinger of aggression
in case the Arabs raise the price
of oil. The embraces of Grornyko
and the allround promises of
tlre new czars of the Kremiin
to help the Arab people are
identical with the behaviour of
the medieval Byzantines, who
would murder in daylight and
mourn at night.

Threats, intrigues, allround di
r,ersionist and espionage activi-
ty to the detriment of the in-
ciependence and sovereignty of
other countries are always in
the air. Thus, H. Kissinger, the
chief of the US imperialist di-
plomacy, has earned the repu-
tation of the man of the most

I

,DRITA., orgail oI the Witers'

With his work the known re-

volutionary French writer, Henri
Earbusse, spread in the world
the fire of the great truth of the

proletariat. He fought for the

triumph of socialism as a writer
and publicist, as organiser and

inspirer of the most progressive

literary and artistic forces of
1:is time. Barbusse, writer of so-

cialist realism, was a fiery op-
ponent of the most barbarons
offspring of world imperialism,
fascism. That is why the impor-
tance of his activity continues

despicable political and diplo-
matic backstage dea1s. In his de-

partment, the majority of the
ciiplomatic functionaries are
agents of the CIA (Central In-
formation Agency of the USA),

who, camouflaged as consuls,

attach6s, diplomats and experts,
calry out allround diversiotr in
other countries to protect the
interests of the USA.

The new czars of the Kremlin
are not Taggitg behind in this
field either. Reliable data show
that, 10.000 KGB (State Security
Committee) agents have been

specially trained for activity in
other countries, and 2.511 others
are in active operation. Various
experts estimate lhat 40-75 per
cent of the Soviet diplomats in
other countries act for the So-

viet KGB. In more than 30
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countries of Europe, Australia,
Asia, and Latin America, Soviet
riipicmais have been caught red-
handed and have been expelled
as agents,

The development of events

has shown the peoples of the
world that the diplomacy of the
two superpowers is nothing but
a diplomacy cf aggression and
war, counterposed to the in-
terests of the peoples, which
has as its fundamental aim to
curb the struggle for political
and economic independence
against the hegernonistic and
aggressive policy pursued by
the Soviet Union and the United
States of America, as well as to
hinder the growth of the revolu-
ticnary struEgle for the over-
throw of the rotten capitalist
order-

< . . . THE CAUSE OF THE REVOLUTION I,IVES
ON AND IS BEAUTIFYING TI{E WORLD'

and Attists' League of Nbania.

to increase just as the revolu-
ticnary struggle of the prole-
tariat everywhere in the world
is growing in scope and

strength.
For two long years (1914-

-7976) H. Barbusse experienced
life in the front line trenches in
World War as a rank-and-file
soldier, experienced imperialist
war and he hated those who
caused this unjust war.

His many impressions, his
disillusionment with the bour-
geois propaganda in favour of

ihe imperialist war, and espe-

cially the process of the

awakening of proletarian class

consciousness among the sol-

diers and in himself, H. Bar-

busse set out with realism in
the novels ,The firen, and ,Cla-

ritytr which have been published

in Albanian (the second Alba-
nian edition of .The Fire, came

off the press recently).
The *Poetry of the truth-

makes these two well-known
works of H. Barbusse innova-

tory and original, because while
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Press teYtew r(:vealing the truth to the last
detail, the author does not re-
main in the position of a na-

turalist objectivist who observes

facts and events from life in
trenches as an impartial spec-

tator. The value of these novels
consists, above a1l, in the re-
volutionary idea by which their
author is guided, to show, in a

realistic way, the need for so-

cialist social changes as the on-

ly salvation of mankind.
H. Barbusse's works do not

negate every kind of war, ir-
respective of its character, as

the bourgeois and revisionist
v,,riters of every kind have done

and continue to do in their anti-
socialist works. In a letter to
his wife H. Barbusse wrote:
.The importance of the book
(the novel "The Fire-) consists

not so much in the material,
as in the ideological and class

direction it has".

V. I. Lenin ranked these

works of the French proletarian
writer amongst his favourite
bcoks and has evaluated them
with the following wo!:ds:

I

,,4ERI I RrNISE", organ of the

Since the time of the usurpa-
tion of the state power by the
Khrushchev clique, the Soviet
revisionist cinematography has

turned into an industry which,

*Among the most vivid pr.oofs

which confirm the growth of
the re\rolutionary class con-

sciousness of the masses every-
w-here are the novels of Henri
Earbusse, "The Fire* and .Cla-

rity,. The transformation of the
petty-bourgeois and man of the
masses entirely oppressed by
the old ideas and prejudices -
into a revolutionary, precisely
under the influence of the war,
is set out in the novel .The
Fire," with extraordinary power,
with great talent and correctlv,.

Henri Barbusse is known also
a:: a tireless social and political
activist, as a fiery and passio-

nate propagandist of socialist
ideas, as a dauntless fighter
against fascism.

In 1,934 H. Barbusse wrote
the book, ,Stalin., with a sub-

title ,The man in whose work
the nerv Tife appearso, conceived
as a biography of J. V. Stalin,
but which in reality goes beyond
the usual bounds of a biogra-
phy.

In the figure of Stalin we
find typifield the most essential
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features of a revolutionary and
leader.

The modern revisionists have

negated the great educational

value both historically and for
the present day, which this
work by Henri Barbusse, de-

dicated to Stalin, has for the
Marxist-Leninists and the pro-

letarian revolution.
Henry Barbusse died 40 yearc

ago, but he is immortal as a

writer and outstanding militant
for socialism.

"If the cause of the revolution
lives on and today is beautify-
ing the world with its splendid
example, this is because the re-

volution has always, merciless-

1), destroyed all the revoliing
schemes of betrayal, all the
bael<stage deals and conspira-
cies of those who have prepared

tc stab it in the back", - wrote
Henri Barbusse.

His warning to be vigilant
rings out loud and mobilising
even today, when the revolutio-
raries everywhere in the world,
are fighting against imperialism
and the revisionist traitors- -

REVISIONIST CINEMATOGRAPHY -A POISONOUS WEAPON
IN TIIE SERVICE OF THE NEW SOVIET BOURGEOISIE

Central Committee ol tlg ALYU.

with its products, has become

one nlore mouthpiece in the
fleld cf art for the ideology, po-

litics, morality, tastes and way
of life of the nerv bourgeoisie.

Starting with such works as

.The Forty-First", which adrzo-

cated conciliation with the class

enemy. continuing with other
pr:oductions in an openly reac-
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press reYiew tionary spirit against the heroic
period of Stalin, such as ,Clear
Sky, and later ,Ballad of the
Soldier. .The Fate of Man,,
which excused cowardice and
expressed remorse for the war-
time sacrifices and which intro-
duced the spirit of deheroism,
this cinematography has dege-
nerated further step by step. It
has spread ,the philosophy of
submissionu to the interests of
the new bourgeoisie, presenting
as the "hero of the timen the
new bourgeois element which
savagely oppresses and exploits,
the r.yorkers, portraying the
workers as "hooligans", slow
witted and lazy, slaves to booze,
backward customs, money and
other vices, while praising to
the skies lack of interest in po-
litics, unconcern about anything
ol the principle of ,be satisfied
with your position and behave
we11,', under the domination
of the monopoly- bureau-
cratic bourgeoisie, as posi-
tive things and *the heroic
quality,.

Even those works of Soviet
proletarian literature and art,
created during the time of Le_
nin and Stalin and which raised
high the revolutionary spirit and
the heroic figures of the work-
ing class, are now being trans-
formed in order to adapt them
to the ,esthetic, tastes and mo-
rality of the new bourgeoisie.
An example to be mentioned is
the TV film ,H61v thg Steel
Was Tempered,, based on Os-
trovsky's novel, which was
screened several months ago.
In the bourgeois revisionist treat-

ment of this work, tlle Leninist
Young Communists, with that
lofty spirit of sacrifice of the
20's, are presented as extra-
vagant, careless, young people,
drunkards, and with many other
vices. Although all that is left
of Nikolai Ostrovsky's work
with its real and healthy content
is the title, because all the rest
has been hideously deformed,
this is described by the Soviet
revisionist newspaper, ,Sovet-
skaya Kultura,, as a {moral
thing', lssause the events in a

new form and content ,must be
made more understandable, to
the present day viewer.

The world of crime, violence
and pornography has captured
the screens of the Soviet ci-
nemas and television. Films ad-
mitted by the Soviet press it-
self to be ,Gangster, or "detec-
tive films, are shown. This is
the press which some time ago
lauded the director, scenario
writer, and, at the same time,
main actor, of the film .Kalina
!:asnaya", V. Shishkin, who put
in the centre of his work the
professional murderer, Egor pro-

dukin. The film is permeated
from end to end by mysticism.
by Egor's calls for "5pi1i1ur1
peace*. Added to the list of such
fiims, which have had an echo
recently in the western world,
are some others, such as {con-
traband*, ,A11 the evidence
against him, 61d "It's no good
to be wrong,, All three have
almost the same theme: Crime,
theft, murder, presented with
differing personages and en-
vironments,
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That the monopoly bureau-
cratic bourgeoisie of the Soviet
Union has placed literature and
art in the service of its policy,
is even more blatently apparent
both in the literary works and
in the films produced recently
which praise great Russian chau-
vinism to the skies and pro-
claim the glory of militarism,
expansion, aggression and hege-
monism.

In order to justify the oc-
cupation of Czechoslovakia and
their theory of .limited so-
vereignty,, which implies fascist
type aggression against other
peoples, the Soviet revisionists
fabricated the full length colour
film "g2gqh.r1ovakia, a year of
Triai,. With this film they seek
to present themselves as ,libe-
rators and defenders' of others,
ta back up the social imperialist
claim that ,aggression is legiti-
n:ate,.

Just as US imperialism, So-

viet social imperialism threatens
the peoples with its weapons
and especially with its nuclear
weapons. lherefore, trumpeting
its nuclear superiority and
boasting about the power of its
missiles has become another
theme of the Soviet militarist
literature and art. The film
"Master the flames" is dedi-
cated to the efforts of the Soviet
social imperialists in rivalry
with the US imperialists to at-
tain nuclear superiorit5r by ad-
vocating the militarisation of the
economy, with the aim of impel-
ling the scientists to new inven-
tions, to increase the ,power*,
ot' nuclear missiles even al-
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press reYiew though, for demagogic Purposes,

the Brezhnev clique comes out

from time to time with Apropo-

sals* for .disarmament, and "1i-
rnitation, of v/eapons of mass

exter-mination. The other film
.A garland in the sea" aims at

E

"BASHKIMI"

The chieftain of the Polish re'

visionists, Gierek, and the chan-

celor of the GFR, Schmidt, took

the opportunity during the Pro-
ceedings of the ill-famed Eu-

ropean Security Conference in

Helsinki to hold taiks. These

talks lasted eight hours and fi-
nally a shameful bargain was

struck, to which the bour-
geois-revisionist propaganda is

giving great publicity. In the

terms of this deal, the Polish

revisionists will allow 125.000

Pclish citizens "Of German ori-
gin, to emigrate to the GFR

during the four coming years.

In return for this Bonn will
give the new Polish bourgeoisie

a credit of 1 billion marks at

2,5 per cent interest, as well as

1.3 biltrion marks a11egedly in
payment of pensions for poles

who served in Hitler's plants,

factories or administration,
during the Nazi occupation.

In Bonn and Warsaw the new

aEreement is described simPlY

as an important aet "unfreezing,
the situation in their relations,

But the fact is that another door

arousing the psychosis of fear

and panic.

The above examples in the

freld of cinematography are

some of the evidence showing

the completely degenerate cha-

racter of the Soviet cinemato-
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graphic art, its reactionary bias

as an art in the service of the

bcurgeois-revisionist and social

imperialist political line of the

monopoly bureaucratic class,

both at home and a-

broad.

..A FILTHY TRADE IN HUMAN BEINGS.

which links the Gierek clique

with the militarist successors of

lhe 3rd Reich has been oPened.

The Bonn-Warsaw treaty of De-

cember 1970, which followed

the illfamed Moscow-Bonn trea-

ty, has now been concrelized

with a series of concessions

which the Polish bourgeoisie has

made towards Bonn. These ccn-

cessions range from recognition
of the revanchist ambitions of

the Bonn rulers and the raPid
penetration of the Ruhr caPital

into Poland, down to the selling

oI Polish men and women, as

was the case with the recent

agreement reached in Helsinki.

Thus, once again, the Gierek

clique spurned the sacrifice of

6 million Fcilish rnartyrs to the

Hitlerite cannibals.

The new agreement is the con-

cretisation of the official line of

strengthening iies with Bonn, as

well as v,,ith the USA and other

capitalist countrics, followed by

the Polish boutgeoisie in Porvet'

(and all the other revisionists).

For dollars and marks theY are

rvilling, to seil anything.

With unprecedented industrY

the bourgeois-revisionist propa-

ganda is advertising the scraPs

of paper from Helsinki as ,Do-

cuments of historic imPortance..

In this clamour a special Place'

has been given to the trade in
human beings, which has been

described by Gierek and Schmidi

as a step in the Helsinki sPirit.

But it is precisely the new Bonn-

Warsaw agfeement that exPoses

the authors of Helsinki and

their followers. It shows the Peo-

ples that behind the slogans of

,humanism,, "relaxation of ten-

si61*, *peacen and so on, 1ie

hidden the criminal objectives

o;' the enemies of mankind for

the subjugation of the PeoPles'

IJnder the cloak of these slo-

gans they buy and sel1 PeoPle,

under the cloak of these slogans

conditions are created for the

bourgeoisie, and in the filst
place the two superpo\4/ers, to

hcld the European countries

under tl-reir domination and

plunder them at will in all
fields.



An September i as euery ar schc,ois
holidays in tle tr,ost beaut Li sites c;t'
new schaol y-ear utith new io-rces.

r11)s n",eiito'tld.l etei:te.ci

ogened ia
the countr;i

An Scptentbot '3,1920 the Aiba,riian ltgiiLe:rs tl! G Le:;Ltlt ui iit,tt,.. !:litles,
c-nt':rei Ltilttitphaiu)y Vlota. libetated. itottt the t,ttrii:rt ,,i -/.,j:!r r..

To th"is rernurt<able euent:is iiedict;ted
it'i Vioro., tuttrk cti tlie sculptor:; Ktist:ur1 llanxi, l*fuin'ttaz Ditarni aad. ljhabl.ri Ilr,Lil'i't

..

.. It

1;,,* 
iili::'r,r!erti.! r:r,:t:r't,a iiaq!.1.i




